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O F F I C I A L 
REGARDING TRANSFERS 
1. Before issuing a transfer note that 
the member wishing to transfer must be 
a member not less than 6 months in good 
standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a transfer write 
across his name on his dues book the 
word, "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature. ( 
3. Let the member w r i t e r s narnc in 
his dues book and also in the space pro-
wled for this purpose in the margin of 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
5. On accepting a transfer issue to the 
member a new dues book and don't paste 




The following Locals, having 
settled their arrears for assess-
ments, have been reinstated: Loi 
cals 1, 11, 34, 41, 50. Locals still 
suspended are 36 and 49. 
Convent ion Delegates 
The names of the elected dele-
gates, or duplicate credentials must' 
be forwarded to the General ollice 
without delay. 
< 
DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT? WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your 
employer and your shopmates that you are a loyal mem-
ber of your organization. / 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BU(r AT4Y SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
AH shoes without the UNION 
ISTAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
I! * JOHNF. TO BIN. Prmm. CHAS. L. BAiNE, Sn'y.-Tnaw. 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
Vol. III. MAY, 1912 No. 5 
Some Net Gains of Union Activity 
A WORD TO THE "GROUCHES" 
. I5j Ab. Rosenberg 
.. 
There is a saying: "If you desire to 
know your standing in the world find 
uat.ifirst of all what others think of 
vou. 
This saying was recalled to my mind 
when I contemplated the pessimistic 
frame of mind of some of our members, 
]iarticularly those belonging to our cloak 
makers' locals of Greater New York. 
There is a small number of cloak 
makers who constantly fret and whine 
about what they imagine to be the fruit-
less activity of the Union. The unwary 
are sometimes^ inclined to believe that 
their complaints-possess a show of re-
ality. The experienced, however, know 











According to their 
ve and gloomy for-
ion has accomplished 
"the trade in the last two 
the future they see noth-
s and despair, 
even further and declare 
»n a ton£ £f apparent earnestness that 
"ice- the General strike conditions have 
leterioratod. Here and there one may 
ven come across a local leader or an 
«cutive member, £. paid officer or some 
wr busybody 'who* owing to personal 
dge. will give expression to a similar 
inion. r 
If we should seek the origin of this 
localized disaffection we may be able to 
trace it to those cloak makers whom 
the strike really deprived of undue ad-
vantages and unfair powers over their 
fellows. These people are indeed justi-
fied in their complaints. For, prior to 
the strike, they formed in the.shops a 
kind of an "aristocratic" class. It paid 
the employers to place them in a posi-
tion of advantage. These "aristocrats" 
were enabled to do most of the work 
and always earned big pay, naturally at 
the expense of the other shop employees. 
In other words the employers used them 
as their tools for spying upon, disciplin-
ing the employees and keeping them un-
der control. For these, services they 
were marked out for special favors. The 
Union has, however, broken the back-
bone of this evil system and now special 
favors or privileges rarely obtain. Any 
work to be made up, is more *?• less 
equally distributed among all the em-
ployees. N V more do'these whilom 
"Aristocrat^*^receive "swelled" pay en-
velopes. Teday, the majority of the 
employees get more wages, while the 
"Aristocrats" have been reduced to a 
general level.. Hence their "Grouchy-
ness" and mischief making. 
/' 
• 
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Another class of malcontents are the alluded to is not yet free from the temp-





finishers. Under the system obtaining 
in the shops prior to September, 1910, 
these contractors usually had some twen-
ty or thirty pressers or finishers under 
their control and did not have to do any 
work themselves. Now, however, they 
get not more than $21.00 a week and the 
helpers also get $21.00 a week, while 
formerly, being under the contractors' 
control they received only about $16.00 
to $18.00 per week. ^ A 
A similar change has beeri effected in 
the work hours. The average work 
hours per week, prior to 1910, apart 
from overtime, were not less than 60. 
But thanks to the beneficient agencies 
of Unionism, the work hours during the 
last 2 years have been only 50 through-
out the cloak factories in Greater New 
York. There may possibly be a number 
of restless cloak makers who, like the 
ancient children of Israel harking back 
to the fleshpots of Egypt, are longing for 
the good old time when a finisher could 
"Sweat" by night at home, after sweat-
ing by day in the shops. For these peo-
ple, if such there be, the shorter work-
day is, maybe, a curse instead of a bless-
ing. I happen to have met a number 
of these benighted individuals in the 
course of my long experience upon whose 
hands the Saturday and Sunday rest 
weighs heavily, who feel miserable in 
the contemplation of the "deplorable" 
fact that for nearly two days they simply 
have not a stitch of work to do. , 
Rut then, their wives and children 
feel more comfortable and their physical 
an extra hour's work here and there or 
work below the union scale of prices. 
But where can you find an institution 
or arrangement that has reached a stage 
of absolute perfection? In the world of 
physics and mechanics and in the science 
of locomotion which is being more and 
more perfected every year we are still 
far from absolute perfection. Yet no 
one will be so Ibolish as to say that k-
cause telephonic communication has not 
yet been made possible between America 
and Europe, therefore the use of the 
telephone should be discarded. 
That some paid officers should be mis-
led into sharing this pessimistic notion 
of the work of our Union is probably 
due to their surroundings. The atmos-
phere of complaints in which they find 
themselves, the frequent grievances of 
members against their employers or 
against each other to which they are 
compelled to listen daily, proves contag-
ious for them. Failing to apply a pro-
cess of reasoning or make due compari-
sons between the past and the present 
they fall a prey to the prompting* of 
the malcontents who have their own ax. 
to grind and thus fail to appreciate the 
extensive benefits that have been gaii*4» 
for/the workers of the trade. 
Those of our officers who have yielded 
to this kind of melancholy brooding over 
imaginary forlorn hopes are evidently 
too busy and too'absorbed with (natters 
apeftaining ;to their own narrow sphe« 
of action r^5 familiarize themselve* with 
passing eTfents'in the labor movement 
and moral health is less exposed to dan- g e n e r a i iyj Were they to follow the do-
:0 
gers when there is no need for them to 
sit up the greater part of the night fell-
ing linings. 
I do not mean to say that we have al-
ready reached a stage of perfection in 
the shops. The type of individual above 
ings of the big labor organizations as 
recorded in their official journal* and 
institute comparisons tney would b- come 
convinced of the value of the work ac-
complished by our Union within recent 
times/ 
T H E LADIES ' G A R M E N T W O H K E I 
'Here is an extract from the "San 
Francisco Bulletin of February 27, bear-
ing on the work of our Union :— 
Toilers in Sweatshops Win Strikes for 
Air and Idght 
"Ordinarily strikes are called to en-
force demands for shorter hours, higher 
wages or the recognition of a union. 
Vet there is a labor organization in New 
York that resorts to strikes in which 
neither hours, wages nor union recogni-
tion, play any part. The cloak makers' 
Union is making a determined effort to 
obtain better sanitary conditions for its 
working members. When its pleas for 
human treatment are scorned it calls a 
strike. In a year it has had twenty-eight 
wiique conflicts and every one of them 
hfj.s been successful. 
Sometimes the workers demand more 
light, sometimes they protest against be-
ing compelled to toil in a firetrap; more 
often they complain of cellar workrooms. 
Progressive employers lend them a help-
ing hand. Through a joint sanitary 
l>oard employers and employees assert 
the rights of the workers. This com-
bination assures publicity, the argument 
of the strikers is backed up by success-
ful employers, and invariably the of-
fender yields and agrees to,'makc the de-
sired change. 
Incidentally, collective action is prov-
ing itself more powerful than the man-
date of the law. The law prescribed the 
sanitation of cloak factories, but the 
heartless employers were too bnsy to pay 
any attention to it, and nothing was done 
until the humane employers and the 
workers got together and planned 
strikes for more light and purer air." 
V* 
Fanaticism and 111 Will in the Labor Movement 
! 
By a Correspondent 
Is the National Socialist Press a School for Scandal? 
A Kood example of the cantankerous, nay 
scandalous, methods pursued by the National 
Synalist Press, is afforded by a news item 
puMishcd in the New York Call under the 
caption: "Gompers Host of Legien, Socialist." 
Below we reproduce the strange personal at-
tack which was. as unbecoming as it was 
untrue. 
jo not hold) a brief for Samuel Gompers 
to take care of himself and 
for/blow. But to drag the name 
through the mire of petty 
'miserable mischief making, in' 
it in into Gompers," is a pro-
[hich even a "cursed"' though re-
italist paper would not resort 
low. 
io tj*,&
 w n o a r e m t n e n a i ) j t o f reading 
•etween t|e lines, the article in question will 
*
 a
 Hue'mirror, reflecting the ugly methods 
"' * "
raX'j)g and tearing" political propaganda 
-x 
and the fanatical intolerance displayed toward 
all those who do not sec eye to eye with a 
certain section of socialist zealots. The idea 
that the leaders of the American Federation 
of Labor, not being hand in glove with the 
leaders of the various socialist sections of this 
country, would on Ihis ground refrain from 
giving a hearty welcome to an influential 
leader of European trade unionism,, who also 
happens to be a socialist, gives us a real 
glimpse into the mental processes of the 
socialist fanatic, Possjbly these extreme 
partisans arc jealous of the 'fact that the 
American Federation of Labor was first in 
the field to extend ar> official invitation lo the 
noted German labor leader. They would no 
doubt-have liked to monopolize hia^tOur an<J' 
make! it believe that Legien is as exclusive a 
socialist ai the managers of the National So-
cialist prcsV That is the explanation many 
people wiH-Jujd about the "queer" news item 
.published in. the ColL 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKHI 
But there is another side to this matter 
which places the leaders of the American Fed-
eration of Labor in a better light than the 
managers of the National Socialist Press. 
<The fact that the American Federation of 
Labor extended an official invitation to Carl 
Legien, in the full knowledge that he was also 
active in the German Socialist movement, 
shows that its leaders arc broad-minded and 
free from the narrow, partizan spirit char 
acterizing some of the National S<«iali,i 
leaders. To fair-minded people quite a differ 
ent version suggests itself, as for example:-
(Compare the following two versions) 
The Scandalous Version Published in the "Call" 
April 11, 1913 X 
GOMPERS HOST OIMOEGIEN, SOCIALIST 
Queer Actions by American Federat ion of Labor Head, 
Who Is to Receive Noted German 
(By National Socialist Press) 
WASHINGTON, April 10.—The leaders of the American 
^Federation of Labor have become entangled in a strange 
situation and are using clumsy and comical methods to ex-
tricate themselves. The fly in the spider's nest is no com-
parison to the present position of Samuel Gompers, who is 
to be the host of Karl Legien, the Socialist member of the 
German Reichstag, for the next f«w weeks. 
At the present time, Gompers, Mitchell, Morrison, and the 
other labor leaders are getting ready to flop the labor move-
ment "body, boots and breeches" into the Democratic party. 
Also at this time the Gompers crowd are using every means 
to belittle the efforts of Socialist Congressman Berger and 
to praise to the skies the political plays of so-called union-
card men in Congress. -
Now, then, at this time Karl Legien, who is the personifi-
cation of the united Socialist and Labor movement of Ger-
many, comes to visit our land. As Legien holds the highest 
office in the International Trade Union movement—being its 
international secretary—Gompers and the other American 
labor officials are compelled to pay their respects to this man. 
Furthermore, Gompers, during his trip abroad, invited Legien 
to come to this country. 
As is generally known, Legien will first tour this country 
under the auspices of the A. F. of L., and then afterward 
under the direction of the Socialist party. So Gompers is 
now foolishly planning^to tour Legien and receive him in 
Washington as a "pure^nifawmple'' trade unionist. All men-
tion of the fact that l i s ten has been a Socialist for the last 
twenty-eight years and a meniber of the Reichstag for half 
that tintc will be suppressed ty the A. F . of L. people. 
An example of this was noted in the current issue M the 
Washington Trade Unionist, a well-known labor paper, -where 
Tlegien's picture was prominently displayed on the first page 
with this caption: "Karl Legien, President of the Federation 
of Labor Unions in Germaney, Secretary of the International 
Secretariat of the Trade Unions in the World, and member 
of the German Reichstag." ^ , , 
Of course, no mention was made of the fact that he is a 
Socialist member of Reichstag 1 
Gompers has arranged for a mass meeting for Karl Legien 
in the national capital, and selected as chairman of the meet-
A Fa i r Minded Version 
8AML GOMPERS, TRADE 




An Event of Great Import-
ance to the Future of 
the American Labor 
Movement 
The leaders of the American 
Federation of Labor are to he 
congratulated on setting an 
example of solidarity to the 
officers and leaders of its affi-
liated organizations. Although 
Gompers, Mitchell, Morrison 
and their colleagues have so 
far not been convinced that an 
alliance with the Socialist 
Party would at present con-
duce to any advantage of bene-
fit to the Union movement, yet 
the fraternal spirit theoretic-
ally ruling in the council^ of 
the workers of the world, has 
seized hold of them on this 
occasion. The visit of Car! 
Legien, who occupies the posi 
tion in Germany that Samuel 
Gompers occupies in America, 
who is moreover a socam 
member of the Reichstag and 
the executive official of.the 
Secretariat of Trade Unions 
of the World, may I* we hope, 
•/•ne forerunner of a herttf «> 
7 derstanding between the W° 
/J winfrs of the American W>* 
< movement, 
THE LADIES' GARMENT WOR 
ing none other than Representative Wilson, a Pennsylvania 
Democratic labor politician. 
The story goes in Washington that Gompers will try to 
.palnvoff to the general public that Legien is not a Socialist 
of the Berger or American type. In fact, the literature re-
garding Legien so far issued by the A. F. of L. makes one 
think that Legien is a German Gompers. 
But. the jo'ce is on Gompers. AH the efforts«t>f the A. F. 
of L**to hide the fact that Legien stands for the same kind 
of Socialism and unionism as advocated by Berger, Hayes 
ami tbe other Airierican Socialist unionists are hound to fail. 
Gompers reckons without the powerful Socialist press. Gom-
pers Torgcts that the capitalist newspapers know or will 
know that Legien is an avowed Socialist, and is heartily op-
posed* to the political tactics of the Gompers crowd. 
He" will find that if the American Federation of Labor 
wants, to recognize the international labor movement it will 
have .to stand for.its cardinal principle—the organization of 
the toilers on both political and industrial fields. Entertain-
ing Legien without permitting his ideas to spread in this 
country is the plan of Gompers—but it won't work. 
KER 5 
True, the conditions here, 
both political and economic, 
are different from those ob-
taining in the old countries, 
the labor movement is compar-
atively recent, the working 
masses arc heterogeneous in 
character and the leaders of 
the various organizations and 
parties are rather individual-
is t ic . All these constitute great 
obstacles in the way. Still, 
there is no reason why an at-
tempt should not be made for 
the two parties to approach 
closer, rather than throw poi-
sonous arrows at each other. 
And Carl Legien is the man 
who can at least make a start 
by bringing about better rela-
tion*, t 
-Written in some such spirit of sympathy, 
this would surely have been a grand welcome 
and an inspiration to Carl Legien and might 
have produced much good, while the 
above acriminous and bad-tempered version 
has left a stench in the nostrils of every fair 
minded Socialist and true trade unionist. We 
have no doubt that had Carl Legien lived in 
this country he would certainly range him-
self do the side of Gompers, Mitchel, Morri-
son and the American Federation of Labor. 
This much is clear from his accepting their 
invittaion, and from the opinion expressed by 
him immediately on landing that he rec-
ognized the A. F. of L. as the only labor 
movement in this country, and would^advisc 
the I. W. W. to join the A. F. of L., wfiirT^ 




*9 General Executive Board 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEVENTH REGULAR MEETING 
Held on March 80th, 31st and April 1st 
Present: A. Rosenberg, J. S. Grecnberger, 
I S. J;cit, M. Amdur, H. Kleinman, S. Pola-
M", Mary Martin, H. Dubinsky, B. Witash-
ton and John A. Dyche. 
Absentee: M. Hertzbach. 
Minutes of the Sixth regular meeting and 
"f the Special G. E. B. meeting held on Feb. 
3rd read and approved. 
First Vice-President Greenberger desired 
to go on record as voting against the adoption 
°f the minutes of the special meeting, because 
°f the omission therefrom of that part relat-
ing to the fcroposed^mendment of Article HI, 
^•lioiijS bfijje Constitution. 
1
 '>^MUyfeiTieWB AND REQUESTS 
' c M - W e c d to grant the request of 
• - •^ •k i t fe r s of Kalamazoo, Mich., 
-' ^ V > render such financial assist 
ancc as the resources of the general office 
will allow. 
Request of the Joint Hoard of Toronto 
locals for financial assistance for their locked 
oUt members by the T. Eaton Co., and a sim-
ilar Request of the Joint Board of Cleveland 
were referred to the President and General 
Secretary-Treasurer to act at their discretion. 
Request of Bro. A. Bisno for financial as-
sistance for Clarence Darrow in his present 
trial was not entertained for the reason that 
our International Union was not authorized 
by its laws to give financial grants to any 
individuals outside its membership. 
Request of Joint Board of 'Cincinnati locals 
for financial assistance to ertable them to en-
gage an organiser w«b rejected on the ground 
that it was contrary to the" policy of the 
-% 
wmm Reading from left to right. Top row: I. & Feit. H. Klelnman. M. Amdur, H. Dublnsky, B. Witaahkln. . 
Bottom Bow: 8. Polakoff. MaryUartin, J. & Greenberger, President A.- Rosenberg. Gdn. Sec'y-Treas. John A. Dyche 
BmnMnTTimrr 
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general officers to pay part or whole of the 
salary of a business agent not appointed by 
themselves-
APPEALS AND CLAIMS 
Bros. H. Heller and Morris Goldstein of 
the Ladies' Garment Cutters, Local 10, ap-
pealed from the action of the Local, imposing 
on .them a fine of $5 and $25 respectively. 
Bro. Max Shaikowitz of the same Local ap-
pealed from the Local's refusal to reinstate 
h j iu a member. Vice-Presidents B. Witash-
Wri and H. Weinman were appointed to in-
vestigate these complaints, ,with
 tpower to 
render a decision. 
Nicholas Nassari appealed from a tine im-
posed on him by the Cloak and Skirt Pres-
ses Union, Local 35. Upon motion the Lo-
cal's action was sustained. 
Morris Greenwood appealed from his ex-
pulsion from membership by the Cloak ami 
Skirt Pressers' Union of Boston, Local 12. 
Uufyi motion agreed to reject the appeal on 
the ground that Greenwood Had resorted to 
court proceedings and had obtained an in-
junction against the Local. 
I JJic appeal of Bros. Rosenbaum and Silver-
man of the Cloakmakers' Union of Baltimore 
from a fine of $5 was referred back to them 
wijb instructions that the Board will take up 
their complaint on their first paying the fines. 
Bro. Morris Smolensky of the Ladies' Gar-
rtiefit Cutters, Local 10, appealed from a fine 
of $10. Upon motion agreed to sustain the 
Local's action on the ground of the member's 
own admission that he deposited 93 with his 
employer, contrary to provision. 
Vice-Presidents Greenbergcr and Kleinman 
were appointed as Committee to investigate 
and decide on the appeal of Bro. Gold, former 
secretary of Loca) i, from the Local's action 
removing him from membership of the Local 
Executive. 
A cnununicatior] was read from the Ladies' 
-ocat 10, intimating that the 
discuss the matter of form-
ous section of ladies' gar-
New York City and that its 
fle perfectly satisfied with the 
ements concerning the various 
e cutting trade. 
<OMMITTKE8 FROM LOCALS 
At ihr Sunday morning session Bros. Sil-
veV and.-^eJssglass, with credentials from 
we I aucsV Waistmakers' Union, Local 25, 
append f*iuesting the Board not to cut the 




Convention owing to their incomplete pay 
ment of the Cleveland assessment. J 'hc Local 
was at present burdened with a number of 
shop strikes, entailing a drain on its treasury. 
A committee with credentials from the La-
dies' Tailors' and Dressamkers' Union, Local 
38, consisting of Rosman Chicntale; Green-
stein, Klingerberg and Cacessi; appeared and 
submitted to the Board a statement of the 
position in regard to the dispute between the 
Lx>cal and the Merchants' Society of Ladies* 
Tailors. After the Hoard of Arbitration had 
rendered a decision in favor of the Local, the 
Society began to act in a hostile manner to-
wards their members. The lock-out of their 
members by the firm of Stein and Blaine was 
an example in point. They, the committee, 
realized the fact that the General Office had 
arrived at an understanding with the Mer-
chants' Society and had reached an agree-
ment with the firm of Stein & Blaine who 
promised to reinstate the men on April 1st. 
They requested tin* G. E. B., in the event of 
the firm peferred to failing to carry out their 
promise, to sanction a general strike and also 
if called upon by the Society to interfere in 
the dispute to refer all employers to Local 38. 
After due consideration the Board agreed, 
upon motion, not to entertain the request of 
Local 38 to sanction a general strike. Upon 
further motion, a committee of three, consist-
ing of Dychc, Grccnlierger and Polakoff, was 
appointed to put themselves into personal 
communication with the Executive Board of 
Local 38 and request them to invest the Gen-
eral Executive Board with full power to deal 
with the affairs of the I-oeaJ for the time 
being. The committee to have the power to 
revoke the Local's charter should they deem 
it necessary. The Committee also to act in 
conjunction with President Rosenberg in the 
matter of conferring with the Merchants' So-
ciety of Laches' Tailors on Wednesday, 
April 3rd. 
A Committee with . credentials from the 
Wrapper and Kimono Makers' JJsttalt, Local 
•41, consisting of fcros. Klein and Ixl>ofsky, 
reminded the Board of its promised donation 
of $200 to their l/>caT of which they had so 
far received only $/SX». They requested 
the Board to advance the balanc^%($125) / 
This would enable the Local to pay the Cleve-
land Assessment which otherwise they were 
not in a position to pay and cnahlcw.them to 
send delegates to the next contention. The 
committee further 'informed the Board that 
their trade was busy at present, but that piece-
* 
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work prices vary and that only by a general 
strike could they succeed in equalizing them 
and therefore requested the Board to sanction 
a general strike in their trade. 
COMMITTK REPORTS 
O 
President Rosenberg reported having in-
vestigated the request of the Raincoatmakers' 
Union, Local 20, for a special organizer. He 
found that the Joint Board of the Cloak-
makers' Union with which the Local was affil-
iated, looked after the organizing part of the 
Local's business and there was therefore no 
need for any special organizer. 
As to the appeal of Bro. Weidder of the 
Buttonholemakers' Union, Local 64, from the 
action of the Local in taking his name off 
the ballot as candidate for secretary and busi-
ness agent, be and the General Secretary-
Treasurer, having found after thorough in-
vestigation that the complaint was justified, 
they ordered a new election. Bro. Weidder, 
however, did not press this course of action, 
contenting himself with the G. E. Board's 
expression of opinion. 
Regarding the claim of A. Bloch for two 
months' salary from Local 10, Vice-President 
Greenberger reported that ' he and General 
Secretary-Treasurer had taken legal advice 
and council's opinion was that the claim was 
not valid, because ^hc office of business agent 
which Bloch held'in the Local was created 
by the enactment of by-laws to their con-
stitution and that such by-laws can be 
changedjijt the members at any time. 
x
 Vice-President Polakoff reported that at 
tW~Iast Quarterly meeting he had been ap-
pointed to see the Independent Ladies' Tail-
ors' Union of Chicago with reference to their 
proposed joining the International Union. 
Circumstances, however, compelled him to re-
turn to New York before he could accom-
plish his mission. Upon motion agreed to 
instruct Vice-President Feit to visit Chicago 
- and address a meeting of this Union as soon 
as convenient, with a view to securing its 
affiliation with our International Union. 
Vice-President Polakoff also reported that 
the Committee appointed to investigate, the 
claim of the Bohemian Branch against some 
of its officers was making good progress. 
General Secretary-Treasurer reported that 
having been appointed to consider Organizer 
Elstein's plan relating to the Official Journal, 
submitted to the Chicago meeting, he recom-
mended that the plan be not adopted. The 
Board concurred. 
Upon motion the various Committee r< 
were adopted. 
REPORTS PROM ORGANiXKItH 
President Rosenberg's iu ,.,,,. 
To the Members of the Gen. Ex, Bdard— 
Greeting 
Regarding the situation at St. Louis I have 
to report that at the end of the fall season 
the employers closed their shops, pretending. 
that the activity of the Union forced them 
out of business. Many of the members be 
lieved their statements and discontinued their 
membership in the Unions. Others went io 
far in their credulity as to propose that the 
Union should give up its business agent. As 
this would mean wiping out Unionism among 
the Ladies' Garment Workers at St. I/»uis, 
for at least 5 years to come, I decided to 
appoint Brother Glickman as International 
Organizer for that city, for a period of 8 
weeks, at a salary of $20 a week. Generally 
speaking, the locals of St. Louis arc in a 
' crisis and in order to lessen expenditures 
they decided to concentrate their forces and 
amalgamate into one local. 
Local 93, Alteration Tailors of St. I-oiii*. 
had disbanded and divided the Local treasury 
among themselves. I therefore instructed 
Brother Glickman to take legal proceedings 
against the guilty members. 
I also have to report that Organizer Katz 
man, who worked in Chicago and vicinity 
and made some headway, had recently sent 
in his resignation. 
I have since visited Toronto, Canada, where 
a strike is in progress at the T. Eaton Com-
pany. Realizing the situation, I deemed K 
necessary to instruct Miss Josephine Casey , 0 
proceed to Toronto and take charge of the 
strike. 
I have also visited New Haven and ISfcp 
more. The Cloakmakers' Union, Local * o f 
Baltimore, is in good shape financially. 
weakness lies in calling too many strikes ami 
in the laxity of discipline which permits ll 
men in the shops to go on strike -without 
consulting the Union. Owing to similar lack 
of .discipline the Ladies' Tailors, Local Vn 
ion 34, is i/fvery poor condition. 
During "fne early part of January, report* 
of a genctil strike of (Jloakmakers at Postt* 
circulated tin the newspapers. I immediately 
proceeded there and found that the Presser* 
Local Union 12, had called a strike in all the 
Boston Cloak shops and Had thereby caused 
a lock-out of the operators and tailors. After 
\ 
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interviewing a few employers, I found that to renew the contract and obtain certain in* 
they would not antagonize the Union, pro- provements in their labor condition*. They re-
ading the International Union would under- quested the assistance of the General Execu 
lake to. be responsible for the conduct of tfic tive Board. President Rosenberg assigned 
Boston members. T h e rank and file had lit- Miss Casey, for this work, but owing to the 
tfe enthusiasm about the strike. After due lockout in Toronto she was compelled to go 
rejection, I decided to call off the strike, be- there on the 27th of February. We therefore 
cause it -was illegally declared. The manu- himself proceeded to Kalamazoo on the 26th 
facturcrs took advantage of the situation and of February, but having found the situation 
refused to reinstate a number of their for- to be rather serious he immediately wired to 
iiier employees. The trouble could be ad- Miss Casey to proceed to Kalamazoo. 
justed if the Boston locals would consent t o 
give the general office a free hand in this 
matter. 
On several occasions I have directed 
Brothers Bcrkowitz of.Cleveland and Meyer 
The contract Committee of Local No. 82 
together with Miss Casey and himself, pre-
sented the demands to Mr. Hatfield, 
dent of the Kalamazoo Corset Company. 
Hatfield declined to discuss the; demands 
:!f, pre-
, Preai- / 
ny. Mr^r 
ds there* 
Rosenberg of Toledo to proceed to Cincinnati and then but promised to reply as soon as* 
and adjust the slight difficulties with the 
manufacturers. They have succeeded in set-
tling matters satisfactorily to all parties con-
cerned. 
Brother Elstein visited Albany, Troy, Syra-
cuse and New Haven. In New Haven he 
succeeded in .preventing a strike in one of 
the largest department stores in the town. 
'Hie remainder of his time he devoted to the 
interests of the New York locals not affiliated 
with the Joint Board. 
possible. The same evening the firm sum-
moned twelve members of the Union, includ-
ing the Executive members as well as the 
contract committee and informed them that 
their services were no longer required. The 
following day himself, Miss Casey, as well 
as the committee called upon the President 
of the firm again. Mr. Hatfield plainly stated 
that he could not make any concessions to 
the work people and would agree to no com-
mittees bothering him about prices or other 
Upon motion President Rosenberg's Report conditions of labor. He must be entirely left 
alone by the Union t o conduct his business 
as he pleased. The firm was already paying 
the highest wages and could under no cir-
was adopted. 
*;>THE SITUATION AT KALAMAZOO 
General Sec re to ry -Treasure r ' s R e p o r t 
General Secretary-Treasurer reported that 
fn accordance with the decisions of the Chi-
cago Meeting of the General Executive Board 
lie visited St. Louis. He found, however, 
'hat owing to dullness of trade nothing could 
1* done. The manufacturers are of that cali-
bre that they will not deal with the union 
except by exercise of force. The present 
trade conditions, however, rendered such a 
course of action or any negotiations with the 
employers useless. 
At one shop where the people were locked 
out the employer agreed to arbitrate the 
cumstances pay more. As to the discharged 
twelve members he might reinstate them pro-
viding they would individually apply to him. 
In view of this haughty attitude a special 
meeting was held on Saturday afternoon and 
a strike declared. About 600 employees re-
sponded to the call, and only about 100 girls, 
the cutters and some workers in the Laundry 
Department, remained in the shops. Miss 
Casey has since been taking charge of the 
strike. 
He also called attention to the fact that 
since the last meetings of the Board $3,200 
hajd been donated to the Philadelphia Cloak-
differences, providing the Manufacturers' As- makers, Local No. 2, to help them fight the 
sociati&n, of whifch he was a member, would firm of Slapin which locked out' it$ work 
proposition. The next day when people; $2,000 had been donated to the locked 
> ; « £ him, he denied ever having out members of Eaton's* Shop at Toronto ; 
[•»;Ytatement $1,500 had so far been donated to the Kala-
' ' m o n t h of February, he received" mazoo strike, antr $600 has been donated to 
Pnmunications from the Corset Local No. 25, N. Y. V^aistmakers. Upon 
Kalamazoo, intimating that the »-<*ion t h e r c P ° " o f * • G e w r a ! Secretary-
Local No. 82 with the Kalama- Treasurer was adopted. , • -
Company would expire on the Vice P re s iden t N A K f P r t 
28th
 0£ February and that the Local wished Vice-President Feit reported that, having 
3
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been assigned at the Chicago Meeting of the 
General Executive Board to the Middle 
Western States, he first of all visited Toledo 
and found the Cloakmakers* Union, Local No. 
67, in good shape. Local No. 96, Ladies' 
Garment Workers, had, however, disbanded, 
because the manufacturers discharged its of-
ficers. While there he called on the employers 
who stated that they were willing to maintain 
union conditions, but declined to sign an 
agreement with the Union. They contended 
1 that from past experience they knew that the 
members of the Union would not abide by any 
contract with the firms. In his opinion a 
woman organizer was needed in Toledo for 
the girls. 
He also visited Detroit, Mich., Buffalo, N. 
Y., Cincinnati, O., and Pittsburg, Pa. In De-
troit the members of the union arc confined 
to only one cloak shop and a few are working 
in alteration stores. In Buffalo, Ladies' Gar-
ment Workers, Local 90, have 46 members. 
The Garment Workers of that city are of 
various nationalities and need an organizer 
to remain with them for several weeks, es-
pecially a woman organizer and a Hungarian 
speaker. The Ladies' Tailors of Pittsburg, 
Local 99, consist mostly of alteration hands 
and are in need of a woman organizer. In 
view of the fact that so many calls have been 
'made upon him from the various cities com-
prising^fcjs territory, he had spent very little 
tune-in Cleveland. In that city the Manufac-
turers ' Association through their agents and 
spies arc persecuting the Cloakmakers and 
threatening to discharge them the moment 
they attend a union meeting. As a result the 
local meetings arc poorly attended. The Hun-
garian Cloakmakers, Local No. 104, is in good 
shape, not so however the Bohemian Cloak 
and Skirt Prcssers, Local No. 103. T h e fin-
ishers, Local No. 29, have a good union, but 
- the attendance of the cutters is very poor. 
The trade in general is very dull, there was 
practically no spring season. 
Brother Feit had also spent several weeks 
in Toronto, Assisting the locked out people of 
the T. Eaton Co. He found the locals there 
in good sharJe with (he exception of the cut-
ters who do not feel inclined to join the union 
in spite of the fact that their wages are Very, 
low. In some houses the cutters are receiv-
ing as low a wage as $12.00 a week. He also 
visited Montreal, where the T. Eaton Co. 
have a branch. The local there is in good 
shape. The Joint Board of Toronto have 
spent |10,000 on the strike. The International 
Union had already donated $2,000 and ion* 
money has l*cn received from outside 
source*, but most of the money came from the 
15 per cent tax levied on the workers in-
other shops. Last week he visited Cincinnati 
and settled a strike in a shop where the 
pressers claimed discrimination against them 
H e found that our people in many instance* 
especially in the smaller locals, were making 
unreasonable demands upon the employer, 
and calling unnecessary strikes. At D«ro« 
a strike has been called because the people 
objected to the employer taking on new 
hands. Some houses m Cincinnati moved to 
New York because the demands of if* tropic 
were unreasonable. Vice-President Pen urged 
the absolute necessity of amending the con-
stitution so as to prevent strikes from being 
called without the sanction of the General 
Executive Board. 
Vlc*vPr#*ldent Duhlnsky's Report 
Vice-President Dubinsky reported that woa 
after the Chicago Meeting of the Board he 
passed through Toronto and assisted the peo-
ple on strike, at a firm where a designer dis-
tinguished himself by his hostile attitude to-
ward union work people and union conditions 
Returning to Boston he found the cloak and 
skirt makers' Locals involved in a strike which 
originated on the part of the cloak presser*. 
but finally involved all other branches of the 
trade. The locals were now reviving and 
with the revival of trade, normal condition* 
in the organization will be restored. The 
Waistmakcrs', Local No. 49, is in poor shapr 
because of the unsuitable clement in the Or 
ionization. The Ladies' Tailors. Local H. 
has revived and is now in good shape 1 
local claims that the International Union ^IBl* 
to provide them with a business agent. The 
Ladfes' Garment Cutters, Local 73, is in poor 
shape, but judging from indications, it wiH 
before very long regain its former position 
He succeeded in organizing the shirr waist 
cutters, but Local No. 73 claimed jorisdietioo j 
over them. They, however, refused to join . 
Local N o . j a for they, have nothing m com-
mon with them. Hence, the shirt wa«« cut 
tcrs are ncft organized, p c would Ift* to sr j 
the charter1 of Local I-Jo. 73, Ladies' Garmeff 
Cutters, changed to Cloak and Suit Cutter* 
The White Goods Workers^of Worcester dis-
banded after a strike, but the Cloak tnaten 
are in good condition. The Ladies Tailors** 
Providence, Local No. 100, were organuw 
during the Cleveland strike. After negot* 
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lions with a few employers they succeeded in,, 
effecting' a settlement with the largest houses 
jii#b;tt city and have secured a wage increase 
ant) a reduction in the hours of labor from 
gO to 53. The rest of the employers followed, 
grafting the same conditions, but refused to 
sign an agreement with the .union. 
.Miss Gertrude Barnuin*8 Keport 
Miss Gertrude Barnum, chairman of the 
committee agitating for the purchase of gar-
ments made under protocol conditions re-
ported that the committee had covered the 
State <rf Ohio. In many cities permanent 
committees were left to agitate among the 
storekeepers to buy goods from manufacturers 
in New York and elsewhere where protocol 
conditions prevail. The agitation met with 
much success in such places where the trade 
union movement is strong, and where unions 
demand from the storekeepers their invoices. 
In other cities where there are no permanent 
committees the women are often fooled by 
the storekeepers, because of the absence of a 
label or some mark to show under what con-
ditions the goods are made. In some cases 
where the women objected tb buy Cleveland 
goods the storekeepers assured them that the 
Cleveland manufacturers arbitrate with their 
i nk ing people. Miss Bamum felt convinced 
"'that two-thirds of the work of the committee 
is wasted because of the absence of a label, 
atul strongly advised the General Executive 
Board to take this matter up. Miss Barnum 
said that she was now trying to negotiate 
! ! 
with several magazines to popularize the Pro-
tocol and advocate its extension. As to other 
members of the Committee Miss Krial was 
now working in West Virginia and Miss 
Newman and Miss McGinty in* Michigan. 
Miss Barnum also read several letters from 
storekeepers which showed that although they 
were dealing hitherto exclusively with Cleve-
land Manufacturers they have now dropped 
them and were purchasing their goods from 
New York and elsewhere. 
Upon motion it was decided that in future 
organizers shall send in their report!, giving a 
summary of their work, not plater than the 
10th of each month. 
The Board voted to reconsider the decision 
of the Chicago Meeting to suspend all locals 
which had failed to pay their assessments by 
February 15th, and upon motion it was agreed 
that the following locals be suspended and 
that no per capita stamps be issued to them 
until their arrears are paid:—1-ocaIs 1, It, 
34, 36, 41, 49 and 50. 
The present organizers were then reap-
pointed for a term to expire at the next 
meeting of the General Executive Board and 
the vacancy created by the resignation of 
Organizer Katzman of Chicago was left to 
the discretion of the President and General 
Secretary-Treasurer. 
Upon motion agreed to have the accounts 
of the International Union for the past two 
years audited by a public accountant and then 
the meeting adjourned sine die. 
The "Thread" Question 
By H. Ilabcock 
The Corset girl, 
She is no shirk. 
On Monday morning 
Goes to work. 
She buys ^her weeks' 




can hardly speak; 
to work 
more that week. 
^ fen pay day comes, 
/ S h e gets no pay. 
Qaise she didn't earn enough 
rt>r her thread that day. 
Dinner and supper 
And car fare too. 
Wouldn't that make 
'Most any one blue? 
Now, what do you think 
Of such a Freak? 
She must come. back-
Again next week! 
And pay f§r the thread 
She used that da£* 
In making'thc Corsets 
Without any pay. 
Now, if you Sir "Hat" 
See justice in that 
Then.^ity your sertse 
For f must be fiat. 
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Editorial 
Advises from Toronto are 
Toronto encouraging. The General 
Secretary and other officers of 
the International Union recently return-
ing from that city bring tidings of a 
break in the obstinate attitude of the 
firm of T. Eaton Co. 
Negotiations emanating from members 
of the firm last week showed that they 
are feeling the effect of the Dominion-
wide loss of the patronage of trade un-
ionists and their friends. 
The firm was ready to abandon the 
process of lining cloaks by machine 
which was the immediate issue at the 
beginning of the strike and also agreed 
to reinstate even the workers of depart-
ment J-4 who led the strike at the be-
ginning. • 
• ' ' ' • " « , ' * " " 
The only tiling which prevented the 
completion of negotiations on these 
terms was the. company's reluctance to 
give the strikers the glory which would 
result from such a victory. 
However, as the strikers and their 
backers, the Trades and Labor Congress 
of Canada are hammering away with« 
force, it now seems only a question of 
time when the firm will realize tliat it 
must choose the lesser of two evils and 
swallow the pill of compromise. 
* -* [* 
The strike at the Kala-
Kal»m*aoo ntSzoo Corset Company 
presents an ^inspiring ex-
ample of the triumph of the spirit of 
solidarity over all the powers of money, 
group force, hostile press, and the un-
constitutional "injunction/* *Of the en-
tire number of strikers only three or 
four have returned to the factory, and 
this remarkable record, in spite of the 
fact that'picketing is prohibited by in-
junction. Our Organizer Miss Casey i* 
to be congratulated on her part in this 
accomplishment. 
Already one most veluable result has 
developed from the strike—the aroHs-
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ing'ot the public to the shocking moral 
conditions in the Hatfield factory; The 
public is slow to' believe that citizens of 
high social standing in the community 
are reaping profits from a plant where 
irfnocent girls are daily subjected to 
gross insults and overwhelming tempta-
tions,' and to the .contagion of the most 
loathsome, unspeakable diseases. Foul 
odors and the sight of ugly sores are 
part of their portion as they sit and sew 
corsets, which are handed from depart-
ment to department. In the dressing 
:' <"iii the little hands of girl workers 
must use basins and towels polluted by 
sin-soaked prostitutes, male and female, 
and coarse jokes and foul insinuations 
are* current in every quarter of the in-
stitution where profits are being ground 
out for pillars of society. 
The public now aroused is insisting 
ypon a full investigation of these scan-
dalous conditions and before long con-
sumers will be advised on good authority 
that in purchasing the products of the 
Kalamazoo Corset Co. they are running 
risks of the most contagious diseases. 
As we go to-press the leaders of the 
strike are giving orders to resume picket-
ing thft Corset") Factory. The so-called 
"temporal injunction" has now been in 
t& weeks and amounts to an 
tl curtailment of the 
;hts to free speech and the 
public streets. At the same 
tembers of the Union are 
visiting unions in Kalamazoo and other 
cities /nesting moral and financial sup-
port, so fhat prospects are brighter now 
than at^ny time since the strike opened. 
•i, 
At last New York State 
Mftr-Fonr fc^ fifty-four hour law, 
Hour Bui for women and child work-. 
ers. And nothing more im-
important in industrial history has been 
accomplished this year than the passing 
of that bill. Directly four hundred 
thousand working women and children 
have each been granted six hours of re-
lease from the nerve wrecking strain of 
the modern factory. Indirectly hun-
dreds of thousands of other working 
women in this and other states have been 
benefitted by a precedent in the limiting 
of hours of labor in the Empire State. 
The International Ladies' Garment 
Workers' Union is justly proud of its 
important share in the passage of the 
law and proud also of the fact that the 
officers of our union induced the officers 
of,the New York Cloak & Suit Manu-
facturers' Association to lend their in-
fluence to induce Gov. Dix to sign the 
bill. 
There are decided flaws in the law as 
it stands. Not only does it exempt all 
except factory women and children from 
the fifty-four hour ruling; hut also it 
leaves the women and children in the 
canneries to be exploited to any extent 
that greed may dictate. Moreover when 
at the ninth hour Gov. Dix reluctantly 
signed the bill after a delegation of rep-
resentative trade unionists had added a 
threat to persuade him, he flattered the 
hopes of unscrupulous manufacturers 
who had fought the measure by issuing 
a bulletin containing clauses which con-
veyed a promise that other industries 
might be exempted by amendments in the 
future. Fortunately, however, there is 
every reason to believe that future leg-
islation will speedily extend -%< fifty-
four hour law and will then proceed to 
-establish the eight-hour day. 
The only/ reasonable ground for ob-
jections to the passage of the Jackson 
bill, is'that it is sex legislation, and may 
lead to/complications in industries where 
both men and women are employed. 
Some may-hold for this reason that it 
is undemocratic; and there is some truth 
' ' : :" 
.i 
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in the claim. Still, as long as the State 
withholds the ballot from woman and 
vthus deprives her of the power to protect 
herself she must look to the men legis-
latures as her "natural protector" to see 
that she is not utterly destroyed physic-
ally and morally in the handicapped race 
in the industrial field. Therefore let us 
celebrate with enthusiasm an event in 
the industrial history of our State which 
indicates a marked advance in civiliza-
t ion. 
i ., * • * ( * 
The tragedyvof the 
month, the sinking of 
the Titanic, is typical 
of the constant trage-
dies which occur in our industrial life. 
The ship of State like the good ship 
Titanic sails out to sea with proud 
boasts. Wealth and beauty flaunt them-
selves on the upper deck. Every com-
fort and luxury are secured to passen-
gers of the first class. Sounds of revel-
ry above drowns the cry ot the sick 
baby in the steerage. Feasts, cards and 
IiefMons from the 
TiUnlc DiHaater 
gallantries occupy the minds of thf*e in 
the upper saloons, while stokers far !*-
low in the stifling under-world toiI«ni| 
sweat day and night to keep up *team 
to sail they know not where. Boasts of 
record-making speed are made. Ho 
money is spared in the provision of 
swimming pools, billiard and bail rooms. 
It is only in the provision for life boats 
that economy is practised. 
Even when officers are warned of inv-
minent danger they forge ahead under 
order of big business. Even when the 
alarm is given, revelry and gambling 
games continue. "This ship is unsink 
able," they tell each other. Meanwhile 
the ship is sinking. 
At the last hour, when it h too late 
for this life, men awake from their or-
gies of self-indulgence and realizing 
their manhood obligations give way to 
women and children and resign them-
selves to die like men. Alas, that they 
had not awakened earlier, to live like 
men, playing their fall parts in directing 
the ship of State. 
>rtof 
•b-
Report Cleveland Agitation Committee 
n \ a Early i  March the National Cloak Mfg. 
Asso. paid your agitation committee the com-
pliment of an indirect admission that our 
work was not pleasing to the Cleveland manu-
facturers. This admission took the form of 
an underhanded effort to get your committee 
recalled from the road, through a petition 
circulated in the factories purporting to come 
from the employees, and calling upon the 
Internaional officers to break the so-called 
bo>cott against Cleveland firms. 
The erudite and high-falutin wording of this 
slanderous petition could flow from but one 
possible source—The Manufacturers' Associa-
tion; and the hearty laughter of the labour 
leaders who were asked to believe that it 
was composed by a group of Russian Tailors 
was echoed by representatives of the Cleve-
land Press, who were urged to give it pub-
licity. Needless to say that the press refused 
to publish the fake petition. Its only result 
therefore was a certainty that the Cleveland 
firms objected to the enlightenment of th* 
Ohio public on the subject of their tyrannous 
attitude toward their employees and the 
shocking conditions in their factories. The 
petition got many of the workers' signature*; 
hut one or two instances will show the met) 4ml 
ods resorted to in order to secure them. 
For example, in one factory when the fore-
men circulated the petition among Russi ' 
who could not read English, they ttked, 
"What is this?" and the reply was, "Oh, tt p 
to get more work for the cutters." In an 
other factory a very intelligent tailor, *fkr 
reading the first Jwo slanderous paragraph. 
refused to sign,'/ and although his broti' r 
workers warned) him that h^ would awe! 
lose his job, if lie refused, Jie remained nm 
This manjhad been imported with his entire 
family from New York two years before, 1 
the "Sunshine" Firm, because qf^iis skill ar < 
X^-WWM^^^M. 
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faithful qualities. Although he was a mem-
ber of the union, he had never taken a prom-
inent part in its activities. During the strike 
ho had not even served on picket duty. When 
lie, refused to sign the petition he made na 
speech or disturbance, simply passed on the 
(ftcument without his signature. Yet the fol-
lowing day iri his pay envelope he found a 
slip which read, "Your services are no longer 
required." Without even a day's notice he 
add his family were deprived of the means 
of living, notwithstanding the fact that the 
Cleveland firm had induced him to break up 
his New York home, by an assurance of 
steady employment and high wages. As a 
sample of the kind of "freedom" extended to 
American citizens in Cleveland factories, this 
is. illuminating! 
After this petition incident, your committee 
was reinforced by the addition to their num-
ber, of Miss Pauline Newman, who proceeded 
with Miss McGinity to open a campaign in 
Michigan, commencing with very successful 
work in Detroit In that City, besides the 
cordial co-operation of the American Fed-
eration of Labor, important committees were 
formed in the Detroit Ladies' Review Club. 
#I'he Clergy also entered with enthusiasm into 
Hie work for arbitration, especially the Pastor 
of the Unitarian Church. 
The Michigan Committee next moved on to 
Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids, Lansing and Flint 
j *where their work was on the same lines, and 
equally successful. In Lansing every mer-
chant in town promptly signed a petition and 
in each city resolutions were passed by Cen-
tra! Federated Unions calling upon local un-
ions to form committees to induce merchants 
. to purchase only Protocol cloaks and suits. 
Moreover, other Associations, such as church 
societies, are passing resolutions of which the 
i following from the Federation of Lansing's 
'Womens' Clubs is a sample: 
"Resolved, That we are in favor of settling 
labor difficulties by means of arbitration, and 
in favor of the extension of the New York 
1'rotocol to the city of Cleveland, where 
trouble between the Ladies' Garment Workers 
and their employers now exists. 
at we ask the local merchants 
Geveland employers, and urge 
trate. 
(Signed) 
'CARPENTER, Rec. Secretary. 
W. ROBSON, Vice-President. 
Lansing, Mich., April 3. T912-
higan Press, like that of Ohio is 
giving generous support to the movement. 
In the Ohio campaign, Misses Krail and 
Barnum separated about March 7th, taking 
two routes, Miss Krial that of Eastern Ohio 
and Pennsylvania, and Miss Barnum first co-
operating with Misses Newman and McGinty 
ill the Michigan campaign and next covering 
Klyria and Obcrlin, where she enlisted the 
co-operation of a Vice-President of the State 
Federation of Womens' Clubs, a secretary of 
the National Order of Lady Macabees, and 
the Professor of Economics of Oberlin Col-
lege, besides organizing the usual committees. 
From Oberlin Miss Barnum went to Toronto, 
Canada, where, during a strike of their Cloak 
and Suit Workers the T. Eaton Company 
was endeavoring to sell Cleveland garments 
through their department scores and mat! 
order agencies in the Dominion of Canada 
As the T. Eaton Co. is the most important 
merchant Prince in the Dominion, the Cleve-
land firms doubtless counted on a large market 
in Canada. HCTC again their policy of refus-
ing to arbitrate was to bring them to grief. 
For the Eaton Company, which pursues the 
same autocratic policy is on the "unfair list" 
and rapidly losing trade because of a domin 
ion-wide campaign in Canada similar to the 
Ohio and Michigan campaigns. This is re-
sulting in the transference of the patronage 
of consumers to firms which deal fairly with 
union labor. The Canadian campaign is vig-
orously carried on by the Toronto Trades 
and Labor Council, the Canadian Trades and 
Labor Congress, the Labor Press and Daily 
Press of a hundred towns and cities, the I-ad-
ies' Auxiliaries of Trades Unions, the Wom-
ens' Quits, Clergy and University Associations. 
Mr. Godfrey Lloyd, Professor of Political 
Economy of Toronto University is Qjairman 
of a committee (of which the President of 
the Toronto University is a member) with 
the plan of enlisting the services of Miss Jane 
Addams and Mr. Louis Brandeis to assist in 
promoting the Protocol plan in Canadian in-
dustries. 
i Miss Kriai's work in Wheeling, W. V * . 
Martins Ferry, Bellairc, St. Clairsville, and 
neighboring towns was successfully continued, 
as may be seen from the following extracts 
from a letter which is. typical of what mer-
chants are doing at her soljcitation. 
"••• Natufally^we prefer to distribute to our cus-
tomers, our friend", MnvfhVn «nd family, cleanly 
garments free from (term contamination. ••••* Were 
you to visit Wheeling;, we would point with pride 
to the conditions of greater W h e r e ' s industrial 
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•hope • • • • • Why cannot similar conditions prevail 
in your great city? 
"We favor a jurt compensalion for the operators, 
a wage representing a fair proportion of the manu-
facturers* earnings; we favor arbitration; a courteous 
treatment of every employee; a discontinuance of 
harsh and abusive language to female employees, and 
* we feel that the adoption of the New York Garment 
Manufacturers' and Operators' Protocol would be of 
great benefit to you and all concerned. 
Commercially yours, 
(Signed) GEO E. STIFEL COMPANY, 
Cto. E. Stifel, Prtsidtnt. 
A similar letter was signed by the Geo. R. 
Taylor Co. of Wheeling, W. Va., and others. 
A Miners' Convention, meeting in Wheeling 
on the 15th of March, representing 27,000 
members, passed resolutions to vigorously push 
t o n the good work through their local unions. 
. And in each city visited by Miss Krial, the 
, Merchants have united in petitioning the 
Cleveland firms to arbitrate. The petitions are 
being continually forwarded to the Secretary 
of the National Manufacturers' Association. 
In Steubcnville, the Secretary of the As-
sociated Charities, heartily endorsed Miss 
Krial's campaign and introduced her to the 1 
Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce, who 
agreed to call a meeting of all merchants and 
urge them to buy only "union made garments." 
While in Steubenville Miss Krial also as-
sisted in the organization of a permanent La-
bel League and the club women and clergy 
were supporters, as elsewhere. 
After -a short Easter vacation Miss Krial 
will proceed to Zanesville, Newark, Columbus, 
e tc Misses Newman and McGinty will con 
tinde in Michigan towns and cities, while Mis* 
Barnum organizes fresh State committees and 
attends to the "publicity" beginning with ar-
ticles on "Extending the Protocol" which will 
shortly appear in the New York Independent 
"The World," "To-day" and other national 
popular magazines. 
Respectfully submitted, . 
GERTRUDE BARNUM, Chairman, 
j Public Agitation Committee. 
Monthly Bulletin of Stirring Events 
New York 
The Board of Directors recently appointed 
by the Joint Board of the New York Cloak 
and Skirt Makers' Unions' has in the course 
of its brief existence already attacked a num-
ber of vital problems that have been for a 
long time pressing for solution. The Board 
meets frequently and good progress has been 
reported. The historic protocol of peace which 
has been operative since September, 1910, was 
admittedly art instrument of an experimental 
kind and M not pretend to cover the whole 
ground, or satisfy both sides in every respect. 
It is the aim of the Board in co-operation 
with the employers' Association to supplement 
and fill in many details designed to meet un-
foreseen occurences, remove friction between 
employer and employees and adjust unavoid-
able differences and difficulties. In the course 
of last month an understanding has been ar-
rived at on the subject of out of town shops 
which had not been specifically provided for 
itv-the Protocol. This runs as follows: 
"It is understood that both parties to the 
protocol assume in reference to out-of-town 
shops all obligations imposed upon them by 
the terms of the, protocol, whether expressed 
or implied, as if the subject of out-of-town 
shops had been specifically mentioned in the 
protocol." 
The Principle Recognized Elsewhere 
That the principle of this protocol was des-
tined to find recognition in other places has 
been distinctly forcasted by those who worked 
for its introduction in the cloak trade. Mr. 
Louis D. Brandeis has several times given 
expression to this hope. If we are to belie*e 
advices from Chicago, the firm of Hart, 
Schaffner & Marks has agreed to adopt the 
principle in its dealings with the Union. We 
learn that practically the same kind of ma-
chinery, viz., a Board of Grievances, with a 
set of regulations for its guidance, adjust-
ment of1 prices by price committees and a 
board of arbitration are to be provided that 
will give definiteness and precision to the un-
derstanding arrived at after the great strike in 
Chicago. 
Industrial Court* at Work * f 
The "Times" of April 7th gave some figures 
relating, to the trade disputes investigated 
during 1911 under the provisions of the pro-' 
tocol, in the cloak trade of New York. 
From this it appears that machinery had 
been utilized for.the settlement of 1,418 griev-
, ances of which- tia83 were brought before it 
by the Unions and 135 by the Manufacturers. 
Of these 405 were dropped or withdrawn at 
an early stage, 411 were conciliated, 270 were 
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decided in favor of the Unions, and 209 
•agsinst them; 79 were still unsettled, and the 
disposition of 44 is left uncertain. In 1,105 
case's the disagreements were settled by the 
deputy clerks without even coming before the 
Board of Grievances, and only 5" were referred 
to the Board of Arbitration. Three hundred 
ami..twenty-five of the grievances were con-' 
ncctcd with the wage scale, 239 were caused 
by Alleged discrimination in the distribution 
of \fork and 216' were complaints of discharge 
without cause. Only 40 dealt with hours of 
labor and overtime. 
Information relating to a more recent period 
gives the .number of cases settled within less 
than 4 weeks as 218. 200 complaints had been 
filed, by the Union against Association em-
ployers and 18 by the Association against the 
Union. A strong feature of these courts is 
that the cases are settled with a minimum of 
delay, every case being investigated and dis-
posed of in 24 hours. Of these, 50 have been 
decided in favor of the Union, 18 in favor 
of the' employers,, 127 were compromised or 
dropped and n withdrawn. 
A Statistical Department 
Steps have been taken by the Joint Board 
of New York to establish a statistical depart-
ment. Heretofore the only figures on record 
were those relating to the membership and 
financial transactions, while ttu» relations of 
the members to their employers, their earn-
ings, their periods of busy and slack were 
neglected. The system of piece work is ap-
plicabl; to a large number of employees, but 
owing to the almost bewildering variety of 
styles and workmanship the prices vary in 
each shop. It is proposed by the new depart-
ment to ascertain the average earnings of the 
piece workers and to have within easy reach 
^atfstical information upon many problems 
i vitally affecting the work and life of the 
• members. This will no doubt render material 
|nclp in the effort to solve them. 
Ajnong
 t n c m a n y activities of the Joint 
"oard of New York the educational one is 
clusively local matter* and has directed their 
attention to the needs of the organization as 
a whole. The call refers to the great victory 
of 1910 occuring after the last convention and 
continues: 
"At a result of this strike our International Union 
from a small Insignificant organisation has come to 
occupy the front rank of the American Labor move-
ment and is now fifth in membership of the Inter-
nationa! Unions affiliated with the American Federa-
tion of Labor. The "Peace Protocol," while not 
granting every one of the demands we were strug-
gling for, haa on the other hand given our organisa-
tion a stability which enables us to work peacefully 
for the solution of the many complicated and grave 
problems which the complete organizing of the Cloak 
and Skirt trade has brought to the surface. Hany 
of the most vital problems the locals themselves are 
unable to deal with and these must be left to the 
coming convention to solve. 
"It behooves you, therefore, to send your ablest, 
most experienced and tried members. Let favoritism 
not guide you in your selection. Above all, let not 
the motives of false economy deter you from sending 
your full quota of delegates. Remember that the 
strength of an Organization does not depend so much 
upon the size of its treasury as upon the wisdom of 
its laws and the efficiency of its administration." 
The locals have been stirred by this appeal 
into unusual activity and special meetings 
for the discussion of various problems and 
nomination of delegates have been arranged. 
A UNION liAREL FOR CLOAK** A HI'ITH 
President Samuel Oompem at a Meeting 
of t h e Jo in t Board 
Some 15 months ago the idea of a Union 
sanitary label for Cloaks and Suits was first 
mooted at a banquet of Cloak Manufacturers 
and buyers by Julius Henry Cohen, the at-
torney of the Cloak Manufacturers' Protec-
tive Association. The idea did not, however, 
immediately germinate because the various 
officers had their hands full of work con-
nected with inner organization. 
Recently the idea of such a label has been 
revived and the Board of Directors has taken 
the matter tip. But as it would to some ex-
tent involve a departure from the usual cus-
tom, inasmuch as this label would not be 
f,V no means the least important. The Board u n d e r t h c 5 0 , e coniro] °Lf ^ International 
"o* issues journals tn three languages, Yid U n i o n ' il: h a s b e e n t h o u g h t a d v , 5 a b I e t o m 
tish, Italian and Russian. Two of the first 
mentioned are weekly, while the Russian is 
a
 monthly. > 
|('onventfon. 
Karty in 
r ion to Jj 
N , issue 
th
« loca l 
I<nr-nlii 
e call to our next conven-
Toronto, Canada, on June 
e general office, has taken 
the narrow groove of *x-
sult higher authorities and President Samuel 
Gomjjjers has been invited to attend a meet-
ing of the Joint Board. 
The idea, to be precise, is that this label 
should be issued by the Joint Board of Sani-
tary Control to be attached,to garments made 
in shops observing both the union and sani-
tary conditions prescribed J>jr the protocol 
The International Union would then be only 
• ' • 
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indirectly connected with i.lii- label. The la-
bel would be in use only where protocol con-
ditions obtain and applicable so far only to 
cloaks and suits. It is the very novelty of 
Ladles' Tailor., Local 89 
Towards the end of March, when our Apnl 
issue was already on the press, a rumor of an 
impending strike of Ladies' Tailor* and % 
t h e j d e . that ha* caused a prolonged dis- ^ c h ^ ^
 t h c U n i o n a n d £ ™ ^ 
Society was/ widely circulated. That there 
was cause (or the rumor cannoi he denied 
Owing to grjeat dissatisfaction a section <.f ex-
citable members were clamoring for a general 
strike. These people believe the strike to be 
a panacea for all ills and fail to realise that 
after an avoidable strike troubles and diffi-
culties tend to become aggravated. 
But with the growth and progress of <mt 
Union a grave sense of responsibility lias been 
making itself felt more and more. Afier doe 
investigation International officers found that 
although there was friction and wide &* 
.M— ««-y ... . . . . . —~ ..._fc. ,..«..«.- ^.™.„ satisfaction, and one firm went so for as to 
March, / surplus of some $18,000 has been change their employees, yet the occ 
cussion 
President Gompers who was present at the 
Joint Board meeting on Sunday, April 21, 
was favorably impressed with the idea and 
its supporters hope it will soon come to 
fruition. 
Cloak and Suit Tailors, Local 9 
In our February issue we published the an-
nual financial statement of, this, the biggest 
local of our -International Union, and thc as-
sets in cash, bonds and other items were 
given as close upon $52,000. A. Guyer, the 
Secretary, has been' directing attention to the 
fact that, within the three months ending 
realizedvhringing up the capital in the treasury 
to nearly $70,000. 
From this we may easily infer that thc 
members' adherence and loyalty to the Union 
is unshaken. No less than 212,000 due stamps 
have been disposed of in this short time, most 
of the members having paid up their arrears. 
Both the officers and members are to be con-
congratulated on this good work. 
One of the means adopted by the local 
. Executive to keep in close touch with the 
members which comprise a large number of 
women workers, is the arrangement of popu-
lar concerts for the members and families-
In this way unionism is made to penetrate in-
to the very' homes of the workers. THesc 
concerts are naturally a great success. Thc 
example b worth following by other locals 
where practical. 
Indies ' Garment Cutters, Local 10 
At a regular meeting of the Local held 
April 15th, the following members were elect-
ed as delegates to the Convention of the In-
ternational Union which will be held in To-
ronto, Canada, beginning June 3rd:—Jesse 
Cohen, J. Epstein, Sam Martin, John S. Ryan, 
John Pierce and Ch. Beaver. 
Skirt Makers' Union, Local 28 . 
Election.of delegates to the Toronto Con-
vention took place at a special meeting held 
April 24th. ' The following were elected: 
John A. Dychc, H. Kleinman, J. Abramsky. 
J. Wishniak, Max Albert, H. Wander, J. 




not call for a pitched battle, but for an amic-
able adjustment and surely, this was not im-
possible. As neither side was wishful of 
ending thc peaceful relations, or chararteriwi 
by stubbornness, the dispute was finally ad-
justed and a strike averted. This should give 
to thc extremists of Local 38 a lesvm not to 
jump to hasty conclusions on insunVjcm 
grounds. ™ 
Meanwhile the Board of Arbitration con-
sisting of Louis D. Hrandcis, chairman. Mor-
ris Hjlmiit, representing the Union and Ham-
ilton Holt repreesnting the Merchants' Society 
of Ladies' Tailors, handed down a decision 00 
certain points referred to them by (lie at-
torneys for m h partie« Thus, the brief fik-I 
by Mr. Julius Henry €ohen charged that the 
Union refused to permij an individual em-
ploye to work overtime/ that it refused to 
co-operate with the employers in keeping joint 
records of the time and quality of the work, 
that an employer was not altowed to discharge 
an employe during the week, that the Union 
failed to discipline members found guilty 01 
violating the protocol, that the representative 
of the Union on the Board of Grievances 
was unfair and that the Union was partial 
toward manufacturers who were not meroben 
of the Society. 
Meyer London, for Local 38. <>" the oft* 
hand, filed counter charges against the em-
ployers, setting forth wholesale violations oj 
th$ provisions of the protocol by numbers ol 
the Society, unfitness of the Society's -epre-
sentative on the Board of Grievances »°* 
lastly, that union members were discharged 
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for insisting u P o n employers ' compliance with 
the provisions of the protocol. 
The Hoard was further appealed to by the 
Merchant*' Society to construe its decision 
on the question of the ra te of pay for over-
time a^ taking effect on the date of the de-
cision and not on the date when the protocol 
became effective. The following extracts from 
this decision are of great in terest : 
"The board is compelled to deny the request of 
the employer* for auch construction of the former 
decision. The treaty of peace provides in specific 
•terms (that. the decision of the Hoard of Arbitration 
on the questions submitted to it by the terms of the 
treat* should take effect as of the tyue of this agree' 
ment., This provision is so plain and unambiguous 
that it docs not require interpretation and the board 
has neither power not desire to change one of the 
organic provisions of the instrument by which it was 
created- ' The board, therefore, directs that the pay-
me}ir»'6f overtime be adjusted on the basis of one 
and three fifths of the regular rates from Sept. 19, 
tan, the date of the signing of the Treaty of 
Peace." 
With regard to the charges referred to 
above the decision was as fol lows: 
,;Tu make the instrument a Peace Treaty in actual 
operation as well as in name, at least for the period 
and purposes covered by it, it is essential that each 
side to it endeavor at all times to carry out the 
spirit^  of the agreement rather than to seek small 
partisan advantage in its operation. One of the 
most important instruments created by the Peace 
Treaty, U the Board of Grievances. We do not 
overstate the fact in aaying that the successful or 
unsuccessful working of the Treaty depends largely 
upon the proper functions of the Board of Griev-
ances. While we do not feel called upon to place 
the blame for the unsatisfactory working of the 
Board of Grievances on\ the representatives of either 
side to it. it is<*«rfccth> clear to us that such work-
ings hav£ bee 
of the Gri< 
spirit of an 
no mean 
forma nee 4 
that th. 
and that bbf 
' of new rep 
have not serve 
actory. The present members 
rd have developed a certain 
iward each other wtiich is by 
1
 a proper and successful per-
dutics. We therefore recommend 
Ce Board be entirely reorganized 
proceed at once to the election 
ives, preferably to be men who 
the board before. We also wish 
to emphasize i duty of both parties to the Peace 
y to e^foKe its provisions among their respec-
libera, ^ discipline infractions of auch pro-
by the* members and promptly inform the 
lc of such action. In connection with this 
*isb>£> call the attention of both parties 
advantages' of collective b argaining can be 
ired by; the strengthening of both organiza-
''• 'hat it ia not fair to the association nor 
iteretta of the union to sllow preferences of 















»t reprehensible practice under the Peace 
'he threatening or suffering of local strikes 
*• The main object of the Treaty was 10 
'lent conflicts or cessation of work during 
I the Treaty. Our Board was constituted 
rpnse of securing a peaceful settlement of 
the dispute while the Treaty remains in operation 
and this consideration was our only inducement for 
assuming our somewhat onerous duties. We have 
no hesitancy in declaring that unless, this most as> 
sential part of the Peace Treaty is lived up to, we 
should consider the usefulness of our board at an 
end and withdraw from the same." 
"As to the question of the joint time and 
quality records no testimony has been sub-
mitted to the board sufficient to enable it* 
members to pass upon the concrete question 
with sufficient definitcness and precision. A* 
8 rule in most industries joint records to de-
termine how much each part of the work is 
costing the employer and whether the em-
ployee is competent and efficient, have proved 
both practicable and useful. We arc not pre-
pared to say whether the special conditions 
of Ihe women's tailoring industry arc such as 
to permit of such records nor in what manner 
such records should be kept. We recommend 
that they endeavor to d o so as soon as possi-
ble- Should they fail to reach an agreement, 
and should cither party desire to submit the 
question to this board, wc will be prepared to 
take the testimony and to hear the views of 
both sides. We therefore direct that the em-
plovers and their representatives shall have 
the right at all times and at all stages of 
production to examine the work and method* 
of individual employees, in order to determine 
how much each part of the work is costing, 
and whether such employees are competent 
and efficient. T h e employers may keep such 
records as they please of their observations, 
whether of time, quantity or quality, without 
in t e r f e rence on the part of the employees. 
"As to the right of tnc employer to dis-
charge employees and the lattcr's fight to re-
instatement we d o tVot feel at .liberty to add 
or subtract from the provisions ryf the Peace 
Treaty on the subject. Wc do, however, feel 
that the mode of procedure should jw regu-
lated and upon this point we provideTK fol-
lows: When an /employee be dischaged for 
incompetence, misconduct or lack of work 
and shall apply W the Hoard of Grievance 
for reinstatement the employer Snail submit 
to such board evidence of such facts and 
conditions as in his opinion justify the dis-
charge f o r any of the grounds in the Peace 
Treaty mentioned. The employee may there-
upon introduce evidence for the purpose of 
rebutting the employer's testimony, or other-
wise tending to establish his claim for rein-
statement. The Boj rd shall thereupon decide 
the question upon all the evidence submitted 
to it by both parties. Incompetence within 
( 
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the meaning of Clause 12 of the Peace Treaty 
shall be defined as lack of requisite skill or 
qualification required for the specific work to 
be done." 
Buttonhole Makers, Iiocal No. 64. 
An example of the many problems existing 
in the Ladies' Garment trade is afforded by 
the decision rendered by Dr. Henry Mosko-
witz, who acted as arbitrator in a dispute be-
tween the Cloak & Suit Buttonhole contrac-
tors and the Buttonhole Makers' Union, Local 
No. 64. It will thus be seen that the con-
tracting system throughout the trade is the 
source of much misunderstanding and the 
rock upon which many a union of the past 
was dashed to pieces. 
When union conditions had been won in 
I9">i the Cloak Buttonhole Makers who took 
part in the great strike secured an increase 
in wages amounting to between 50 and 100 
per cent The position of the contractors 
was defined in certain clauses of the protocol 
which provided that contractors employing 
more than one operator shall not work them-
selves, that they must observe the union scale 
of wages, namely, 80 cents per 100 for un-
finished buttonholes, $1.20 per 100 to contrac-
tors for /finished holes and 55 cents per 100 
to operators. These prices were subject to 
change by the Union. It was also provided 
that contracts of whatever kind between indi-
vidual members of the Contractors' Associa-
tion and members of Local 64 shall be pro-
hibited. 
But as might have been expected the con-
tractors continually violated these provisions. 
Repeated conferences were held between Un-
ion representatives and the contractors. At 
each conference they undertook to mend their 
ways, but like a certain class of religious 
people they confessed and repented of their 
sins on Monday with the idea of beginning a 
* new sinful career on Tuesday. 
Finally these prolonged disputes were sub-
mitted to arbitration and a mass of indisputable 
evidence was produced by the Union. After 
reviewing alf the facts of the case Dr.<Mos-
kowitz found that the contractors had un-
questionably 'violated the provisions of the 
protocol. This the contractors finally admitted 
pleading, however, in extenuation that the 
prices agreed upon were not arrived at in a 
reasonable manner, that since the contractors 
were not permitted to work themselves their 
margin of profit was very small. Dr. Mos-
kowitz arrived at the following conclusion: 
Under the triangular relation of m*nufartaf„ 
contractor and workmen it haa been •diffimlt i0f _,; 
the parties effectively, to enforce the pro*i„0ltt Z 
the protocol. 
The existence of twelve operator* employing'
 MJ(t-
buttonhole maker* in competition with single B^JT* 
operator* and helper* in Local'64, create* a c ^ i t i * 
which makes for the violation of the protocol There 
la • temptation on the part of the contractor!
 to 
compete with one another and with the numb*,, ^ 
Local 64, even though, under the protocol, the,
 %it 
not permitted to do to. With a low m«gip &( 
profit for the contractor, be is tempted to ester
 iMo 
an individual agreement with the operator and helper 
to pay less than the scale, and to arrange wiifa a* 
manufacturer to receive' less than the wale, *tib uV 
result that a system of deceit is encourag.d, oV r^a* 
ing the industry and making the enforcement of the 
protocol by the union difficult. 
It b dear th»t this system is complicate!. cresu*| 
the difficulties j which have arisen and wim.h cw 
never be overcome unless the causes from «bith 
they have sprung are eliminated. 
That the union has been unable to enforce the 
protocol scale *f prices for the entire membcrihip » 
evident; that it is partly due to inefficient leadership 
may also be conceded; that it is, in some measure, 
also due to the willingness on the part of not a 
few of the workers to enter into illicit asre-menu 
with the contractors Is also clear. 
"There -are only two possible solution* to tat 
problem," says the decision of Dr. Moskowtt*. (i) 
the control of the contractors, or (a) their ctiains-
tion; we face these alternatives—regulation or alnm 
Uon. The simplest arrangement is the best—that i», 
that the union should deal directly with t*e mano-
facturera. The ideal arrangement is to eliminate 
the contractor, and create thi* direct relationship 
between manufacturer and the union, the former 
owning the machine* wherever practical" 
MIt la a fact that where direct relation is 
established, the union haa experienced very link 
difficulty. For, under this arrangement, the tempta-
tion on the part of the middlemen whose margin of 
profit is small, to violate the *cale and otfcer provi-
sions of the protocol is eliminated. Every member 
of the union receive* equal protection and »• on a 
par with t^try other. The union b obligated tfcea 
to regulate the distribution of work and Is | W W 
each member the protection to wbkh be is entitled 
If toe union leadership i* inefficient, the exiserice of 
a system which impairs ita functions fives that 
leadership some eacuse for ita inefficiency. By doiWI 
sway with this obstacle, the excuse disappears and 
the responsibility for the fulfillment of union, oH'ta-
tions can squarely be put upon the leadership. 
"Under the V«s«<U arrangement, Ihia fun-rtioB of 
the union Unimpaired, for the contractor can utdoet 
the workera to make illicit jwreeraent* and the WMO» 
members are thus competing with one another 
contractor having this advantage can arrange t r t 
the manuUcturera lo pay heww the scale. Whether 
he yields to the pressure of the manufacturer, of 
whether he offers the manufacturer an • d " n ' * £ * 
the reduction of pricea is immaterial. Tbi« do** 
ward pressure of the scale i*3 encouraged by a 
triangular arrangement, and the manufactu: t •*• 
abides by the agreement i* placed at a disadvanur 
Dr. MoskowtU finally auggested that a fair rneth* 
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 0f pulling the plan in operation would be for the 
mcmhjjis
 0f the Contractor*' Association to join the 
union? and the union to relieve the contractor of his 
investment in- machines by liquidation through the 
union accepting the. responsibility for the obligations 
existing at present "between manufacturers and con-
tractors. .. * 
Thai an immediate conference between the union 
and fife Manufacturers' Association should be held 
to adjust this matter. 
New- Haven, Conn. 
Thp Ladies' Tailors and Cloak Makers' Un-
ion,-local 22, of this city, has celebrated its 
first anniversary, on Sunday, April 2ist,.when 
a mass meeting followed by a grand concert 
was Jicld in one of the largest halls. About 
orfe thousand men and women were present. 
Counsellor Meyer London and Vice-President 
Polakdff represented the International Union 
and delivered stirring addresses. Vice-Presi-
dent PolakofT reports that the Local is in 
fairly good shape, both morally and financially 
and that preparations are under way for or-
ganizing work during the next season. 
Boston and Vicinity, 
Vice-President Dubinsky reports that the 
Cloak and Skirt Makers' Union, Local 56, is 
recovering strength. The members' interest 
in the Union is reviving, assuming something 
!i(cc £ts former aspect, both in their attending 
the meetings and paying their dues. With a 
change in the administration a return to nor-
mal conditions is assured and then the Union 
will.recover the ground lost to the employers 
in the last six months. 
The Prcssers* Union, Local 12, have awak-
ened from their stupor and are rubbing their 
eyes. They have now rid themselves of those 
obnoxious leaders who precipitated them into 
an uncalled-for strike and then betrayed ami 
left them; so that the Local may soon renew 
iU strength. 
The Ladies' Garment Cutters, Local 73, is 
the only Local which is not flourishing. When 
'he organization was launched some 18 months 
a*o, it embraced 95 per cent of the workers. 
Hut latelj its numoer has greatly diminished. 
The l^ bcal fqnsiste*! of energetic young men 
whoriri tfijjBfel time of the Local's existence, 
1 uimeall Wuring the same high wages 
by New York cutters. But 
beyond their strength. and 
vival now setting in is bound 
cial effect on the cutters also, 
jrts at hand announce a well-at-
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which a'slicing address was made by Vicc-
PreSident 'Pblakoff. This meeting may have 
far-reaching results. Plans are well under 
•way for the local leaders to co-operate with 
a view to improving the situation in the shops 
and restore harmony. Needless to say the 
International Union will do all in 4ts power 
to help this renovating movement forward. 
A movement has been initiated by Vice-Presi-
dent Dubinsky for organizing the Alteration 
hands of Boston who may soon apply for a 
charter. 
Huffalo, N. Y. 
A mass meeting under the auspices of the 
I-adics' Tailors' and Cloak Makers' Union. 
IxKral 00, of this city, was held, on the 14th 
of April. Vice-President PolakofT came spe-
cially from New York to address the meeting. 
The Local is "alive and kicking" and its 
prospects for the future arc bright. 
Toronto, Canada. 
Strong efforts to negotiate a settlement of 
the cloak strike in this city have recently 
been made and at one time the prospects of a 
successful issue were very bright. These at-
tempts, however, ultimately failed, inspiring 
the strikers to renewed activity and greater 
courage to fight their just cause to a finish. 
All efforts on the part of the Eaton Co. to 
find scabs have miserably failed. The Com-
pany will either have to capitulate or give up 
one of its departments. The number of 
strikers is constantly being diminished. A 
good many have already been placed at work 
elsewhere and by the beginning of the Fall 
season the remaining strikers will all be in 
suitable employment. 
The District Labor Council of Toronto and 
the International Union are giving all possible , 
support. In addition to the $2,000 the I. L. 
W. G. U. has lately donated a further sum 
of $1,500. Altogether the struggle will give 
the Eaton Co. a lesson never to be forgotten. 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
Reports from Cleveland give encouraging 
details of the progress made by the locals of 
that city. Art all-round improvement has 
taken place. Vice-President Is. S. Feit and 
Bro- Berkowitz are doing good work. 
Additional numbers of the Local Bulletin 
"published in English and Yiddish referred to 
in these columns a month *ago% have come 
through, showing , a marked improvement. 
This was a happy idea and its promoters be-
lieve it has come to stay, for it is *% e x - / 
cellent educationaj work. The Cleveland Lo-
cals are prepaiwrg to be represented at the 
Toronto Convention in their full fowe. 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
KAUDUUSOO, Mich., Local 82. 
There have been many developments in the 
strike of the Kalamazoo Corset Workers 
since our April issue appeared. One of these 
already referred to in passing is a mode of 
peaceful picketing which is as original as it 
is unprecedented, illustrating the quick intui-
tion of our womenkind. 
The originator both of the idea and of the 
prayer is our very resourceful International 
organizer Miss Josephine Casey. She is al-
ways at her best when having the right hu-
man material to educate and help along and 
in the Kalamazoo Corset Workers' strike, no 
less than in Cleveland and elsewhere, Miss 
Casey has been rendering services which are 
much appreciated by all parties concerned. 
Miss Casey has been taking charge of the 
strike right from the beginning." Threats of 
imprisonments do not daunt her, injunctions 
do not baffle her and her wita never fait her 
in time of crisis. ^ 
The President of the Kalamazoo Corset 
Company, when refusing to consider the 
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would break the strike by obtaining ,,,, 
junction again«t officers and mcmt«-rs 
straining them from picketing. )ur 
he was much mistaken. Miss ('., • 
sense told her that if the striker^ 
picket the factory for fear 0/ beeom.^ en 
tangled in the meshes of the law, lb 
pray like real Christians for the re Ktfuj 
President of the Corset Compaii). fur iheir 
enemies', the few scabs, and lastly for them 
selves. So characteristic and even hi*: <ric r-
this prayer tliat we reproduce it here m mil 
"Oh, Cod, pur Father, who art general*. *>;.. 
didst aay 'ask /and ye shall receive,' are thj 
humbly beseech thee to grant that w<- may <•,,>-, 
enough wages; to clothe and feed oar bo*lie*, ami 
just a little leisure, oh Lord, to give out •< uU a 
chance to grow. 
"Our employer, who hat plenty, ha* dexii* <! "u-
request. He has misused the law to help him cm.n 
ua, but we appeal to thee our (iod and Pait - »4 
to thy Laws, which are stronger than thr U*s mwP-
by man. 
"Oh, Christ, Thou who didit wait thtou i^i dw 
long night in the Garden of Gethsenianr f«i <f 
thy followers, who was to betray thee. »! 
agony for us didst say to thy discipk-. "Wilt 1*-* > 
not watch one hour with me?* give strength U 
Kalamasoo Corset Workers In Prayer for Successful Issue of the Strike 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER » 
whoVc now on picket duty, not to feel too bitterly 
*hcq tlio* who p/omised to stand with us in our 
ftrufuti** i*»«y ° * 
"Oh, God, we pray thee, give \p the fathers and 
mother* of our strikers a chance to bring up their 
Mpk** 1 ' , I ,e one** 
"Tint" who didst save Noah and his family, may 
•I pkrase thee lo save the girls now on strike from 
the,wicked city of Sodom. Oh help us to get a 
living wage. 
"Olu I-ord, wtio knowest the sparrow's fall, wilt 
itiou not help us to resist when the modern devil, 
fthprha* charge of our work, takes advantage of'our 
poverty to lead us astray. Sometimes, oh Lord, it 
is hard. Hunger and cold are terrible things and 
they rpake us weak. We want to do right. Help 
us to be strong.
 t 
"Oh, God, we have appealed to the ministers, we 
have appealed to the public and we have appealed to 
the press. But if all these fail us in our need we 
know that thou wilt not fail us. 
"firant that wc may win thi» strike and that the 
union may be strong, so that wc may not need to 
cry iofterl, Lord, 'deliver ua from temptation.' 
"We a«k this, Lord, for the sake of the little 
chit^ien, helpless and suffering; for the girls who 
may some day be mothers of children and for those 
girl* who dislike sin, but are forced into it through 
poverty. 
^"Oh, Christ, who didst die on the cross, we ask thee 
to /orgive those who would crush us, for perhaps 
Hi"?/ 'lo not know what they are doing. 
"All this we ask in the name of the lowly car-
pent, I'S Son. AMEN. 
The effect of this prayer lias been even 
better than any that might have accrued from 
the usual mode of picketing and has carried 
conviction where other means would have 
failed to do so. 
Another original idea born in the fertile 
.mind of Miss Josephine Casey was an ar-
gument subsequently given a legal form that 
the strikers had entered into a contract with 
the International Ladies' Garment Workers ' 
Union, whereby they are pledged to solicit 
members for ' a n , auxiliary organization and 
further that they are employed by the said 
Union [o inform^ the public of the bad con-
ditions, •indignities/ and temptations to immor-
Ich they have to submit in the 
:t factory. In this legal doc-
SHrther declared on behalf of 
:h sheets and quarterly reports 
:als have been found to, be 
the strikers that they consider the* Union as 
the only source of their protection and that 
only through the Union could they hope to 
secure satisfaction or justice. In view of the 
fact that the Company bad advertised for 
help in places where the labor conditions of 
this factory are not known, the strikers insist 
that they have a legal right to work for the 
moral uplift of their kind. The strikers, 
therefore, plead their right of
 t contract and 
claim that Corset Companies should be re-
strained from contravening it. This forcible 
argument has to the best of our knowledge 
not been refuted, the facts advanced in evi-
dence arc too s trong and too true. Mean-
while no stone has been left unturned in 
order to bring the strike to a speedy victory 
and the International Union is doing all in 
its power to hasten that end. 
Dc tn . i l , Mich . 
Reports at hand from this city indicate that 
s t rong efforts are being made lo organize the 
workers in the Ladies* Garment trade. In 
connection with Local Union 95 a mass meet-
ing was held on April 17th. Bro. Berkowitz 
of Cleveland, directed by the International 
Union, addressed the meeting and he is under 
orders to visit the Local again as soon as 
arrangements can be made. 
C h i c a g o , I I I . 
Bro. Mor r i s Suskind, the present organizer 
of the Ladies ' Tai lors , Local Union 71, in-
forms us that the Local is in good shape, 
making preparat ions for renewing their agree-
ments with those employers who had granted 
the eight-hour day some two years ago. Steps 
are also being taken to organize the shops of 
t h e / S o u t h side where the hours are longer. 
As^Local 71 has given evidence of its deter-
mination to carry out its plans in the past, 
we may rest assured that the present attempt 
to introduce the eight-hour day into all the 
shops will be accomplished. * 
— ' ** 
Henry Larens Call, an economist, gives the 
number of wage 'earners in the United Stales 
kept in a£ery careless and slipshod man- a t ".000,000. and wages paid to thtg 15.BOO.; 
ncr. J A * blanks, referendum ballot ^ T ' S r ^ V S T l ? ! ^ 
P?pers;Id other documents are only *« £ Cf *Z^j£% SPSS 
rv>rfU.n * c « t . ™ ^ . «. per capita for both national and private 
Pa «a ^filled tn. The General office J J ^
 m$} ^  i s 9Carcely a m a , i n f | t a t 
win takf steps against all secretaries the outstanding indebtedness amounts to more 
failing tc? do their duty in an efficient than the yearly wage of the 18,000,000 wage manner. earners. 
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T^P jyaifn pM HBi»«rw»»M n re c-y: 
raiM Dino i«n ,e"ayalJ, DSKC T M H m 
aaunMtroay DIM jyoys i^o PM -•- inyi 
i fv^fwem "iyT pB tnyo^Bu v->-; S^: 
PM MNpB ly^t DI^ T "iyan lyr-i v t 
-ayna^p pfi *?P0Dy-iB njn :*«frn s ;yrp; 
,Da"v^ya,M *B IW»I ivai* i**ans \%n 
Jy^ Biv D^ a nysJyn ,DayDi:yD8 "yry- : r 
jyaayia oyn JB0*#& tfoma I»E ^ DSBC 
PM ny D^T PM D5»MPI^  vy^v n ;r:nr 
IMeoroayp 8 »PIM 3MM DIP JV T* 
>MP»5 pfi yaMnD-|MOTHpnwn H "«S DBIP 
JMIP'B' oxn p0$*ya jyayp ty^'cr uw ,IT 
PM ?Mp*5» njn onyotr IMT ,^MP^ cm pc 
,D5MP^ 4 pa ?jnsm iv D^rMr nn»«o 
/tayn jny^t pM D3«O yvaw H praip y ^ r 
* * * 
o w p m "ijn . pB oyo'fiy >03» ;-E 
DiyD^Bi^  ynytiiM po oaas^ys DTJW -"W 
lyByc jny"t PM prpni jy^oyo iyst*yr: nr 
.oaMoya tnro p*5 "y-'K «f 
nynjM IN t^ M lap / n tya t^ , n ^ n « 
TIM PM Dnyo^ Bv n o*3 i w ^ ^ D , , : *",<' 
n y s T ^ 5 » O »oa«py3 IW«T nyo"3-* '- s*; 
IV 17 5»MPI0 pfi DiyD'B* n PB IJn: DM* 
.typos ry^ ope 
rwrtaiM ireJipi o^v lya^m i:ya^K « 
lyB^yn *,v oya^ayo oy^ M i^noy; D P^trw 
n^ o .Ti.Mip Bf ipm nyT PB o'c^ ir:s< ?* 
•31M r*M Dy Dm D'3 D13»0 P'P WW 1V^M"* 
%H lya-'fiya nin»5 4 ^ U W «ii« »**« "^ 
lyt^c "t om
 #ya»^ »t« PM myD*D» rx?ta« 
.DV^M lyt^iB ?y^ oyD iyB^yn iv ty»te:3? T1 
.|Mwmw*r ;*"• 
nppisri BayonBJ B*T*$ i j n 38 
•n s T>" >¥> DeuB'piyiiyj JHS»TK n ia 
•«iix IPO'»I3"IW IV tnyt yo'ojjp w u m r 
r l"<i D'O DBBBWBpya N »JDBO H \ve> jw H iyD3ia MI ya^a H "ipasia yaay-, 
-si ij»iKi yB'aap n *B? T - I * P* .iwrys 
jyjjft cD:yoDi8BpT DJjnyjjn H t« ,VB 
H pa -j/3yJD0,,aiK 1 JBJJMIX jHjyecys 
,|jnni>wawj yvytya H DTIM>UI0 
-y> pup Vi ^y^ PB poiya IPtyn I'M 
s ii-itjnyi iyt3i3yjj« T I B PM IWD*«?DOTI 
••r Qi'X-DO"3nK H BXTPiyD D811 WW 
pa .-#11 B lynaioE' 54 tpia nyiJ'P pa jyina 
-»: cis 'i i .jyonjHD'iK BT j»3"t !>«a oyn 
DISCO PB |ye"31B Dlfll IVM1B '1 ty'BB> 
IPO ww DnBopye pa nya^ana DBII H pa 
» pa W T ,Djyp pa rwouvov ix D"i3 
JIB ivoB^yJD'ia nna» |io B"X nycnyj 
pa BWIB 400,000 jy^yn ^ »ry»pa Dyn 
ivn rytyj o n B'Q jyxuya |y:yp T» W W 
nwa in »B iyny» jy^jni yiynja pa Kfiu " t 
.jy-iyn B'Bwaa *BI 
y-yt:ia tB ,|yj«t ix ma anyiB oy 
-ips en pa 1B3P3 Dynyi3"a iyt3"3iBB'o 
BD'DBP nm pa \y\m n/3"t Dunaa ino ' 
c»i epjajnasnyiiBi |yj;ianvy3 MI Ban DBII 
# * .iya"ie»ixiyB3ia vytya 
' * ^ 
-:wjn'ifb'3 IJOHSJ ya y^n w w n -IBB 
c,,p'3^aftit3t5'3ia p'p r a .cpa^anyoip 
-iye P I S pa ,|ypjjn jna D"po:my^y3 
•njfao ma |yP3yi lysa ;B"3ia ysyna^ 
•T^nnycys pu |yp D»po:y-. 
-y-« i ' i nao Daiiay BBMP -irra tyn 
on ;ynyr ix anyiBB JPS'CBB l y a n»s 
IBMV iyn .DPHIPB I'BMB Sya'^^av 
pa .a"ana-|Bw JIB iya"X B f a ?ya"f> 
-»-E njn iv m*n t3'3 -in<a B3yp 5y3»;> oyt 
nrnj D3ypD ps tjnaiiys oaaoys v* BPVT 
CSK as^BB ny»a PB'D &&W>JI& pc 
•B:y«p»D3ap pn iy iBc-ja^i' o?a pa WW 
jn«Bina'3V nae 33B i^yB njn nnyc DMH 
pa ,iyDya v^a .lynypiBDtriyE yt ayv, 
'• ii^yn nys^'a r^a pa w o ^ y ^ ' t n y E 
=!•• Dnw t3iyn«B .pn lyopnBiB ia':v 
•t3EMp in>a OBIT «\'ia ^ya"?-!^';!' 
wens D5>y3ano «5ny5* lya^ixcna 
!Bn .Baoya Dan pa .Bat? pa "iyD"anB n 
»7"B!? B Dony3 Dy juiJ^hMW a Ban !yo 
*":sn \* i\\ p,K DW„ - p n T t D i n tPD ,,K 
.lyByBB" tp^ 
r« JW]tt7W Twain r*: 
iyoipy3Bia pri»i DBII »I PB DMD i jn 
o'3 lyoy^a ^BJ t'a I> "D >y3:yna Djn pa 
H pa 33i3ynBMa n .BD'toia r3B3 iyny3 
ny"B oyn sjpftg pa ys^yn .yDjnyoj'a 
-'iiys a r»a Tt Ban ,iina"y3 panawp^K 
^anBO»i3'K, |B pa BTt'>aDDnp nai3 tyD 
-ix -y"B j'aaj i5>B3 f a ya5>yn ."lycnap 
•B'ia nrva .ijnanys B^yacysjireBi 
H |y3,By3ixD,ia p't BEiaiys san Dy ysas 
-BBBP ^ a y m s y35>yta PB jpaania rim 
jy^B'B n !y3'Ey3iXD'ia T I « pa DyBaiDD 
ix |yp'^ 33ia H ijnspii;* I IBT jyo joSjm 
njn tpvi jpojna^ lia |V"it? .IVT'OIPE 
,iyX13 »3" t T t Ban DB^P lysr'DD'J'BD'BBP 
•'BpaiB DaiiBy pna ix BDIP Dy IPII iyaa 
H tPDMi lyo ifflpi -iyB"3na I'IBB oyt? 
,|y33n'DBB pa jys^aB 1 pa tyaania vim 
-"ana oyn ta pna ^m »mn tPo DB" pa 
.lynyn B^mtB 5>a» P^y* pa n:uy3 D'-iya 
oan BPH naJiyiiBS ya?yn .IPCDBP n 
a |yBtany33B BB<I ,B^yBcy33yoBtix Banys 
-3yoBpyi irijy^ix pa ,iy33ix'T >nax svz'n 
BDBBy3 ly^at yxyty3-nt5' y"3 *frv »a , B T I 
Banys T^ayTBB'in ipaan yxytys n .jjnyii 
,nyB"ana n pB D"rnan H B'D pno ix 
n \\m "una Dnaw irum D'TBOPW lyu 
-ya onaoppB H pa t'lt? jy3"t nya'ma 
.B3'DEyC 
-ys Bxy iy;»t yxyry3 «i^ y H PB Baa 
lynaiw lyay-.tmyBjia pa |jni»MW BDBB 
ix BBH yxyiys H PB y3"a /upnjmv* pfe w 
jna33yn3 tya^an JfT lyo MI ,ar\ B'B pno 
-"iix a .DnaBpyB H pa ftptypta ^BB3B 
-tys H MI ,Din B'o pna ix Ban rytys IPB 
ryty3 nyam a .jjnyn D'nwaa i'Bt oa'> 
TJP'B J'B'D jjnyaMT I'B'D pna ix Ban 
-DHiD'rny'ft np»B jnjn:a B'D iia DBIBBB 
B'D iina ix Ban vv»B3 nyaiyB a .jy^a'D v 
a .|PTno y3yoB5,«riyB pa DB"pDy"iP"B • 
-)y«0 pc ysaiB H BD-BCyS 1Tty3 iyBE3'B 
.n .t .a o^m 
33ynae> ipyn ty*a» yxytys y t n 'X 
yiyi3a y>P'B MI ty^at '*t "una .cnwa* 
1M Wham ,oatpnMi3ia ty3"53 yxyrys yaia 
.nyB"3-ia W)V»»3«Pa( •I IB 
-Bn. piB i'3 pa D3B,JM Diyp'^pia^P 1 
-y3M pa yoy^aaiB H Dt"5>y3 T»Mi>"no tya 
n DBII am f ^ i .lyayc yiBB'3BD pa in 
a»3 ?aiB3BP nae'3BD iia TWP D3'i»rn 
D331"iy3jn H t'B ^B1 "<y3B .DJ" Via 331B3B 
T5>nny anyn M ?yii nypnaar ! y | Baao 
.oatnoan inyt jynys a5>B" By .ojniyMyJJB 
37 nypnyn oiptnw B*TH$ njn 
-IK y?8 D'D lyiync pn |«? IV PK I#MI 
mrj PM pn* pmv T O fyrn , w » a 
«nj3*hPD H anayoipw ,i"»8*3 w*tfm 
•jwjjniyoK iyoy3 pw iyo Djm ovy* ;« 
1*3/PK pnjr*rva Dtt W ,(ytwfcyj yiyr 
-oJT*e>n iyi pK i*<yn*B iyT3iK «pw ovy |yo>*n lib D*U ,o*i mm pK 0*3 118*3 
.unwiww 
j«D pe >"no iyom DIV ovy pK 
yovy? H IKD V' &** i ^ B iyT3iK 
H .oyb"iay3DMK pi8oe> inyt in** I^B 
-*T*B v i |yayn nyByw PK iyo"3i8 >n*v 
D3"fi y t W O M J T D tin o*yB*nyD i re 
IK-D3*'VKP383I* yoMia lyMWHi* PM 
8 *•* 5»8P*5 lywm PK PK iyi"? .0"ai8 
»? PK tyeuyo npinwHM * • * m 
-SMI n D58 i38rny3MK H OB* iy lyoipys 
p« D03ym"K-Dy3pa pc yoo*y3 yaorD 
-*n T O o*n yotny n .onyoyipyo 
>8P*> DJTT iy3*n jMnBB pfi D8ny3 jya 
tDia ovy* w <pi jy:yp T O PK xrwwn 
.Din PD Ij?B8338 
e*3 otfy* y i r u PK 5»8P*5 iyt3w 
-83i* wywrno | 0 |Wt*J§ I38DC O<K 
"31K "*1*3 |yp DiyT"3«31* in* P* »oiyT"3 
•yil 0"V y3'OD3'3 KTK "3 tf'BK 5>8P*5 iyT 
.PK iy MI WSfWP PK iy3y?p >y*D tyi 
-y33* iyoy3 n8*3-D3'i$c>n n gftfti 
bftpl 181 r W W P1PT31K 0T5*1D3*P ,0<n 
y?*iD3*p ytyn im- o>*n I8i , |yiw tD^a |y33wnvy3 nso-pfw-o'j iyi lyByc 1 PK 
iyi"? . jyoipwiK bpjp pK iyi*ny3 
Tin 0*3 H8*3 03**e>n n D I T B iya$ 
T3iK oiyB03y iyo .y**iD3$t> yroM* n 
"31K t n t n .TDi, :D8BB» 8 D'Q DE$ 
D*I t8 ,tM"B> n^ D ,ps ."nnv y3?3"K xnyr 
nnv y?8 »M8fi»3 D8Bt^  Ml inyo D^3 T^K 
Ti8*3"D3i*e*n H ,D3yoy^ K ynyt3iK jy3"t 
.Tno f r n iyT*MyB D^3 n*o pK D*3 iyp 
-»y ;»>*» ?8P*? nywK jjrn0 »u i»o »t 
-yu I^D |W lyi'Dss jytto aim DIJII o*n 
PK
 fB3MDMK H*pK ^ f l « 1 iy01py2 B*3 jy^ 
PK 338? MT8 |MV. 1M fy3'OM3 I'D WJ^ H 
.DDsiy MTK PK DB* MT* tyoy3 -i^ »>yvi 
-ins — .i^ ^vpKnyn nsrr ?^ D 3:ipnycy3 
"IPB 1^ TH
 t^8P^ P't "IB MTK T'H 1JW3'C 1? 
- m *i»o ,on»K on* efym y»:«3 »n -CK CC?J 
tm ty«i3"nBnjn»K B>e j i t t.»« iyna im TK 
•DSiyvfi -tjn t1" lyosnpyo opt B^^11 Wp lira 
i 
•yia ,3ny33yiin v r r a tympy;;*
 Dim-*r 
Dyn o»n PK ^ Kyr»rnrD^K n
 l t t c- r.. 
T>WB ya^nny n JMWHS^M ;-— 
W '» ^WOUhny tya*n >8P^ ;-c ,i« 
3iy33ytip o a n n m i pw Bjni ;;•«.- «?* 
-3»K >8P*> iy?3^ K niK mwz ^ncv t;« 
y338? r383 8 pyw PK lyi"? .iyrr«» 
D*T .oairya TJTWMI TaiK Dyr, -,y :•;
 |C...; 
lyait-SKSPtn 8 TW*m IWi ,|m iy,-y; PI 
118*3 ivtDipytpy >8P*> H oappiyc car 
-'D iyrn " 3 .118*3 .ipy ^ w n •;- .-« 
DB* lya^BB'iyc ijnyMi T:IK iyo c«- s;tj 
r^ K ijnjMi PK ,iV33'D'o yiytr.K ;y:-:p: n 
!8 HWW3 iy2*n vo WW o^v K art* 
TK
 ( M ^ T O .iyeo8y3 Hu*r**r«?i 
iy3yp D^8P*^ »IMK jyayj 3:103* K - ; * ^ 
o y v TO flo*n m my? w&g> -: -
-y3 pw H *IMK iysy> 3:ID3K ijn TK ,V*» 
-3n3 lyi Ml iya»03Mi TK D>KPV^ p e m 
.D 8^P*r F«3 ;r 
pD >"no IM'MW D1V n*i DIP M r 
I* |M iyo^c3* iyt3iK ytejK) ,jy2?nr i»«-
,,i«no-pi*^p ijn pD 118*3 D:^rn - r 
lyi pK ?yo$iDy33"iK ww TO jyv 
m ,ES3y3yiy3 T O iy3*n
 f-r«|*3 c;-*r-
yiyi38 n *a p n w Qtinswm pjyn r s 
-oy3t'3 iyT3tK iyc^8n:* tspn ;y^ .3r*i(rr 
-3*p pK DP'noo yiy?:iK «n.TB ,o;yrfT'K 
lytsiK PB T O .lysyc yiyt;iK i r ^ r : 
-?*D tfitv lyos^EB-yiytjiK |P3»n :r* 
yin^K 118*3-03^*^?! H o*n ~r<"? .zr 
o*n n ,noK .o^ciy o%3 T:IK IV WS-MI 
•y3 pM o5»n*vy3 o3ye'ri"K-Dy:T'r unn 
' I T31K PK IJTin'C 0P"1DD pK ^ 3 * W 
-y3 o^j tya*n T O .iimtr inyr «my; v 
ii8*3 03**B*n n pc yo^'n w*0'i: n o r 
ou IMK T O iy3*n DP'noo pwn P^K W 
•BMK iy3y?o 1*0 rvti ,>*» P^r -o:prr: 
,H8*3-D3yivi3 iin i8E D"P 8 iwrs 
•ww pw ,o*n„ : i*noy3 3yiE 8 ir: c r 
-383y>3* PK MTK "? Diyp"0T>1*P3yr "W 
T O TK ,tynyty3 iya*n T O .0"3^8 *I rw | » iWMWpmv 1*T tPa^n ins PK .DP* 
•*n oiysoyo y338o .118*3 Br*rn - r 
#33i3yic*iK iy»t PK DMr MM ty;:8:r; :r: 
?*T ?8P*? iyT31K D*1 ,B?»*W3 ?V38" ,%> » 
.?83«tP"3iyt>3>K *i pD lyi'VP'TV -«:»' r 
Tt |ys*n i ' o o*r o^v W T P n PK 
"*n ii8*3 D3**rn iyi pc iy:v^v.—t 
o^yoyoys ow PK 08ny3 yiKiys vs T: 
K PK pK PI*' m PK DP"1BD V""^ 
ovn H8*3 w*wm *i ."3ijr • io» 
PK tyoip iv fyi8?y33"K m w i nya8 e* 
T'K T i tns i*«*m iy i >«« PK j»*t ""'i* 
iyT2iK PK ,i"ic-pi*^P civ o;y"8- ** 
nypn$n BajKngl B*rw9 njn 36 
inyarttnyBsviK im«n» MVHV9 MI "a PK 
•«DIT3?J .TJIWHi IW"T "t "pK ,P"1DD pK 
H Ml D"¥ WWIH P"1DD PK "I IP3"f [W 
-;py: f t D*n DJJ |jm }1K .DiyP"DP18>P 
f IK T' t3*n ,P""IOD nyp»Dpi8*p nyi oan 
[in
 tp"*«» w " » m i p r n i n WUMH 
-i;VOn»BBD35j» .D38BPH38P M5jT?n H'lK 
nj»r.VE >w»y3TW)3'H ow p*p TWMIK 
paswn P'noD DVT DIMUM »*l 18B iw»n 
P'HEDD Djn.DWBW uewi D$n ,Dninyt> 
jya^ n HSypi P* . o w w i i t f p n PB 
unawnKM *i O*D o^yeyoys *n I&B 
y»'£) jtpwraittMi nrr on* n» oyo^a 
•ja lyaip Tno Diyprn ojn p& 090*3 
H iv ovy ipw 1*3 iy338^ya PK &338> 
•>yi 1VT tf pK IW'K'DlfDDK DJTDtp-p^P 
-»R*B8DDK ynirunya 8 i8i#B PK D«V nya 
nyi 183 . (BUDipWjn P» nw |#tf 
n m i iyo"3i8 y5>8 tyt lyasn P'noo 
•yn K p« tva^ tt^ ya iy?j;>i »*t jjm Dip ,\m 
. iyw ^ ' 0 wi o$i Djm ,i383iyB irurun 
"»> l"« BBWi W fyo^^ya I8i »t jya»n 
183 DVW -^ >#MP '^yW3'M im< pB ?8P 
n pc w » ? *an
 tppw Diypi8n osyo 
t3i»n'Bif tiirt)Ty>MBMK y t o*n Diyosyoyo 
D v r i w . 2 0 58P8? ^ytaiK »jnj»ia» in 
W R Sh TK 0*11 ,DP31B D1V TK Dip 
en po mJatyft n tpfeya ,oyo"-iy>38 
WJixiiH n ima ,MU«D p*o i*> 
«nmo H fwjrp m iynno ivoipyipy 583 
• w o » D»n« t>u n njn"K i m v njn PB 
H PC Jsptp o*8 i y w n lyase W "WO 
- w o nyi VW Vp PK .*838ty"3"iyo3*K 
•ipyT^ y jjfrn H >n»n ^yayayaoMiK nyo 
-;BE:$ 5KI 5»ptj^  ny^3 njn. YD ,tynyt II*D 
»^ |IK ,33uri$ nyoi3 PK raPoonpjr pn PH 
W5nny ,ya^ nyD pn jy5*t yooKya y^3 H 
!P5,8B3»n8 o^ 3 $w 5*p& ijn IK ,iynyo 
PnWWOB »U ,DP"1DD W5WW31K PK 
o^c:yDKTiv PK lyoip D 3^ JIK n^ ya t^p 
.
fy3(j'VKP3K3n^nyo»3iK nxn38 era 
•*3wuj njny^ PK jya>n
 #ODWW3 m 
iw rprnp 5n^v yDMiy: 8 m W^HW 
PK opj»np yryn jyn .DnyDif2KE»t"r 
ijmytB^ K n ^n IKC tynyt Diwit-awirn 
."t HMK DIJT Dijn ^sa^^^nyos^K n pe 
« r.M*5 pa oiyaoyo xnjna?« n ipm I^IK m 
"5»n PK opa'np H nya^
 #^nya D>3 ©an 
•
S S^V 8 ;n8 DKnya n^o mnr\ onjraw 
*^.c5« 33»D*O fyoeny om "3 l5ua 
"J» "^ tya$n tttwirwaM n PB 5KP 
r« O^n Dy m
 f9ma8PD ly'DIK'G 8T8 08H 85
 V^": PB iMNSBHlH H onyn8EV3 "*»a 
•wwiK.'Styai T^N y?«mp^p^3 ,»v^ 
PK \nm turn jyoanw yra»K pw 
TP iyr3iK pa "nypi^i t3jyon8a ^ T ' I > „ 
DU ny:"K p^ p a p rrvon ijn n« ,^ 8P 
nyn Dfi ,an5i VK >"ii PK ,oowwomn 
8 Mpi ?8P^ y^T3lK PB n38D^ya nya'Dvy* 
PB lavortv oyi im asimwoim iyom; 
oy m MTK PM ,D>8P»> yai-ytK yt>y*B i»; 
#^K an>3 .tvvayiuvp njn IKB mrr PK 
"oy ojyoip nyoDiayDKB ijn PK ovy1 T8 
.!Jny"i iv Djn iy;yn Diftf 
•"nya* pa Dnyocya Tno nynw 
PK D"iyo8P fSmn^^B ,DiyD;yoyD ,01*0 
PK p<noD ^KnyayctT- oyi IKB .onyoynt 
D'3 Doa^ yr tyo^anK rymx mpl 1910 
.]y338^ ya »i |yoyu iv PK wn DDIWIW 
y"UN3iK PB *?"nti lyoojna ojn p i roip 
M » t n PK Dpi8>P D"3n8ya iinjni lyfiyy 
PK
 fDoi»P3'n H jyn«3 ya^yii ,on»D'njnw 
D^I PK
 fDPi#>p n inK iyny3 jtPWQ 
Tjro'in ,nyD"3^nyi38 H D*O T^ K ya^yr 
D^3 " t lyai^n lyajmtsoyT PD ,D-)yt33ycyo *n 
pmfn iKt p*H .tyaaK y^a "t Mm pmn9^ 
33ip -^niyo3iK iy»r DI^I : oownya 8' .«f 
•»T D"* nvtyn PK .^jjntrwnK pip t»K 
8- PK DTP38n8 iy^y3 D"iyD3yoyD H jy; 
.onypi8H t33yon83 t w w n PB ^ 8P8^ 
-ny3om8 T>K p^noo nyp^opi^p i n ?yn 
-
s5»ya inytsw IKT in lya^n &wm \m 
ny DI^ T ^Wfl ijnna iv oyniy^ys nwn>9 
I^ K HO IP W» .Un*t'38318 inK »t ?*t 
-pi8^P i n IJH^K xn8i3 D8" *Wimo 
jjnviiva lyB^nyao r^iK, PK P»IOD W*Q 
oma 8 Umptfa nyayc yiyr3iK pn PK 
-8n ijrD"ai8 w^nooiiniya inyo H /pa 
HWn PB 35iD"iya ojn Bwnarwi ou fya 
nynna iv Dyi3yiiyi i n lya^n "T PK ,*F& 
yp8D PK
 fpnn'383iv "t 5w ny DI^I ^Mirti 
•pi8^P iruypiD n \m\ W& lya^yr^ri 
•8" '~w*w xny^t vnfiw WW onyp,%e 
-018^3^1 njn PB nwa iK *1 inK ?y3 
•yr H iy?8?"iyB ,Diyt33ysyD n nn
 (i«n» 
.P""1BD IWVWWI 8 PK iy03118 pK *WI 
D8T ,wn-jrtW3«K ny38 iy3«n -iyo"3^8 *n 
PK tnyoir |?W onyoaycyD n m 338^  nt8 
•nua O^J p^ *iDD nxn "T iy3yp jyo^aiK 
-yiBMK DnyD3yoyo H inK HI tw»n ,|y3 
->nmw .P"^OD I^ K inyswnxrosiiK tsnjn^B 
tihjwft D 3^ 03"? MTK jyavn yo*y5 n ,1*? 
iy3"T D38B',''38P 3ny"t 1"\\
 #inynyo3nK 
-ys t»K oyerrni jny*n .yo^ 3 nnyt nmW 
fy3"T «l PK ,18" 8 H0f1 60 P3 40 »W 
VP n^ 3 .lyayr *1 PK o%ion* *I |WBW VV 
86 nypnm capoi 
www tow* B3*B 
/ IflMWD 
H pK pK MlpWT'lD'WfcUl y*K pK 
m wi»w lyaspnyDK yiyttfy yDonnyo 
irons', IID*?? ojn tnvn iv D W B I U " * 
->D 5y^yfioff 8 D ^ OKaya fvom nyi p& 
o>a fcnyii aro»o Dm JIB lyoija ixn ,*«»» 
-^KTPB .*^rwip» IM ^ m w IIBTOM* 
aa»o*o |i3**imr-5iDTB |y?m iv tf/rvtg* 
ivi .lyoip iv D3 r^y::^  oiysoyo y5* ijnpn 
pn iy$ao'& prun TB o*m OSKD nyoynpyo 
jyoip iv a$ra$ osh tyo |yD*nv pK ,paeri 
DiTK OP*B> MWD tys^iny-^yovB oyn iv 
prtiw H jyayii u t o n « nyompyD nm 
.iy*n*vy3 *n*n nynoyo mn o*n 
-aiK PK nyoynpyo oyi IKB inn Dim 
,1Mffi K Diyaoyo n iv w o iv jpftiyo 
DIV ?« oawyaa* nyaoyo ijn nys* oiyn 
iya»D lihjp ny no aawo p D ^ n i ^ w f l 
-yaa^ K wftD'a ijn oiyn MTK .ov% w u 
oaagB Dgaip *m rap fin ,i*ro iv oanyu 
* .pony© ny»a » i« in 
-a* 5*D« pnyu jy©Bww w w n tm 
n arD»o I W J I W J I O V B o n mo eay^ ya 
*jn JMI oy Diyo^B* n PB nyii .jyowya 
/ -*D |ya*>iny*"5yoTB DIV DIP DWD ,iymaau 
nti .ijnmi o t a n m jyjyp mma* pm ,aa*o 
OTOO K a w o lya^iny^ytaTB lyi oiyii 
jyii ,D"pa*oyno o'nnip Dm PB aai^vioiv 
•ya Tt jyayp Diyo'B* n PK iyny^ao,o n 
-ayay?y>3K y^yvyfiD jy^ naKmyB iv jyayaya 
.ppar iin pooia PK 5n$ii DIV lyo^n 
• * * 
-V? anytaiK lynoKiya nnyi |yo5*u vo 
nny^yDTB H prurDiw"* oaipav )#KP 
prom ostsoia 3;«B3ij i« ;>$T .ivaa*tra n 4 
•pern D » : ^ , pK aro«D jyovy^ nyn D'o 
-yao D^oy jyo^nyan^B yoosyn H jy5«fr 
pK f)3^o oyn "a lyJwraw iv oy^yv 
iv tDa^ tyaa* pnyii "lyny^ ao^ D y^8 I»>*T 
•ifn VD .naynyocnaia tyawo iv ^n p* l«MP 
l^ar 8 oyii wjp DI»T ,tD^a ^ys^nv p>p |yn 
y W& lya'Jiny^yoTB P^K prtan» 
- m « pK ^a^^D j^a^W^wn'B pRrani 
.IPaift n»o»> J i m ypBO jyaa'o^o H PH ,I»D 
TON yncny n -»yn»f n w p« TO" yovy? n 
n nyn* iwn p« li»« yovy? H
 #5na» p« 
-yay^a* jnij .11 .t M «5wn p« TO" yoeny 
•«nya tiaana |i(MV "un DI^ T cam |m ,D»a 
.iyroe> I«P IVDUMB p« two jnayo 
-ya JTU'Wp j'i«jfi f t w ^ oy ••• D^ 
ojn oa^ DByrya w w -,jn ;y ,-^ 
tsnnya D*a jya^n D-iyB»3^ c pi^p •«. -»"." 
,nyany ?y^ B pmya m» iy«i ^n irr- rp 
pa : iyoy?« PB |m»5 iysy^ c Diyr-rc -
njnna PB ft* w r y n pc ,P5OI^E ,r , :* : 
o»nya D^a fyai^ n DTWJ'B n r.yyyii 
-DMH now iKfi PK pnaxni iv yt ivcyv ^ 
>I*B ya»^ n T*K w r .n«n iy«? ; y -^ 
taoip oy pni oa»n .iinifiiya o^yrvrpt 
«ii«T ,BKr ojn W0TIB ijn":s? * ;« D*W 
H 5"ii ,r*#« PB jnyapyiiK o*; ny(r*rc ^r 
Ciyeytri^av fyayii ip i n T*I 2*<p 
iv »oip oy jyii PK ,ffa d^ *no-iyfi o-r 
jyjyayn iv TIK T» fyo o*n
 #|ynns irsys 
-T"1B 1 pK D*n DjnVipD DtWa^ B "I D't 
.lycyiDnyB ta^ a Dnyc '^B H ivrM CVD'^? 
pK I^ ^BK oa^n TO3 ivai^ n ony^a'c n 
D'D yo'iDtcaytDKiiv yoBif nyByc-!if%a:' n 
n vt* IIJMI yovyS n ?"ii ,Dnyv;r 1 
DIK nya^u DIJII [yo^aiK pr?ip Dunrm 
Djn Tin ma ,inyo DI^ II |ya"^a ^T «I *M 
nyorionyB oa^ar njri PB T» lycoa^Ti 
nin .oytaa^trya lyo^ pa^ DDmv n ismn-
CrVT«W H 1KB iyD"3"IK pD DPIWD 
^IKT Difii y^aipiKn H ?y'B inyt B"JJDJ? 
flfy^JTK iyir*iiv ljnjooMpy TsD;yr-it 
/nno p*n JIB Tytt"3*>» H lyeniv n"vys: 
njn pB nnK1 jytam PK 3HayoynD;"-.« 
caiKii nyraiK oy T^K 69 .ptf pc r;ycsn?p 
-D'D DnayJ nay oyi DCKtryaa* fyaip x^ 
yn"3 H tyiKC ma oaayna TiaSwi ,cw 
PK yanyay itnt pyiiK oonya oy .;jo« 
nnyo DK ^a^rai1 r i"a *1 PB D'-rrsyno 
oaypya Egwn ys^yii ,69 ^KPU> PC 3:yts 
oy .Driyoys ewnw IKB \rw%. taxiaa 
-IJ^B ny>B5»mK^ B H 1KB nya^ K ma oa^ Ss 
nnyo D*O 0"3iK njn iv (yonya iv T* ^ ^ 
tyai^ n 5VT i^ar H o»n ?ynyr ^wBjrrm 
D'K i"T I^>T ya^yn aaitaoya myp-^r * 
oyv"5»B yny^ K pa jyBiKiiKViaiTK "*^ r 
tit0 PK T1" tapm -iya>yii .cyccc cr 
Tiia jyo .yas^ -iy"K pnyoyanyc c*; T'* 
•yoyaiyB ya^ D'ia ynna« m ^ w r r n ?« 
lyan tySyn [IK jyno ys^yu ^"io p« BW 
nnNPHM VI PK lyiyn Din*r>'i:i^  
W W i Bipenip D ' T ^ njn r* 
jirjr opprn impo ITS prcp TOW *J 
-;»;iyB ojn B«pjs»oynD w i t pat 69 &W40 lie MVMH5 irr W « p»*nya»at ;« 
/MP OJNfJ 
pjfo Dn«D JIB 
* 
•PJ 181 tD»H W^W) TJKIp O a ' W t fl 
IJfWW PB P*HDD-yVIOa*BO*D Djn OirPB 
ytfyn lyowyfcn »nv oJnymy »vn , r n o 
mvpa**"* iv B»3nu 1 iwnwnpa'n |y5»? 
Wfn lie i » « w Tin . w w BTWWfi H 
PK iynya iya«? PKT P"K u n n a UK j#"v 
im*wa TO PK POT HWT3 .yo'oip njn 
•» pa T* n* IWW#9 *>$* yomy n PK 
•a«n WK pa B'UIK n pno iv p^« tyayfe 
n Tt D*n o»v nyay* nyoaiK .a*o jya^o 
-iyc H iy:rK 0P*9£MP)il TIKIP oa*iawn 
•DTIpD H — *D>Kplf5 »«T1 pfi 8 B W I 
65 ?Kptf>jfiypyiB n ,24 5KP*> Diyp"» 
"#> 1"K i™68 K^ptf» D"iyp"D pitfp H pK 
lp:r-»wJ»fl n pK ,2 nyou iflMtt* 5KP 
.lynjtjyafr^K os-i^ nya T* oyn 69 >«p*5 
nya>yte ,Mbi*p opnoon Dm pain » i u 
ijh po aa1fWK)K n -qifJ oananaya in WW 
iyr;iK po yo^n n PK ,I"IKIP o a w n 
MWI H preftpnya iya»jn ya^yn ,prav 
ly-upiya w m»i ,69 5>KP#> po oiyaoyo 
ya^ pn ,!ip**paan» yanayopoosfttt K 
is c$n ,250 pc e^myaoyo * ovy* ttfnyv 
PK ivoynpyo « pit Utt»ttUny it* pit D*B$ 
J'Dyoa«>» D"318 H ft OWE 
•J"K jyo o*n pmv imuyo 7 oua 
33tfn$v H Tin /iaijB lypamp * onrroya 
.nyasyo pny « pc O8J«D K oayo 10 pc 
"ya H yaSyii yoio n PK *WI » nnsin 5 
PR |ya$ti 10-pa fyjnp oiyaoyo yoroan 
PKPI^P ijn pc D»ai« jnyo"« n pit 
*i wtoann H t^ K p^ai« o iy^rB on^po 
K .DyoD^ o DHay> nay oyi ps ajiDBcaif 
ID » po y& on^BDnpy nya^yn
 PoyW,D 
iWoyo DiHowiiy H inn ,pnw jjnn^1 
"i»i cyi tyawDBnn JIBB n m s wp^^o 
o?n^ vya jyanp unip W ^ B njn p« o^yo 
.ni)!D"nyBif ojn pB 
D-tjB-iy^ «nw w iyo?Bn ^^o^vann 
inij .i| 03Mja py^s jyny3 oiyn^jB* jn^a 
W': T'N BKP oyjy^  pn iy« PK ,o"3i* 
U*B « iyayn-jyBnun Dfil D i y v w W*»P 
c«: ijn . r ^ i DXH [yr^iyB n *nm /IJV 
BW'5'B jypnyaBMnu O'o 3^ b'j y i o^ a 
lyt^ -.B iy^oyo iv nyny «»| lyp^pynu pit 
"iiv ijnipuw T^ K 1912 nyo iyo6 ojn 
,in»iiy3 DTt*3wi» p« 69 bmfi or\ urn 
V* anjyonyj ,o"V -wrw urn w m |i« 
pit iy»n'DKB n PK iJKotcnv Dm oa« 
»n DI^ T ,iy3«jr oayn O'o ip« jyp , r n o 
.ovoyufiB y^^ o nnyt |ya«n 
» PK lyn^tya onraiwn* PK w a r n 
•3yB PK pnwa m py 4frEtfimn M D**V 
Djyo n«p IWtfrwNl H »ni 1910 nun 
yrn n lyaya p*noo * oirvByaa* o p irav 
r"^ ^moayD H PK
 r*MB# ^'Taino TByi 
ynoKBO^o « lyonyaDMnu tai^ n gp**1 i<3 
-IK yonnuwn* y^ K po P"-»OD ^Kiyayicn 
PB iyO"3TK n .K'B j^nK '^B PB iyO"3 
-an» # K irr jya**t v n o OTIPD PK f&p 
^KioayD H lie nn ojn ipw p^noo PK iyo 
•J»*aP TK3"> 
w ?yaifn «i Btpi DJHV^D enyv*a*i H . _^ 
iv [yoipya p^« iyrn ,o«nya DO WUP P'p*^  
OIMPD PK pitfp im PB T"»KI>3 oa^vrn njn 
n D^D jyoitfupyajif v? ?y3^n PK Tno 
pa ftpoya ijn .i"iD pi lyo^aiK iru* 
pK lyonya "I o*n oyomn^onyo^aiK 
. .jyoipya lya^t "t , 
XNFm P%t DKnya oyn aaw nin PK 
yana^K n o1© 5*n PK BgOTHtfUW PW*n 
lyny^piy oiyanjn n anaynyn PK ,nyo"3-»K 
H PK lyo^anK H po lyojnyoa'K n jyayn 
jyay^ D^WWK oyi iya«o oyn lyaaniK -
•lyo IVP ny nto MI PK W 3 PK nyiw MTK 
-ayB'naya PK anajnymv ,yatf> \»\ \rmvi 
oaxneya ony '^a^B n TT iy3ijn
 r ^ j n an 
8 Iy3i>n o»3 T^D Vfofi onun : T » "a 
•ya raiK ^ t ya^yn iv^KPaKaiy IK ,WW 
?yoayn jnyraiK tyan^noiyB PK ly re 
-am ,mna yhytaiK pm* o'a pn n^o |ya*a 
aHayo"aiK ,nyBye» n PK pnnr yooyany? 
i*o ,oy ? jysy? K tnp lyauo PK nytw 
lyayp %n ty^yt I^D uni
 f?*»jp K rya^n jypo 
nm mo MI fynynain Tt PK ryoipayoBnv 
i r r jyiiya PK D'^ T .pnyoysiyB iv n"no 
vt Bp-naSin IPBWO my* PB pamya 
own jKoiytPo iyi pm PK
 r»»n PK jyaiaya 
iy?xni DTW^'B H Din trroaifaK ?»O:"K 
ens >yn jyD^iiv mn PK aa^ o^ D K jyayn 
— y?» jya"? rp^n* « RKPIl iv pyiiv ojn 
D"V nyoo^ Dfirys "tfl t'K — 5>nyv pit 75 K 
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frg&fi ro npya ojn aniwwtt ecs?:rt c*n y=*»« ,69 *«ptf n» n«$2 iveipyrpjr H 
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C i 
lDD«ra #*W# n 'via iinyn*D n*n 
,n |p5'w*D»m"«D jroeny wn 1*3 i»*3 
•jjm "use op3y?3 H ,DDi*Bjn W'JTW^nw 
T*B « D*D irwwa DP'Wiw ?W"i oy ya 
.yTyompyo n iv pnw m p i 
» B oonyyiya f tnyam yin pa pnya 
tic WDD njn yafcm no* ,D'OHK pit D"V 
Smu ti/D»3i8 jyno Dim D*Mf h r w w n 
im^yoanB mv jyayamya'K oy DIM ,D"D 
.(yBWiUtfP mv DpttD IV a>Dn8B OV D"V 
DV i»5y» nyoyipyDf i t m jyaifn I*D 
lw D'Bii PK j y p w oy PK iyay53if DO 
•J1HIV38D D8?PnyDB*1K 1*1* ptfni I'D 
prap&mp t i n OM> Dip ,D>*PI£ ynyt 
op'TO3"iK ofyptf JIB jyDanya y?8 jyno 
fo wwa* DO D'ttf 58iy3ytpn DIV grgm 
un pa auByny n n i8By3 jyaipi »uv 
IW20 on MI Tyoyic DO ,.n .1
 #iyaoyiu*p 
S**ty DO jyjyn BDnifByt ya»5t3*D .*8c 
TO* DO oy Dh0 ,jn3"to ,*tf« ,pnyn 
* .DUUD jyovy? I'atiM 
j i t e — 
SruaTytuii* awt SNtawn tin 
W3woj|w|niip-5»n yy>«n on: DVV 
^ v t t b ^ a KiDDpy iyanp iv OIK 
DW .iKvSjnuw fry pfemsftn n naa * 
oa«i yoojyjp H Dyoaaoip n no jyanp 
WWB |yaip> too^K D»o jyo'n TO jyno 
3 » .iyD«:y5yT n pa 5n*v ny»uya oyn 
WMP^D i*i DD^DD n pa iy*in*B jyfcm 
?3 i?»a m ftiDWiDiyaum nvim PK oy 
It ,o5nyiny pnyn lyDaatfn n »« oyi 
Nh\ DDKoyaonn DJyteojnjnp yty«t jy5 
*n DIV p h w DP*BOIV DD"P»5BVI H PK 
'o nwwyj ijn ?»a DO ffwn .D'wj ^Kiy3 
w» « OIK DO flit tyDJlK V I D?"K
 f013 
^n;8v,8 w w t ) H tw«D iv D^njya 
wn n pa D«»»5ojmwa »i n»D DD y^o 
•
D>E
** Srtfj jwt j ' t w f i n m ,?ww 
-ya mv pa T K Bh? : 3 31 p i y D y a 
Wffl ,j»Da»nDya -lyryn tm Vtnm um 
.yoa'pyj yD:8DjnyDJ'K i« "inyr on»DUB 
-'Dyn i jn ?« ,Dp-iyoya tynna m r a«n ipu 
yioa u»B»nD*an»« nni# m»^a nm po i*^? 
t^ K DUID , D^D^ ys^vyryj pit D"»nynif 
n5-«a pK
 fj»ov nyi' no jyDDjia )v iyiw 
fjymywnK i»» D n^ 3*n»nrt)3y --yi w 
jya^ayj DO nnyr |yayn D»nan-^ya n ra 
inyaooiit iyev m M?« PK
 #»wDjn ny-r 
nova j«p "t lyaijn jM^nwa ny> jyay; 
OK is imH jy^aeya "I »:«? ,D8nyj DO 
• w n i t lyayn oyo^a n ; ia^a nyT 
-yia iv oyon^D yoDyo H pc yj^K D ^ D V 
\»WrVV Dfn ivnoya .D3yon:8 oy-i jya 
PM .onoD yo36 DDJH) 10—8 pa p^a pit 
"i>pw nnyt 8 VIM yon^ D »t oy D*n i^noyi 
D"v pK a$n i^ov H m n»a .IDI8 "iy; 
-ID nyn DB8^y33i| p»nD&?iCTy3ytn pc 
yon^B ytyn ^T o«n D^aiB-p^tr pc nyoo 
n Dny^8nyD iyD83i*D 6 pa D^V 8 i^> 
-nifo pn:ya5»a Djn D*D iyoipy3 pit ^yana 
in>8 iynyiiD3yM : iyD"3i8 yin'K iv aato 
nynij
 /D^3-I8 -P ,DB' [yo^ana W pmv D338D 
r f l DnyoenyD M!BKC oyi Diy^iya "BW 
D8T i»n»ya jyaip oiyaoyo ytyr3i8 *a 
jyooy3DM8 T'>3 Dijn i*oi» H .yovy? 
083 "in PK 15»83 PK "mitifivvo* am 
8 .D"D cjn pK Daifpnya \y\m T ^ D "^ y» 
PK Wlfll yoy318P PK 33'D,DD8D "WVM 
-ya D38oy3 iy;"t ny:y>B .ITWW lycnya 
•yi7n 8 D'D yoi^c nyi iynycD3y :v pnyn 
Diyo^« *t .n^no iyv:83 pa P"-IDD $ir\: 
-y»"tK i n iya^n ^KWr^rsno?9!! nm pc 
•fit "11V pa D"V 8 1*3 PK ,0"B pK D W 
P«DD*D tnm iynyty33"K yora t IMP iya 
-DiK fwvsra 1"! ty38n nyo^anK y^8 p« 
.D"ai^"iyn iv pmv znriVPVi 
\j»mt nBD8P njn oy ony: MtK D8 ^ 
Da^pn^nya mm oy .iyD"ai8 PK Di^ a 
KO3IK 183">
 w inpttptav1 iy^o^DK> nyi. 
. ! oy^a BflPtIO D"3i8 ! "o»ynM^ 
;t .D 
fp*Kiya 8 ii$ iyo»5wa3* PK D8" tjny« 
PK 5"HD38 DDnW pH^t#3T ^Jn^ "D18B 
OH3yiiDM3 n o>n*a fiC3yo nyn ,0^318 XM 
tjy3ya"K IK nafi ^3iD"v y3y*"K IK I»B 
• in i H f» r\wfi ,in»K oSit'a .?83nirr 
? DO DltKll ,DO 5*!K ? Djn 1KB D"plH«m 
cino D»n : *pm tns wr iB i n ,m 3*IK pa 
pa 33iD"nanya nya"ia5*aty i n T B nn*a 
D3yon83 m*% pa (MR *"DD8B y o „ »t 
?"nyp t i ^ 
r 
SI ippi$n BjfHntta &r*b i jn 
Ttt |fc»*t W»"iDon« 11* TUMP HOT iv 
"Ml (1 : RPVBV iv jya*? (3) "T l iW'5a 
rum* IKB pfrvxya nwnp I*D jy^ t J9WD 
,D"3iK (IJTMID) j w n i p IKB (2 ;D»D 
n i0»t row D»D» W^WWH Jjpom (3 PK 
" I K ytn v ia iDtayyya |J»WW nyo"3"iK 
Mvsin y*»**5 raw p»p jyuya D*3 PK B»a 
JNiwa iny?3iK iya*n ,D3y&B>*iy .jjnrrB 
"BOMiya^ojn WBBO D*3 Dnyaoyo iyDKo 
IWU ,3WTna P« #iwnwi iv nJnw "tye 
-iv. tr3 p'oytf* pK DnyaoyD ynyuiK 1*3 
•"11V pK ; DWT'3-WB»nD»anu iv tUNfm 
oyii tD"ii MI V * ywio * tyuya PK ,D3yo 
•]*»«* njn [yoojia iv jyo^wa TUMP n 
iw«t i>B»nD'ani 11$ -rwip nri pn 
I IK D^n WD^DOT
 fD'yn3na .1 ,* ijmya 
yu 'no H jy3*n |y*»-wanK nyn IKB 
*DK-U ,p'Dmftp PPI^KD ^w iy rp ' t .T 
aiyfrnyo ptf»v mn no n»*n» ijn IIK 
iy"D yoifoya .p tw -iyt3iK no IWMJWWW 
-jyoB'ya p* nypMm >»»? jynya PK iruy? 
-jytnrw n MI DJH 1*3 .nyofrn&'D TRW 
I *w i n p i *«D jyayaya pmyj |»" t jyo 
-•Dip |KB»np'aiK H Dip oyoip n po *«D 
jyoipya Sift w w n DIP Dyi»B>&jy y& 
n«a nBDpy DjyvspE 40 DKDBOK 60 (1 
n$ arjniip IKB D"tr?y3ip (2 .o^onyii* 
PK wwtrpia D'3$033^KU i n (3 .onm 
lyoipya nyD"3n» n \0& j i p mw>v$v IKB 
H ?KB pM (4 jn»D"3niro'3 D^nwya 
I K |y**t nytD"3i« t» iy5wi -jyjjm oyoip 
jyno D ^ T J I P 5y;p> yiyijK n pn iyo"3 
DtfWfl nyryn .>"po-5y3ip ijfcnipya " t 
H pM onysoyo yny?3iK iv tsaroia otfn 
ojn po ,*wtf»n 26,000 w n iy^"^DiitD8 
-t>ay 03*««ntDm» i j n P3 P»IDO jyovyS 
tayJyDwyny'ioiv PK oy5« ?yn ,ovy^ 
m ,|yaifT osy i^ O*D'V« ayo 4f»ii* n n I M 
-5my3yaw o n po ta»3-n$ jnync waw H 
,?yn*iiya DWDHjenn oyp^yo PK "p^noo 
nyonyii IIJB « "lya^ K 113 n»o oa^Sa oy PK 
l"P D^ ov^iyo : Diyaoyo H IV fyaijr iv 
ixn iv "iya>K Dnya nima y>^3 t)^ o PK nous 
y"3 PK yoooyp y«: IKB a^ans njnyo'Mi 
4f»»i DII»!»«D Dyn»5,nyT IKB vm 
,iyo"prDDMiv jy^oyo pc &&&
 r r 
oifn .jynyniy m :«D y^« ^ M •- ; K .». 
tDD'3 MtK PK .jyDMI &: y2;»- r-K ;J..". 
TMmyB nnyo H UMK ipa^p y?* zv* -^ 
tyo"ii ypMnya^p^: .yoc»v; ; : - C " r 
lye^opKno « HMK lynya «t tu ,yctw: -
JBMJ* n PB tjn"5 pmo "? cir "«,;r 
•Jipw pK t3DiKiiya lyyiyv. }y:— y:^r 
nyB p*p m jya»io PK ,tyo»n;i?;tfw;ii 
O5*ony D'lr^v njn n«c D^P3^C-^O:I 
.r;yDD*:?p n ^ 
lyn
 (Dif3 civ i*nc iv oipi y^nc -
-gn njh* inyo O^D) iy©"an« IB DP;= -,F 
-y j K OBMmya'K T^ K (au^ay-ys ijrr; 
ftrVW&mrtftW&'l « J»an;yy;-D7«c 
n DM5» \VO PD ^KT i n pM iy^;gr .KITS 
PB aannKBiy n DIP T^ K i i p .jy::yoTOi 
*DiisnyD y^ K po #»*>Tf»»' r-ycrj r» 
-*ym pK lyp'noo TK ,D"^iij':r jrrMr*v 
yjyn^nyo oonoiK DiycD^o t*K ,rvt sz 
^n B^BI fDayn jyo iyn I>»BK >"r. ,;yoerp 
tf«0 jy^JKmyB JJKS B»3 »n tnifc nyn 
•pna H *?SK PK |y5yay,roPK"io;^ ? "?:;••» 
pn»o onyo'Bif n PK j ipo iv i«r war^ 
-a* D 3^ P*5K B^a^OTpTOrye -r-
nyn po oipi D^ 3 D I « nyo^anK V::BK: 
nn PB Bgti ,unyii WW lyocy-? D'ir^ 
yooif T»n iriyi i MPWWPK ivr i r » 
•ys nyo"3iK iy3^yv:"K i jn >»MI
 fwnoB 
,BK87 p M ,p'HOD p ' t 113 V 03T« 
-pyoo^ DKD lyanp 9$gti |»* i , C P i , , ? 
Tin PK IKO-W'31* nyanayenyfi "V" ; IW 
j'K jysijn nys* no lyD'E* nan;yoni« 
yv3K3 n po jyaiip DJHMIK D3"n cjn irrt 
yt"rnya<5p'5a , w o nyv;K3 iyn pe , ir^ 
n» nynyiw i n pn P^K wmw D :^ T * rs 
.I*HD iv jyoipy3DMK PK To y:H^ ^ 
"Dy?3 vsty1> H iv T D lyeip OW "<« 
D'W^V nytiiK lyayii yo3'ry3 v o » pe '** 
jyDMia fyovjtf Din o:u Braw.sor* 
IK PK tfttova oiny^piy w cr -
• ^ pB iyou nyaijtDPV o n PK -;T-C-* 
D3yon3K iyn e*n ^ypmpi W»n»- : r 
ntfa D3Koy3 lyc^K^D^Kt oyDCij: "P v* 
.IV^no^anv HIJ nwja nyaH3yDc f« * 
v^ 
tpm/n uynntu twb njn 30 
$ lyvcitt"* opTiiyj in rwi oyfcpe 
.D"rm nm PK Mi?»*p&tf »"5a 
H D»I ,iyop3iB yo*ru ?*n H nn * 
-Jill |y5y* W 3 1 B 1 em JWIWIM few 
n pti ttfjnMWW n» oaypnyas ^Jwyo pn 
pNo 1 ' ? PB yovy5 oyn ,noK .nyeyt^  
PM w»* w v Ma TOU >ww o»a nip 
,W>D3ni 0*3 3>IK ,3*03*11 *ITB OP31B Tyi 
.D**ynPWH P* Dwn*Mi ,iruiotf m 
lyt^anypw yjytywa H PB y^ y*B 
o'ol flftynwtWl W D3**n T*3 ^#3 PO'M 
40,30 n r^ B T* emft »1 .iy*vtfyuy-i nm 
IP38D tyayfo *n oyu , w i « Urtfl 50 PB 
»3 ansyayn pit iyn3ioB> Kfttf a n j w w y 
B IKD nyB5yno*n* i« D**T nyn 
W B ,yttfB H ,ny ! arnoBntroDpyj 
vnv itfyii i»i jyoJyii im^pc warum 
o*n I5»BK tyii ,|yo**v y3*5yoB H iv tmnyp 
-OT H IV33iri3D^D 5yO B 1*3 1'T D*D 5yT 
•pry: lyayn n*o ys^yii ,nyo"3ny yonyaain 
you H p* I**BK T n o nyniB p* jyn 
.fyo**V 
n& "nytow*p„ *n pB ysjBD r y w i n PK 
,ijn«3i? yajriB^yn 24 y3*5yoB n flwiB 
;ny is ,iy4P' jyonw PB tana jinyii yafcm 
24 jyinp A m *piK **T jyayn | y w njn 
yp«D iyp (#>•- r o a n PB DIP ,y* .nyfcp 
•D*IB i8 p iW * IK tnyn »ra m ^yomnyc 
....! on»: 
IPO t?ny? *D**n3ynynBiV3iK„ tB iya 
"V3 cyn jyayn oyu ,Dny3©yo *n PB DBy 
wpi DPJIB tiny* nso TB ,ty*3i* B PB W*w 
iVnrtiira nBifB B nyny oy3**K \$ onnn 
*w .IVP^TOD Him- ?yts PK typ*noD tyo iyp 
IP BP81D3yp-ty*31* | j n y PK PK ffflMWIJO 
m IV:^! Dp»nDD TB ,DJH JWV11 DP31B B 
naumyfi ^ in ijnyii ijny^DiyD ^>jjm o«ii 
*t UK
 f | w n | yo i^iya jyDiBiiay flW itW^? 
DP m m H tB ,in bnwBnpB . w i i 
>9u#ij«rn *n* mtBii IV DMK DOIP 
i iv '^pya Dipl nyD>^ 3iB D3JTDD"D W T 
w iC&mm n'w ivt35yn (jnww n IIK
 rpyo 
•*w ;« pmB op'c jyo |yn
 #5ip ijny> 
W ivr- DKE*' fytDD'Ocya oyn jyn 5yT ,nyo 
pi w&fy
 B5iw xnyntDytD m i TB £tt*»B 
pom i:^ m ^ n \jr5Ml ^ p i p H W W 
H* pimya jjo'Drw |w»n tee P»* T» PB 
l ip in fyj'Bya oy TB ,iyaBt ^ B no ,cny3 
y^ B H O'D B3BPy:t D»3 iw"t ys^y^ ,y3^ yT« 
.D*»3 yoiyaxnyiD i^B 
ony5"D oyn"> H oyn
 rDDiBny3 ni 
B imp DyjyjJBryB oxn Din'Byjsnn wur 
•i o*n mrvDymn IIK ^"iDD-^Biysyrn 
ponjn mjy-rtn D*> pw .n:yv3y^a D.TB 
-OMIK inn'K y^ B oyoa oyn (»•«• n D*II 
jyrtmw D»P^B rysjnjnyB ytD^yory^ 
PB iy^i5»iiin B D3Boya vw nysy M oyn 
,i"iD Tin 
T^K ytfm pTntt anySinroyn"* n 
IIK yrom H IV ,|y5*n Djn tB rwynan MTB 
•ytsoyp ySyrwnrn JIB Vnyiwo n ;« 
iv yotnyiw H mm rm ^oyoya PK iyo 
,onn'By:3"K \ w n oyn ^ip pK .jynjnjy 
D*3 jyo 5*T nm B ijnaior 50 »n nnyo TB 
•5m n^K
 #n3» ayo cyn PK PK .fyo^aiB 
n b3"5ya lyo^v ye^B n PB syn jyo pra 
tyo^aiB jyo TID ayo oyi TB
 toy\m yv3B3 
fDMK Tip ^n OTy5 ,D3B3 1JH PK DyBK' P3 
-MO oyn'^5 n iyny;^n3r 3*o oxn pn TB 
: t*teyj -~ 3*D y^ B m nyrm© D^HB DIB^ 
! iniK D3"K D^K 
njn PK npnn^ran n T^K ly^ y^ p n 
PK P"-IDD mni^ra a t r m jyJnipt 
Jy^ BMi nBfi y»iD yoo^oB-ya p«p ixrnya o1; 
oyT^na .tyo^anv OBiBnya oyn n y p w B 
'ii 3njny*3 MTB PB ry33Bcy33y ^ t lyayn 
. 8 *w5ip 22 Rl (0'3 »>m nxny) o>*ii T-n>B 
53 fyoipya iy3y5B -iy5DDj*p y3'3"K -wn 
VnB PK .1^ 11 B TB i^p 25 1B3*T PB 24 
jy3"T nytoD3*p n oy nm lyo^n J#B rysx^ B 
,p»5p nnyf imM PB 5nyv ny"t 5«n 
oyn *§rP*iFStt'3*D nyn PK oa^n 
IBB n»5yn 24
 #pni nyoD;y^p nrt ,DD"n 
am 1KB nK y^T 18 PK urtt"3W jyJie B 
iPBftnomK "in lyo^ny: nynno oyrt oyn 
j n y v w DIV wny;oTBBw njny 
PK MVUnay jny;y*vi5yiiyn yom *i 
-1B-P,0B' PC 331BBK»3y n jyny3 T»K "I"1D 
.D"31Biyi1 PB 33inn'C3"K n j I K D"3 
IB PK oyn o'/anBnyn PB 33m»B3"K yrn 
- y n OBWjaay oyo ypnyo^ npMnMam 
f l iypy5nyD3iK oyi ,D"3TB nrr p« oy3ya 
yt>T PK .iBonya o n fWVWDW* o n PK 
% wyo oyn o"3n»-p^B' pa «iByray 
. 
29 ippujn wjwma onrtt ijn 
VHP* DT9 pTP T3 
•W»«i ,ii ^ .* B;»K 38 ^«P(^ 1« HWIKWOIMW n ip j^ni J;IB:«-I=?; « 
Cwtf o p lift tjnmjwjna-w?':!) 
yfiBDyDTyjirwrnyfi n ©na ,o^mnyD"n« 
VttirtKW D'D nyrjyn t3'3 PK ,yjyn PK 
oyn D*D B38pya |«! w i ivo 4W» 
DJH DHD pK p^Dy^B pK DttDPJ*UVTnD 
-yp HIIFi lyo .mOTjupya v n o Dyjy;"K 
njn$ B3yoy5>y cyn pfi nyopmM oyT iy3 
oyi pK q»t ly^Doyraa D*11 ,iyD:yoyi>y *i 
-yu D*D *nwD» H ly^yp mm iyo .*nne 
jyBBoyp w pumvw |yp u n v nyn |yc 
-yi$D H iyjyp D-»MI m v w lyoni w OIK 
TMDMK rD5yoryjD>nn lynyn wpi
 fiyan 
. -5>y?8 D?« n»np iyT an* PK , p w D-IJVD 
.iy33nxn$B y5« n lyayj f>$08 D'D [yp iy3 
8 lyttfKmv&M* DIM ,nytnyn r i P M on? 
,iya»iB y?« Dta &38Pya pn jyo no ,f»*3V 
•y5 D ' W W "iyn D'D isrmanyo Ptt"f*Of|] 
PB DiyaoyD H pB iyiap»n«D um tm ,jya 
WfiWP i y n pn n*na"'5ya n O*D fl**& 
n*na oyn lya^Jaw «pw PK ,wip3t' iv 
ttttmip jynytDtr D$n ,Dn"iD yijn38 D*O 
-*n Him jyo , r w .|jnyww D*O iruu-iyc 
jy3yp ^ T Dtjn
 fttBKt?D38pya v^m 8 ;V." 
fo>i3 5yi ,pK jfcw 8 lyo^nBMK tys^yn 
PB *\)pr\vn H pn iyv38?B3"K jy^yp jyta no 
,HpV8P383n$ njn W yay*5 8 cnyaoyo n 
i8B im«* m«n jyo \m , t»"v PK i5*c« 
DfrDWMWKn* PK D«M
 rfflW K . . .WK 
-ya H D*3 lyvspyBDyn ya5w .Diyaoyo pB 
«t«
 rDnyo^ Bif iroipyrpy nm* JIB yo^sr 
nKDB' |yii .lyvoonpy a3«? B»3 ?yp w^v 
. can t'K ,iW3W3yny»3iK iw»t Dflpw yp 
-ya tD»n oy 5"ii
 fi8Bixn pttlW y?»!B»lfi 
yoi^^B^on p« yaHjyocnyB K oSnyB 
j^Knyaoyo 
-3v5 S»»a 8 1« "I^ K a$n *iKD-ixn PK 
n PK ,jy3«nB y?8 «i v w D5yotry3a« w 
H Day5y3ann T31K D*C iya«n ya5yi^  ,y?K 
TK jnyomyB titfw ,|yoK3«t» 6—8 ytsvy? 
iv &3$onxn fn wr»*« Diya'syr: iyt3iK 
-3«3 i*ns D*D W*B
 t?»y5« Dm jyajm ?nxn^ 
-pyo yayajfanya^ jnytsnt v^ opyBon jy» 
-yi lyrana I^K JJW ^yp-on« iyr- ;-K 
Tyt31K jlB 331V86P3V W>:vr#z # ;y; 
teravrifi ynyoJ»y H I«B .o^a-K : ; » - -
l^3v Diy^'D oyn"^ i r t pc "uny^ars 
ny i8 nnyi D^V yovy^ » n « p-ij- ••; ;-n 
Iini»iiy3 oa^pTinyB PK oy .p-:yr,rc 
-'ii3 8 jya»n ix isunpn nyn J I O ^ -r*f 
-BMK oyay p o p noKa *?w c%v. ,;«•;•• se 
ID 8 IVnOIVfiMK JHiBDCCK J«t pK i»"CK 
nytD^ans n PB fyooya PK >n<ti o r •« 
-MB^nounK n pw BB»M D W .I^-D pn 
n 8 H v w P« i n w w tnrwDjy lyjrt 
tD*n p'noo njnynnB njn MI i^r '^c: 
-y33ynynBlv DI^ D wrv r:«3 8 pn trn 
8 ?y3'Ey3 iv |*M ijnw wm DV .c^yor 
PK *i83ifT |ya»n ?<T D*" Kpnyc8 PK ;»•;-
^it8 pn PK fiy*t MTK tyjiKiiy: vt$% pvt 
H PK D3Miy3 njn MI ^yn nn*K D*r: -pr* 
•"3iy»3*K njn PB 38 ^8P»5 PB o^ mya*? 
.I8'3v Diypn^ D3yc"i83 can^* "K:*^ 
y3H3yoBnyB ynyT3iK jyn.,o"v ijn PK 
pfi WP"NW»g ijn c o f t |ynjno D^ yacye 
8 VWm D8tno8i oy PK ^r»no»a^K *r 
H ya^jni PK ,y385 H HMK lyciKv. v^ ?*£ 
W3v oi^^tD DH"5 "ijn PB njnr*i« 
J»»MW PK jyoeny |'n8B iy3icy3 TT n w 
-*n BWH rtn*5«D oyn«5 n PB Wv%t 
•ys PK DBBoypya tinw P» linn*' re >K 
Pn i:8DB>0>K 5VT BfH ,?r3v 8 IPW 2«" 
nyn ^p" mw ."pno o n nn»5rn3W t 
P»K ]vntf> iv Dia jyoynyE D"V -nt:» 
-BMK 0"p3>nyB n sipjBM T^K Hfi PK "*' 
PK W3V 8 fffi8r - i r^ ' * IW*** 
-yBD jyo s^mvBMK m^K MI nyor^ 5r« 
yoo^n: n \m JWWtl yrn^K M: 6 n 
-O8o yoMia ^pn OMayaBMK BTW «•**" 
•BMK .oxnin yanny^B ,yD^n PK ty;:'^ 
,nrwyo tya^n ?W) no ^ | W 8 »eNP« 
•W nyj'sw iyn^ inyo «jn ?ya«rr r:ftr 
nyD-in^ 383ii» nyn p>© i»t ]y:ypn it a ^ 
W W i oajmnw wwb.im 
Mawm "in i» wwpmyv n 0*0 o*wa 
pjoyp i ww iW no pn DVT n*i« m m 
-W iiK nyo"an* lyotfo tynytK? ,|ynyot? 
'PK nfti'» n anayaipta TT iwma pK jy* 
i iv 'iD ,oayiviK yo'na H PK »n anayD't? 
\wn anayntfi D'3P^K ,t»nw TO H iy3«o 
H DVH "DYMpn, n tprn#oy lyoyn; oyii 
tJ-i&Bcya oimi "fta inyo $ooyi EDKD »pe> 
#|jni ta^v nyn pn ?IK JaiD^ne^K imn pc 
3»ya tmrnHW o-ufipya o»a onjm w p'P 
H ")KD wwrww PK |W*B THI»>»9 
r:»3 fye D-I^BS? ,iyven«DKB D«5»P yoeny 
-na D8 iwn Dpi ,DDi«3-n,8^ PB pn«tDC 
.p^ ftJW po o«v p« lyojn w IM lyooa'D 
TO |in ytaoBys ynysyn n Jim w v i 
[ID lye^ n ix ? t Wftma* iy-i$uya |W"i 
jyaynoya TO n Wi "t iy3$n &baim 
m^nn oipi Dsypya PB own iyn J**ii 
TO iyn PB yoosya n . w a /ijwa inya 
« pnwj T W Mnwi PD ta^v -ijn w ?ya"T 
.lynyotnyB oia ya»5 «1 ryayp 1* fftisnfi 
H T8 ,taajtfaya Jyeiv (ya^n HI ? I K 
p'asD'D " .tnyaiytaaiK ma iyp P W D 
! jyaaKyanyoaiK *iy3K r*W 
i8D Dj&nfjm ,yiaitDK' -iyoxy5> nyn PK. 
JWBP iv bniro oSw iyn *HK iyayf> nyn 
-iVD W pB P»"»IK iye>:yo y i iyB»3 im 
iya;»<Q pM o^naynynBiVDDa^yt nyayaiip 
M? .IWO^B ya^payo anjpn tynyotmyB is 
p« | W » n iv ^B^iTDaaiDjn H 3$ lya^ a 
.nyayo »n "t p a n t s * j«$* PK nxnrp 
IWayo |yii ,iynya o«p o5*ii ma m 
•HB 03^B KitiftKans *IH^ 1 lysnaya jyo^r. 
pita tMjotra^  taaitfya inn mftpi PK j^rfi 
T'CJtt a^ayay? .jycavo vn lyanuo^ya 
v:^DD8^yrya H ifiWl tDaypya »n iyD?«ii 
.typ^aaiK y^ys pa mvnjft TO 
,frnD PM iyayo lyo^aiK o^nwrn \w 
H Pita D'Byaya K D'3 ryiya njn -i;xnnsm 
«?» iyo Din Tmumjf^ vm — Brno 
U>Fii y33«o ; \w,6&WTfrwm rytya 
D*a t^ K yytya KTK r« jyayaiv -^a D9"ftD 
-ayo y5>« ta^ a taonya ny 5'«n
 fB"D»npVDjn 
lyovy^ o n PK ami .osir.Dyaa* pn ijnr 
-iy3$ m no ,no« oyey «n ?'« Dayoiai» 
taawToay D^DD i\n jot ^3 r» rya*T p« prayn 
DaKioay jyo^DT « osjn I.TK MHB nyi 
Tt Bfcfii 'I ys^yn Tin .oaxnnyai'a in** 
D"DD nxn no im n ,\vo^^n p^» lyayp 
pK 190*1134 PK w i m r a t D'mB njn pn 
MID n T8 jyaya aatosK *inn taKKot? njn 
lyay^ nrr* PK nanya in'K prur^TW o^ a top 
.n^ yB ly^snoon^M I'BMK 
DiDwnnoay D^D ixny^B onm i*0f5 
o*wa t^ K nys^ini ,rytya oyi PB ryo«B ny-i 
ojn HMK Denying o n r i r t^ ro 'nw K 
49>Mv*5ni<i PB am 
IM't ijn rm tssa^o njn vntrsmo n 
ijn PB typan njn PK ."p,a»o'D„ un pc 
PK y^ y^ B n o*o *H»3">rOT ra«a r»n w 
ly^yntaona'K nytaiK PK DPHWKID vot* 
Diyu iyay? "lys^oBB^yiya nin .tysy^ 
DB*W ys^yn jw » 0^0 iw^mw DPK 
nn^ K D'D onr^vor PK D1 i w n a ^ n * 
pK m p^^ aBD'D nxn HMK .pwo^w lya'osyiB 
pK ninoa"i i n taa^ cya £ W t a w nyTaiK 
,ypxn nytaeny njn PI*IK — ?yaMn pc DIDPI* 
18t Daya^ aanyB xny ^^pa^cynpya yny* 
-KDBB n 1KB irnawit PK mnayaa* onw 
pa iyaa»5»p n .DK5P lyotr-iy nr» i^ c ijrj-cr? 
Din Ij&w&nm 0"PayT*5iv PK D^pa^njna 
VPWP PK mtWP H pe jyvaxrp PK ryr'v. 
m 03W3 m n n .tfonep locmem n pn 
,iyoiKp D^ y^ BC iyo
 foaan ixra ,|yD"*?»nK9 
-:if mi nporiw5«no n Pe paKiya -ijn PK 
r 
5i 
27 iyp"iyii z&ytt 
-»nw n O>D r5*t>e> PK B P * m n # 
pit HSRVa »*n »l WftW ,w>J«nt>«o marc 
D'D IMK PK ww °m IKB HFMJHUWI im 
"Hi* H »3*n D1?flJ"K W * T f f l H f t ,DJH 
DIJTllB'BPVBnSD 010 {IK P1lf5p H PB D"VD 
-ufrww ?* ,DI>B3»H iy"t iwww 1*1H 
.IW"i«riyojiH >»a oyi 5*? Dpn 
jrwwnw in ?w"t ww om PK 
pn* jycip WW Din lytwiK -imytayB 
iyo"3iK »5ini ,|yny"tfy*yw n wSa 
T^Vfi UK .onyopw) PM iw 1WW p * 
y^'D yi pnv^nWMM w w oyi pa w w 
IKPOM W5TO ,tiwa iruwMD wfcmf* 
»MJ n j i l .1 ,*Dynyjypw pit PK DI*DD pn 
runwD* iv o«na iyo IKM
 #onipjp» on*o 
•yn n lie oyoip *i .ojyp y.jy3y5a PK 
DI?3 om IWMt/jyjyp o w jy^yii oynoon 
tin irwiorJ8W WJW iyo"3iK myn PB 
.jyo"* yo^ K yoia n pM M> DPJIB ,inyo 
rfynw D*J inyr in oyn lynynip oyi 
g MI omsw pM , w w oyi lya^inyDJiK 
^3 ori'M o*n lyoDuywTnD pc w o w 
o inww p« Dy^KioDya DWD iyovy5 ijn 
H Mrfr&ewnynimt pc pn^wian o:ypya 
-ycoyaiv 5*3 DIV D*n PK
 #oimura>wnj*o 
DPMI iy w>y« pn jyawiyoya I*B K aye 
lyoyBB* |jffl Dyn DDjyouyoB Tin fi ,i* 
ya>j"K w tV3KtD PK pr i t f ryiyj om jyjyp 
jyo ya^ yw pM ,on*JDMK D^K fynoDnj'K 
IPWBV 54 MI inyo |HD"3m jyjyp 5*T 
• W Tain 
lyoDuywrnD n TK ,im iyau iy3* 
-wo* n nao w » r p*i pr&n D»DD pa 
Tin "TO D*J jy5yii PK ,|yi"DiyB iv DDjyo 
-UJhtw jyairo on*n ryrya DW DDjyon^ yoK 
1MK jy>m> *n !W3 jynoDinawi^K WW i io 
•mlDW tyjyp lynna ni iyo3"? 5wi p ^ 
.njnrp PK n w « 1KB ayo unamrfl IK »n 
pir PK w w i f i |W ,ovy> TK T^yo 
ya^"K jy^ B^ya y i ?y>wv ,?»ynmyo3Wt 
ryrya xm ?MW 0^m D*H ^OD^KD'BKP 
PK iK^p^irnrK 18- Tin ?y3«o n DMD 
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. !W iyB31* THD i n PB ^ «p«^ UW'BI*"! OJH 
-o»t I J 3 " T Bn«B» n jnyn p n onjrp"Dpi«^p »T 
.B1'T»3«31« BU V ^ 
^!P«^
 fD3r»MHr» UB D1M>'B DJT'T'^ H 
ojrt 111 B " » i j n T i n B ^ M « M P I » T I B«H ,10Q 
-BJWJD n j n p ' ^ ' o H ip j "? B ' r i c n p» 
T>«B ^"ItB I 113 PN ^ lll9rp1B«jp p,M pH . . . „ 
D1MBO JT3'3"H | » i Bi'BBpttTn J^jftf 17--.-^ 
B'O 96 *>*?& Iy31fip3 1? BMfl | ^ | f3 ] • • 
JOljffH f in -IjnjMfcrtS'O ^ n i l JfBM"!3 I " ; • • ; 
i j n .iPBjrB^i;u'»is ?3jni?'tnpB pa i jnyr*^ 
.1P2«11 yi»3"i i w nytt»aon«
 :» ^-rr - r r 
17T"3|31V W i l l « pn Vt» T? !?;'='•; 
jvpnjn Bnr'Tfuw •** p« •» 
-73 ^nnoB'B ,on^»*B D7'T'^ ,99 r?p?^ 
« .D*171"3» I I W I T B ^ I 11B D37BC"r: : r - r 
nn7T f « B-t»EB' wyn nm i p i " ^ ; ^ «» ( 
"73 E«n B7»'B 171113 DIJII B"x njn ajr'^n 
17 B«n ,B17BI* 7VW» n P i 1733713--?t ^C-K-
,i;^11*^P 1MB ]73733« B ' l ^?'|! B^py; -• ; 
17 B«n
 fiajfiwty p « 3H27Cip:« ,c;?cxr 
171 IHB Ei7B*r>7B 01711 »BppBi3»o n ;?;"r;: 
17B 7*?« 1*3 173M1373 "T ]1H , ^ ; B S » " ; - - - ; H 
i t " i jrB"3i* n I f ^ j m r . i s |7^p»o-o;;^;-«t 
17B"3HJ 7^7'B .l jr33'B'B*]| '31' »i I I T : ™ ? 
-171 B I B ^ I I T I 0^1 p « ,p ' l i x o n r r V ;yc-nr 
^S1T73 T i i i r 1733'B'O n t?;--! ; i 
.-'M ,104 JfW* iTP^opi^p 7B"i«3;iit n 
pi»^P 7»"07n«3 »1 .1316*1* 17=1- 9 pn ; : 
.UJIW 173"t ,103 ^ I P I ^ ,D17P"0 BTlpC '•»• 
,?i'3i» 7B13 « I73«n 2Q ^«p«^ ,ei7»'3*c -
P i .1733'B'D 717"T 3*3711 ip;yt jn ci7=»?r * 
1H7T IStfttl'^P P i 1"1B p i » ^ n M l |»E?:-B 
P'p BIH73 B'3 B7D3 B«H T ' l B pi|^P '1 .IT"? 
/ . I f t ' B i r - E : 
17 ,«B3«1IB Pfi I ' l l B7B3'173 B7"B . 1 -
H 17B 7^H 1* 17=«« 73*3" ! 17H73 =1<r "»• 
-B«p I I B ' I 171 H i 17B"31* y37C«rir;;:"i' 
-13 K I'M ]73"T KB2r'"B P I tf>Wfi '1 .,:,<^ 
.C17BIP H | H D^ipr? 171 17CMI 13»WP1» '7= 
,HJ'31» 171 pB p»11* V? ITB^in BHJTBIF _ 
IflTT 173"T OPPH'*!! T i f f " ! Din 0?1 PT-
1111 ^I71B3|C B31T73 T i l Bin C7"« .15 
-1ffB3»H '1 .*B3712 V EBfl »3|BO«p I fE ' * " 
"13 I p i ]73"? B I#EW 171 V^ CVIPI*? ? * : * - " ; 
IB3»1«B p i 11|I3 B3'ttVn '1 .15*er:J 7' 
B ' l l p l ^ 1'B' l i B137107J VI* B3»T VZ =*' 
- "3 i7B3' i 171173^1 1* ,1l^«1 10,000 - ; • '* 
' 1 .1l^r» ^XK) B17"BBT3"3 E|H C'B* *Vg* 
-D7COI B37B 15 I 11B 17B1P73 t ' l 1^ 73 fCZ"2 
0^iP«/7-»1 11B 17T7'^3E'B 717131 '1 I.'II = : ^ 
73717'l^TB P i U»»S1i 7=^7H ,*e5«i|E " 
. 1 ^ : -
-73 p i *B73'D3'D B2U73 17 B|H 0;7B*r 
B1MEW 17t7»1 P I D7Cf3 '1 .P''1BO | ETC:"* 
Mtt*M 1733117111 D*HPJV 171 C f l ( p I ' i ^ S 
17B10 07013 73310 .7»'Bp«1l3ll t l * r ^ " " 
.pi f l ' l'3 T»2 
**i«1 171 t l ,17B«iB73 17 * ^ e'<no7i r * 
nypntjn MJJDIWJ t>n«* i jn 14 
;* v i?=vn n$npj» i p | « 1J»»yw 600 
-I;B t;;»? 100 « I « riJPVhqnif P'nao Dp 
• n v n w i l A o p |W » « • • « p n DI]?BMP 
.C3JTO 
-n'B:»:K tp^ faW PM »D»tp ijpiavjnv 
.pmtjD aw I P 
-»MI eye:>i73 njrcppyo ^1737*™ 1JH 
•;trn i p P« «'c»o ijmtfjrt D P M M D*I ,17c 
urtMi 3,200 U» o«n , T W "'Dip???? *mw 
ijrt m p»ieo ur»H W 2 **W* i * D 9 9 3 
IP) jotfplrt 'V ,J>»VP UP P«6v JW«« 
T ; I ; rc ijn$ny- B j^mjyopi D:JID»J^ PM p<nec 
i;:?;;; PM T ^ f l 2,000 .0>«ptf> o p 17= 
jytuviHe p> Tiws w n j v n i p is t r w w 
v* Tifyp ,1600 ,17P"1BD D'IVB'M V B P737P 
-i*n crc^jp H IVB I P V " P I9393P * » m p 
ijnjfcH PH .*<P 600 pn , " « D ^ V P p« Dijrp 
wyp»o ojm pn DD"II ,25 V^PV^  i* ijnvtw 
.PHP 1*3 r l * 1 - ! 1 
•71= ITBPPTD i u w m lie osnjQ i p 
.proi^KUy onjm 171"*' 
.enjjBjn D'BP«« BJJTWinrowTI 
.tout ipoi jjn JUM^D 
T> .PPWBMI pn neatnjm •Hjrtjntf* 
DU IIK I7»J#731MB J3»D»D W I M J I p i typft 
,17D"n73 
•:n»- tsp"B .Dijr?nj|j:-nj p i E I K B P 
W 8 * PM « 'D»D .tpy , * n o p *pj3 cm ,ETB 
I*I D":njj-D3V'*KP3VJiv ifrw Br tn ju 17 EMTI 
•sin v t EMU 17 .OB»»BD n^BOj»i-^rn'D n 
,B'r>=p ,PT*V« pn D*VPV^  H B»O uw*w» 
Tin . ' w o a ' O pi t ;n iaD«' i ,vVijp ,ME3VIMB 
[*>» « P*|P7<*tfP*> ||U1tJU JIM *1jrt$B I'M 
Di;?i(jn Bgw^a o y p t * 96 ^vptf .i3VBtru 
^ B I ^ Q i j i ^ t n t
 9 i y i npyan jnm» i H W M »'* 
l» y=o«K|\n u f t g i i y i PUJBV i p v n o i p i r a 
T =«n, u f i p p t t * P N a y m t 7 " > W i * 
•apr:»o »n ljraiTjo ^ i v t« , w ^ ^ i 4 ^ 0 
"••p !jrt*i i i | TM
 #M? p i tjrju«^i]» t i « n r n » B 
»'»• nun pt f , !§»«• i j n B»O » i j» ' *u» its |SU 
«•" W i u JDJH p i t m & t f m n * I»T »n ip j 
• • f ^ ' l i a D'NPJP H ijronjras^ J j r tw » t r« 
•W'-^PBJIH B»J »i| ^ t 1 1 8»70t*U« P<P 113 
M|D»-U| p ip i p . D BO -»JMT -Wl 1JTU C*'* 
en : *
 0>a o*n H I ; t«»3P »n T« ,r»« W 0 H P 
*?2,,» row j rWM i y ^ n i y m ,B3pon;« 
.B3P3"mTB:iK 
1
 w , ;n;no n p D»D t m eynn n j n i i a 
IM*a JfrtjM ,B1«D DP TIB l?3"t B-T«CV l j t 
Mi Mm p n .otysv j H ' m c i 7 D'o ;7?i;«r 
cziijra c?n n? o«n ,e»»» nyjyt 1* p n -f ine p * 
B;pppj! B M ijr a»n ,p^o in jn ipnpa , » i p f f l i 
•nyfi T'K cy p s ^ n P K c?c«2 n c o i nya f l 
" j j i p i " t npB»3-m n i w i jnm p»n p« 
T J ijniB'EPjttuBc 171 c«n ,i7c«pflfp;cMn j jm 
Djn i727;i»n72i* ;po«ev:>*ii oy» C7 c(p ,su«? 
- "K 'CVCCM p n jjni , W » " T B » S T « i m ^ j o r w 
tyjn 17D ]7ii .iTO'cB-r'd 071 ur^ni cyi: j$e-
,ii$K URsnin I ' I M H 071 n«jm =;T^E7- C(J= Dp 
a?n np c^n ,B5jrp»^jrn« 17*:«- P« 17 c*n 
.12:^ 17^ -<5c w n j n * n i D P 
" » i i BTBznp: n7D7ip7D i r t p ^ n m n p 
-7- 17 c<jn H(n27B c«:$c o p p n c^n
 f ^ n : 
,82 *?»?«? P i l Tc i ny . x 7;i; i 'w \yzinn-,y ngr\ 
-?7" pn ,(l73»tr»o , ' . t*crt«p) cn7P'»o 0 7 0 1 ^ 
^BP^ I P '»< ,17"i«"7- M<onp3«H I'M 1? 7= 
"7»n o p I:B 7B^inB»o n i ? ^ n I7?7n »^fn 
"B"? i p J7H ,i i»napi I7B28 o p n*c C I M ^ i n p 
^ p IKE 0 : 7 0 * 1 ^ oy»»j 0 I7-pi«B ^ r i ^«p 
. * r w « =7ci«p -.n«c»»?i»pw 
• ^ o p tyBtyn is »o"p C o n7T";nJi» E T * 
t 'H ff3(J1*E P* BMKpH? Dp 33r» l^> ^^3 ,'BF 
i p p n «B3<jn«B "Up P7^lt i p m 4 * '0»'F C'C 
-up p n I7B26 D p i7Dip7;;« T'H ,p?c .:yvn 
.00:17 f ; » ; P M 7 ^ H '•* ,17^«7- p« 'TBCH-
p« , 'D"p i 7 i " ; « ;n« i * r C T * B K V P 7 B c$n ">j 
a»T30ITB» ,701 •• H BStipS »M I73fH ||tWrt> 
I P t#9*WN6l -ID .I73311PBB 73»BM3 70MT73 
EJ«TB37 V* C»n ,7'3«BO0p 17"! P> B 3 p ' t p t 
-73ix D^n n : , t * u n p v i H i p ' B i p e ' i i» 
.T*?370 Ml l » i M t | n7£E37 TV 17=7- W W f l 
e c u p n i janyaafu t 170 c^jn i;73*« p n 
i p | i i V 9 . ^ 3 B ^ 7EDj»B7nB n p i frym 
IjnrMix
 r n tv p v 173117* T» I j o m Dfii ,iv»:i» 
Dvii ,7B'OVP n t73«7* "PW 1M e*n 07 ?&W 
D7"3 D p 1P73731P'* t31K E'O »»VM» BV-1 
-"31H •*! Biny^pip Bvn 701 •• n .Bp«iewfp 
.BP7D73 I73"t »*1 T« ,1>» 
170Vtl3f 1P7M1 TO 173*n 1731VO V » 
17B»»31V n I I I TB'DVP 173'H7n,1B I P B'O 
i p p i w p M j m o p jytpwm .*« a-1 1*3 
1 7 i « ^ o m t3m,Bvn 17 PM 7,3«IOVP BTDIVP 
IVT p i p w**m H i» B7" 17 DC ,oinjrtp 
PM 1PMVI7 »M B7H 17 DTT PM ,1P73=V3 B»3 
173711 1PV 17T"1I 1737" DTB'OflP P'P IMT 
-P7D73 iftnW H ,173J133np-CB»C1M J ^ P J f 
17*?711 "T 17" ,17B'C1M 1701PP»1I» 1737P JTB 
-TV 73^7»3"M D^ V ITtT^i P 7 H » \V*& »"»^P 
. I T " " 3 
T3 17^ Vn733V T,,, »P3» ""=12 DP |WW 
« p i 73MIB n ijr^n; »a ^J'B>O V IT^V" 
,1PV"73 BO'B»73 PM |PfWM|9 •*» P"i*o 
18 tyjfttfi fiiyo*«w tpt*h *ijn 
- ^ 2 JlH |JW"fri«J 6311*2 1MH 3$n V * 
,Biyp*»o pi|*)p ,rma'«rt*a ,4 ' w i * jn|0»« 
y3"n /HIBVIS Ijmi- If |»* P'Oyj^n P« T*« 
1M i p t ^ "? o*n T»K lyoMpsmw j n y * P> 
or» p i B*nmjD*ii ,cp»naD pn p n i TJ i* 
H lyt^nye onyaoyD n jyn
 fDg»nB0 aiyo 
, l i w i j n ' o an3yjy*iB3$ B » ^ I $ J tytjnr 
, o i ^ " a pjrn»»9 ,y"njo»B^)2 ,34 &UH0 
v*ri ,ojn a j r ' to / u i w i * lyoynj 1* P* »*« 
-ya pn | ^ B ' « H 3»3yn iny? $n *** *>W& V* 
.BpyBDyi n^»D"72^ 
n DPun n«i:«» I*K i n n yamy n T i n 
P"noD •/anjnjnm ti ijuym Bjnw»njn iy«iB"x 
,pn« ijnWJMa* "rttf> P3 V* .njawp P* 
a^yoynB-pnto ,12 "JIPV1) B(p ,iy3i«U n * 
.ptnoD Dyj"oyj&n tu lyBnyaoMin ogn r H f w 
onjn"ity pn D*njBinyB$ n ]yvu / V V P E * : 
2*n v * ' " ° n n«3 . lynpiyj lyen^WDMn 
JS a$n ,oyo$3 yty*B a»o |yjjnyv»y»3in a«ny; 
-ya» a*3 1*1 ty^ni oyoga »n on/i
 f t V 9 W V * 
tMvnrtyM* n 3MH ,Hpai« i j n iy::yj iy? 
n "njn Bf'p3itaWW3tfD» inyo lyony: ayn 
.o^npn^ iy3(jcD«: 
"inasy lyny-a fi'3 j y : " i MM nya^mij H 
yj**; n »w ojn n«3 pn .p»naD jy;:yii B» 'B:«U 
oo'Btyya v n 2$n ,tyn$ny; BStfvpa B I - ?»n 
pn pinao *ijn ^ " i i ,19111 is p m * pmao ayn 
o*p MI I O M I I •urww uwiiya •PJJTOWHI 
lynytyj oyo«2 n iy2*n ,tyn}iiy; iimyw p n 
"pay v? ]ys(jn |m B'inay5y*?ya yau t* i n IBB 
jwmymiB y i y u pa y23*a l y e n y a i w i i B3$T 
'-yj asypy; a ^ n tyan/iB ny*;«3 ^y^ .nyo«2i8 
C'CH 'jKiysyB'n Bjp a a n ^ y B ^ | I I D'SBP^ iyp 
nyj»Bnin W t^* ^ITWIP oyi lyonyjit iys'H 
-nBW.'K ownya T K 3«jn y^ye yzuso! I»B 
l i n I3|^it '^p l ie fMUJPfSP ir»»na >n B T K 
-»D3»D i<j3 |nyj i» <py^UB | » i iyajyt t f i "v»«o 
u D^»p^ jnyTsm tyeVyn l« lyanin D I * /By: 
- | V H iy»m» iyB»»pj»BDnix yoniyj Ifflp*^* 
•pin " i vn Dip .DnyiioT5py«u(jo H p n D^ip 
.B^najny'iBi* oayojrt« ix una u ]y«i^y; 
^ Baitya4 03yB»y^ a j^n ?"BB6y ,» .na 
1>»l pK tyn»»n i»3 ,n»pm»o , ' I J IB ,13«3 
-aynnyB n^aytaiMn aiyn a " * p«t ,n»i^yn 
" ^ W M I 1 w n I H lyayiyai ' i i n t»« ayi 
i j n 1« lyo^iryaav B»J lyatn D«I I ,rt«p 
,THJ«3 BJ»B»n 
a iyn aiyasyT^n aiynMym p | a=»ijn i j n 
.iyoi3y;:« 
.njnwtyno-.pyD ^myajwn *|» BDnya 
-ya nynnriyia lyajnpyc ^ n y i y w i iyn 
,tpy . : y»n i j n ne o i ^ ya « an^ c»t ,ayarn 
,o»m^ ,aa a r i y a ^y a«n «3»pi» pK J3 . f i ,D 
-yH (pB oyD*3 n D«T ,iy3iBy3DM»t e«n iy pM 
ny . iWJr ty y"3 « n»e «inyT^i : " i -•;;:;; 
aaii ' i tnuy iyn a»o B^nsi^wjrry'-iBiK v 1 ajr 
-nye nya^n ayasnya Jiy3:yt«n ssriMra 
p n >w#tr"3Tyw»n nyi " i« B*»3-IH ;:-• 
ojn jy iyn p '^ny i 'K i« p n « ca-.p =;-;-. 5r( 
n . C K I ^ B:yo p n c^Bp^ n pc -:*z?i 
\yzi$T\ B1|BV nytyn pn p-qruBfapyaiwr:-**; 
yiy»M areoyj i * a«nyj: t f t 'D "?«e ;:c r : ; *i 
o r i in py»"3T» ynyu ;n :y - inp?- ; ,•;=;• 
-3M1* c:«p:i» n .c;?1 : !1 H v t a "• rr«= 
«Dy3tu p i \nyy.wr* ••• •;; 
-y^ iy=^n nya 'cu j p i m f i H I « r y e 
•jfypi pn E;(jTyj " t iy:en cycij; H =«•• ::•••; 
- "? y:3«o ,D3|«;ii n l y t ^ i yc *»i y;ir ••• 
n iyj"»-iy3*n ty'jyii i * |ny; »iw ; y ; ; ; ; 
BVEO'tpy |f»«« p«p tn ,oJrc^ iy t»n- . ; ; ; 
UTS tn ,e;3»^nj» lya^n »»i c(p ,a'2 vyc : "? 
- t o ojn iyi«»a:y p n B*g| oyn ]y;7;c"ir -?T 
1 » ^ I B » 3 a ^ i i 3siVn;in VT« ^ j y rn ' • * - : ; : 
y^y»« n«B rt'acy^B o ' l ^a i " n B i r ;»n* 
- ; in H .ary^w nnyr ly ie^y; t*n ; ;s^ •-
*p»^3 ny ina aa'avya BI IT» a«r ?*;i*r ;-;-
"Wm ^n:«a"'nya;»n i j n c^n jyr-:;?r -t •)«': 
"i«B i r m i y a Hjnayj c(p t»n ^»»inri •;"•: 
.mn H m ^ f l 20 t ' n »Tg*ie p ' i 'et^c 2 
I I V» 1»l WByj i cm1? ,BO pn r w •" 
-nye "1*1 H I ]ys$n 03ya*y^ pn
 fu|BV>s *;?flf» 
-opy,,lynijitnye I * am ^ n p ^ i " n pn =;•:••»• 
- H B p j v n y a ^ ) D»«rt .BO pa 93 '?"?" 
D^JII ,Diy;oyD n .Bty^yann T i =e" ( r r 
a^^naix T T lya^n ,un»fcnyi ijn*y- ' ' : ' , f 
•inn ^j|ny3 a«n *3np^ nyi pft i ,t?yi : r =•= 
TB B iyJ3««y^ inop'^3 .12 a«n ntv * : ' - * 
o*u \ i y3$ny i n t f ^ f V ^ I i t BWP« r-~*V 
,i3n^ o'i«'3H Tjn B'O a g n a i l v 2W 
V I W Jsivijrtpiy ynya»H2 « •«») 
Bjyoiw o y * i " ^ oyn Biiy? o'm^ .ao p* ;^«* 
.(^•itn in« " : r * r 
•»o 1*999 n'Bipyipy ^my3yrTT ojr " : 
tvestfp .12 ao»a»y2 T n a«n «;«?'» :• ' a* s 
a|n ny iyn .nsyjyj Bjn inB l y t " : ? ; ' * =*f 
liB o^;»i» tytMiyj t^» B"3in | " i 17*^*?^ 
TH IIV«TVB njn:n 11 a y ^ i s ny a«" ,":" ;T« 
f j f lh l ,jny3yp ^ t t f V i B B2ity2 :*n - " 
~ypy3 .y»3BBO«p i$e>n njn " 2 BMBpn- =r 
a*n ,HBB«P ojn pa y ; ^ t jn a'o r ! • " : ; : 
ayi'B B:y"p*rwo" i i BTnnao2'n W**' " t -
yiy3:y^ n lya^VaiyB i» »o"p nyt";*: -? " ' 
.oiyaoyo r iyt3in tyi^yn 1* fesf-tnt: 1 " ="' 
*iyp*njn oij?D*i8j DH«b -ijft 12 
•s WOT : -8^ " " 3 V 2 * ,I«»iEicc;«p C7BFB? 
•.BOJW 'i 'urt»«B) ijnj" mynnu B»X i r v 
j ; ) ; i - ; IT 11B E»* H V1R BB'B»y. IfltHE 
: f : ,:y=:ny3 10PB7B8 Bjyp?jnB-B"ii 
vv ;:'=':: jpr»7iny 7j>EiyB PJEXJ>7 ojn "2 
,1 jjnyi « ys'BBP 8 P " im«"#> rtnjnny i j 
iw ,?-*?'=• i'B D"H>MB D»»*T«$ BijriJWW'K 
•)i« 1BH1R IX ]yD'7»lX3B 1'T JJH317»J»»Ry2 " ! 
•iff !'* IJB'fcflW M* 1? C|J11 ,B"X <1 C(>T 
•; sirs vMlfl IW ,»11P '» 1J»W »»« ,8-8? 
.i j i i 'c 'o C 'HJ»3T i y ijwirya flippy. E>; 
•;; ;;:«,- >pBii«3jrt pK P'7p i p i ' i 2 n 
•Mi ?=•::«? .41 7BP8? PB D7y»3yiyip E E K I : 
J*:*B "iix a w OBI ,]piny7pip. » t .lyta/qu 
.:»- 200 Bi'Vitya .tp? . » n H " t EBn p m x 
»i men =J"H »'3 . B ' O I B ' C S B ' X B I ' S B J I B -Bt 
>i I* .Diitn ip33B7ips " t , i irt(p 75 Jjoipjra 
rtfr* ipnjm BJjfSjmjn " t 7B» thy: j i n j o ' w 
"l: ,esye:ycoB i3R7r,'7? bpi JIB 7"ns i y " i 
ijsppsfj ajn »o unnwun i»? HMJP urtji >M 
.imnyntVP 
v i e ij)"'t i'K OBI ,Biny7pip P E ' C B P n 
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P8?a fwn p« ny i * aj'T^a p*n p« na ,iyo 
lynaw PK r n o nyn (ynown DO " t j y ^ r 
.jyoKD DM Dip (yftfi "iyo"3"iK H ?B i r iyn 
aim p'H DJyJ ny3$ nyo^aiK n "IKC 
lysBD iv nypnBDt? D*ll — PK D»T PK fyc* 
Mm ivnoyi ovy biyu Dip PK , | $ w n 
.jyaMJny l y u y w o w n D«H 
8 iv lyoip Dpnyoys IKPIM 3$n T K MI 
Bttjti^riDaK ynynaK H PD iyc "3 i« y*o ^D 
•yoip D T W I . y n D D n r m y v w nyn ps 
PK Dy 1K11 "HWD 8T8 PK D"3n« jya« «f 
iy j " t oyn w n ?oia iyv:«a p« DO ^ p 
^ m i f & m "iyi Dayo^ny : tyanniM " iw ^ T 
PD PK " P n c n n w v i PD IJBDK'IV iym*t 
B i t iV y p i p« Dipl iKDiyn T H D - D P ^ P 
nyo"3i8 o'o D^eiya'H BIB ip mm "3 r^ « 
Dtt^l oyT "WDM* ,YW inyr ixt'D i y i t'K 
-j 'K-pi^p nyn PK yo^yr« D5"BD »* my< 
8 iy38D IV 3385* DO DDHyj Dy ?8
 fynCDH 
fjy^vyBD
 tvoivti 5yj^ wi\ \vo p« D:yon83 
-yaain py1i8 3*1 pr?i0 onyp^opi^p n urn 
" t jyoy ,D>"DD y38D3^« *IMK b»wwm 
lys^n Mini*: PK jyjMn H D'D DPI^5»P H 
rycnp «t PK !>MO t'o^o jyoy w Dipl DO " r 
3aniiJ"D on"1) "3 D"3i8 jyait lynsKj 
PD J$!i5"nDiv H PD oyvirie uvi ryc^yn p« 
ovy pK jyiyoynaiyD ^nvn ^ : D"3n« ^ln 
ea'Dcypys iy» IKM nyBy^ p w \m Wtom 
iyv383 8 lyoinB PK fynyoB' iv. m i w i i no 
P^8 1lf?"D 0H"> 1JH DIfll DKDB^ K 3IJD 
.D3yo"i8a pnfJ83 Dyn fyrwD 5»T 
D I » 5 " D D H " 5 n enpi DIJT .oayo^Miv 
?Xn31Dt5'-D3K J8 DDBDypyJDMK O^H p*OV 
-»^VH3»P riyoys mroK PK «prop"3-« 
-^3 iyou 8 W W iyn rysyaya Diffi Dip .fyj 
.Tno i n PK Din stPft* lyoipyjjnt PK tyo 
3K^rn 8 l y i y i i iyo bait ,DO D-V; cP;r. 
•ion' D-*K ' ' „ 
i n PK jyaaninay yoMiya t# Dry:
 c y y . 
"W3 n 18D rDDJO DO |yj«1 y ;> ; - - - -
PC f 7>lHNn ,nyD"31K H 18D DO - K
 : P ; 
.iyDp:iE;»D^ y - ' j r rV 
Dijn
 #D*3 8 jinyii 5»MI iye«a-sK -;-;•• 
-"318 oyn iyp jyo PK j n a ^ - ; -z H •» 
riytW r'K D"3-1K \1
 f m ^ l M 3 CO -•-
,mp |*»»D -iyn pK DM-ia DO oytrn— •-
nyn r^ K iya»ini|» Dny; IHK^ -y- y -* 
iy DVM I8»nif iy3^yr iyn - l ^ * - ;•— 
Tt D38D oy |jm .inn* 3;«E;K :;-;•; ••* 
P18DC nyD"3"i8 n jinyn IKT-D -.vvzir? * 
l»i D33y-iDsr oipH nyo^aiK nm .ccrrys 
ny tn*B0 ,nyiyoy3 8 T^ K I W D -;-- H
 V 
inya lypaxn Donyj i y I-.K -:K^»- -«r * 
iy PK 358^  DO cony; oy ,oy)V2 :n ;•*> 
MID i j n D'O l y i i i p^B ,Dv:vz -K D-;; 
H fyi«3r 18 D3J8D "ly PK D".y;D-K5 ;«K 
D3'-,P iy TV31 PK ,iyo^DD8P : '"HL ;r—i 
iy D9tl "iyD"3"K 18 19W1 W D*o*n ;•;;•; 
onn'Bya Di^ n D^T ,iy^n8V iv iyj '*o :«•• 
Din'Eyaa^K [yaipi cyoip MO^K r« •>-;-
D8M DKDB>3K ,D"31K "ijn p« j ;r—: : - i n 
DID jyv383 oy i jy3BD ^ 18?"C "'""^ " 
jyo
 #nyD"3nK ya^oy 133 cjn \V2*>: ,r:* 
"8n DO iypo83yo won w \tr ;—" - K -
" I K nyoia K p^8 ?'K D83 ny- 3MK .;r: 
pnu jyo Dony: DO 3MK ,310 nc T-K -yc-; 
oonya yans^K n PK nyo"3";8 iwawffn 
pu 5"no 8 no iyjyp wpi ,ya^TK pn* ;r: 
V H t8 t'K KVV ?y» nyn .C" : -K T 
nyn f m jyayayaoMng Diyii D'*:"K —n 
jycocys |ynyn oyrn^w n ,D-V -;•:-;• 
.nya^o o w i D^D jyva83 i ^ w ?" IB n*-"« 
jyny^nyc Dffti n fjra»M "iy38 w n •• 
D83 nyn ,y^8 MI nnyo oyv8"5 '*"*'" ••: 
nyb^DDifP nyn ,ou fsm nio >a ^ c -=»*-
anayii oy ,DO ^8D8 PK nya^^ $ws # cr~ 
"D8P yaMT BTWQvnys iv MTK MI .C»: '» "" 
3Mno DO fya'n nyo8DD8(» *i ^ " " •" ' -«-
D38oya cnyM Dayonsa i)n MTK MI rvr- -v 
*8D jyt^ne mvwn »n ly^n^v T ^ ^ E '•»( 
n^nBD n nyD"3nK H. lya^t nmtya **• 
anf>"now n onrrD oyn nyoMK .^r r " 
•pi8^P pi t nyn^or-nyayo y^y^B o r ' , w 
H jan»5"o D H « > iv I M WQW: C T ' 1 : 
Mpyaa>n8':o n D^O DV^anyc onjn 0 
8 P3 jyavn DyD83 V)"5p V5V* •"* -> ;^ 
r? t5Dip oy DWII tnyttaa^K nna [yr^w 
?ynM08an8 jyowya «pjw TT *M |ya8" ."*-
po lyic '^K^DVDB ?8 "TO iya,cy3 wry r» 
•oyna oyn pnB Donya wpi
 #Dn*5MD r-
n»D n»i8D nyn no oyo83 n pfi !>M-e *^ 
" t |y5jm ft onyn oy m PK p80 NT ''« 
yjnn nyc2-»B D*r. nyi pc iy;?«E pn tyrsm* H y;y;v. ajwnug w h 0 
.oycH2 ;;-iyn w v ' 
vpm om*o i» 
.' .n .5 .*> .•* 71 .*? lie »3jwn"« Djrjt»a 
•y; otffi ivo TR ,WJin W W a ttgn Dtp 
jpty "t DP'ocya P« opmw M i DBH iyo 
fiyaay*) |yD"3i« |1M D"m» "inyo jysBD 
.pnaiDc 
jyayp " i r« inytw |W*n iyD"3*i« n 
(UipnrunuiM H inirurnn tw inyo pic 
%-ljn^K P"1DD K PK DM18 »? IVJ^ T 
n> 3n;pp»noD pit m n w i g TT tyayn 
pinawMrB IB rwwrom «t BD*n paipi 
Tt ijrrfiw Dipn oyoip *i ps 3$t>-DD"3nB 
n
 tD3n^3-0'B* VDM13 H PK PBD'PBT 
pit ijrayjyjD^ DU Tynt^ n oyoip T'D HOIBD 
TO isn$uya o^yoipyaa* PK P^IDD nyn 
w i n aaiafiifn nyn D^D -P'D HDIBD nyn 
r"x wri'DBW 8 PK 1BDBP o n jyony; 
«n pc oaynip pic PK P"-IDD DJH D"T 
1V3 i"iD H ^n D$n D»V w n p« PK nnK' 
in im liBDB'iv i v i PK o-iynayya inyo 
TT 0$n ,71 5KPI(5 , | gW D1$J"D DH"5 
.onynayya spin 
ijmya |yj"t nyD"3iK yayTynya y^ya 
•w w pruyovDm yDay*)? TTH lyaawivya 
E'J Dnjn*B EVJpa H .DWP3 pK |«>» iyn 
*:in yrtw D^D ^BD'BBP uro^na rasa vt> 
in v:vzv npwm T#3 * *e * /rttfifi o i y i 
!W JB^QJjH 8 D'D 3$ DD8V U«D ,1*DD B 
l» TP1 '1 PB ,DJyDV1p llfB B Vitt Djjyn 
DTO " i M .iyD$cD$p ipiK DIBIT iyb |W 
WIJ nyo'«ftB IB |VD W3H i n ,0H PK 
WW |1M A Tl« IVD tD"31K p^B ,"1t* 
* n o-iyijin yy$ojr (jna DSBD M « 9 H 
» W« |yn DDP'E JB1 .I^ T^D B pfi PBIfV 
W D cy;ny^ B IV D"ia |R3 ,VB^B Dysnytr 
W W -I«B B ,DiycD yj»e IIJB B CPD on 
il2"> D'O D$3 B PK IVD ]\K 3*1 B D*tD 
JJ VW B»DD^yOWrtt» T^K D^ T ^ * * | 
c-« IPO oun tyiiin ,n«t) inn n»»m 
jww PK »H?»3T)*BK 18 PK M1W npn« 
^ "y^yiMD aapt9 i iny Tin jynya oy 
S * '"» TT IVD tDDBK* ID1K BTB V1K 
' ™ DMN ]yD t3p>c oyn iyDMK .nyo 
£ onriB mya»n
 I1fi jyorrtB iv Diytay^ 
•n sy rmi .itfD^aiBB'nK tpi o«no iyo 
0 l lny i1
 « D38CD B ypBD \VO Dljn 3«J 
D3y^ D«ll "PHD B T'K Mni»>"D DH"> 
-anynya nxn .Dyo«3 ya^^p no i;yn n pK 
"y"»a ,nyD^3-iB 6 pa 2 pc D^BH DBS nya^ 
ny:"K jyii fiK ,yr;^K B^ ly rn nysyy yiyo 
DjynynyD "iy onyn -.yc^niK 30 vvozywvi 
. I«TD iy-i PD r r i e B D>B 
- , K D^ne^ix pK w » m PK Tno n 
-Jijp iy3K vi a*n ov ,DIKDC iyv;«a j'nya 
pc ly^^no " i iv pK lyoDinyo DB on^oayv 
.i"D nciBD ny-i PK PK PBD W, ,t3imotff 
Dyoij3 H pa aayvipB -.yDDyia *!jn 
• "3" IB H l y rn ys^yj DIJI p« yrn'K \v:-v 
pK (yiiya |"?u iy;^t v5* oy^D PK ,-!yo 
.|y^iB "unt* tpKJon PK ^^; - " I D i n 
lyaipi PK inyp"DPii^p iyry; |yrM y3:Bn 
D^V njn PK j j n ^ ^ D OH"^ iv iyoi;yj v ' 
jyoipya iv SKCH p»p |yiiya D J^ PK ~y wni 
a^n |y& pK y^ypsBK' B D;ycyy: \n DB" 
.0"3-IK IVDU iya;8Eya;« 
iya$n Difii H , i " i o i j h pc yo^ny n 
-iv nnK^  15 i j n * 10 D*O ^viyi gnawj T-
pK D»3nBy3DmB p«naytefa i n iy^n ,pn 
•ya T'"> IM"t ogr, y3%>Dy B" IV-^T DVJT» 
^ni#v yooyia H .aan^^o D H " ^ pc fjnin' 
D'3 iv^n ,oyDB- ovy* lya^i DBI- , -I pc 
y^ yD y^ y^ B PK J"?B jyo"3iB PK T ' I 
B D3BDy»nn piBLDvn KE^a D ' ^ I K H 
PK ^ai-ynay PK iji^p^noay PB cyvB"E 
Wi n »n lyta D W nnif1 B l y c i i DBP. 
.lyD^siK H "JBB FTOia Div t r ; TT D"in;y 
O H " 5 B poBD |jni ,iyD*'v yomy n PK 
PK ,-iyc$DDBP Djn Fyo'E 1* ,naBn "3 DID 
TB oyonBiny jyo Dipn ,y^«c njn PK p n * 
•:«J cyi p^K 1**383 $w n»?"D D•",•t, "»yn 
y i w n n .DID cy- pc ptic cy- tut a;BE 
lyn PK D2Bi3yaa"-B ivz^r, |jr»nB iyoB*>p 
-oya D«n rye PK DDID jyiy-n* iv Tt JHB^ 
anayn nyc"3"iK n PK .iypne ya^o iyo 
inyT oaymyB DQVn ^yp'aBayo you i»5>« 
"lyo^a-iB y^y'c nariow ow w i>* ow 
-ya |ya*n »i 5»MI JJWPS J1* Jny3 iv p^B 
pc lyD'E^-.s yen-; D:BO tJW >»» •« iwt 
-ya:B DBT::B? iy=B T1 »*" DV ' " M " D "3" 
D^n \vo PK ramiP3*P 8 »n i w n « iya;BD 
B lysB'o pa iyp'is H twarya p n t a i ^ a 
.DID 
nypitni wjww P T ^ nyn 
D*a a»* yaaB* 8 jyfcm »t TB PK wtmwfa 
•nyjmn nxn pm 4»«n»*w »*p w tyjyp 
lit jyTno n IBD lypuya •qn ta$n iifttfi 
Tyynmy yan^nwiK PK iplinsiM WWWD 
»3 «pi iy3$n irr — un"5> lyoiaya iy3$n 
«t pK p u « D n l y t r w ly^ayo jyoBo 
nya*j Dipi ftp jyo »K DtfB> DW jyoipya p&'M 
.D"3-IK nyn iv inyapmv 
H Dyn p*>* Diy3"D n "3 ,-inyo ? p 
«t **m DU jjmwoMK TT IJTDWW yc8P 
#Dinypnyo ,DBnya tw n^ ya |«p -inyD iys*n 
,|ya*n 4 iyj ipm aiaya DBnya «i jysyn -tfya 
S^DD^BO'BBP pa iyay5ya PK -tfya n nyay 
o u n y w i PK fOyvpB'inBsayp'K PK ,nayn 
"IB n |ysyn nrtfya ytyn .nmPBwnowi 
DXH ay*>w nono ,jyanp taaypya b«a iyo"3 
D3«oya o$n P"IDD i n wpi onnp-oJaruBn 
jyoiD yo'na yam* iyDDytpya-pjB3 tysyn 
lysyn tan n n * .fv5n$*D>iK oaypya tra 
npa 25 prufftHD HnywB-nD'um yanip n 
iya"t nyo"3-»K n HK ntnyn iy"? po oayv 
•jypio p* njnaypio imy^nyo iv jya'tet^w 
, .DnK^ip nyn 
PIBOB* pn i n ma iyp yyoi« ycoyna H 
-»IB pK n ip ta'a DDIP n pm roayo pK 
jysBt ni*Mp n ty^nyc .pawi p« o y n 
mn^mpDjn iyori5»D y w n r a n tiny" 
.Byp H isny^iyi) [y^ Bnyaya yooa^p n p« 
?yii lynytya o w o mrcya n jyayn Dip 
oxn tyayaBMK T D co'D^ya iyoyn «t 
lyJim nyD"3n» ye^aay n pm jpnoo 
"O'VW P"IBD prrtyn RTK jyoiBT 5*DB w a 
^D 8 lyanytys |ynyt jyt^ o »T |y>jm lyon 
•tynytiya 5>yo D$T pravn «i Dim jystfT 
D*11 |W JPtWf in njn pD >jrt)'B«; ; » - ; 
,P""IDD oyi ay^w nyaain pn D-.; - - ? : r . 
DM .y\Yp«y-i n pnipiya PK W-*Z;- r« 
pK oiy^pny oyn nontpoii -ye=-: c r 
-;« ou »^«D i"p i8c oyi^  -iy TM D;V-«^M 
•DDyc PK MiTjrHpB D'-iyo^a-K •- —-?; 
#pn $w pi? ^ a f o njn ^ E - ;-;•— 
lWv«ni n lyayn , o m u rtf-yw* -;-« 
Y8 PK ftm"D !'"!8B PK ^BC '" V -yp; 
lyo^Knaif nyaay^  p'noo nyn iyn*" •: ;•* 
po ynDKBD'D n lyiy^nyc •«; ••: •;;;: 
-ya T^ K aawnyaifc ny^r a*03*n«£ ••* 
•nyo w sum jyiiya o»a "wa D«- :•« ,;r-
ytaay^c ys5>yTK jyaya P^IDD c r irjjj^ 
f8 ,D;^ Dya »M (yawl T ^ , , ^ " « * ' :-'"«•: 
TOD^im aar.y^axn n PK |yM:3Ks':;*rs -
fyny^vnyc ^u ftfi P""IDD ijn TK ;t-K"r 
Din pK nys* fysyn «t -Wi « *" -;•;;;-
-D'D D^n I:K^ yv:83 Dip jniyn « : r » 
,yoyiB n .tyaanyn^E yny«t D*C C-^BW 
•Nl jy:«D»ya t'K ^ycnsao'iK ysw;- r-c 
n n na pmya ^ysy PK WT c-r ~r-
i*am f i iyayn jya^o yiaayJc - - j ; r 
lypnave ynynaK IJTII .D^n^y; ^-:~»- n 
•••ID jjni ,\wno n lyo^Bnyt iy*:1;;; :y:«" 
jyj"T "iyD"3*iK lyiayt^D'inyv n« "r : j" 
-yiJB ID 8 PK ]yi^
 ranln»yry3 r« :pr"»J 
lysnnyaa* lyoyp n ?yz«n D ; « - ; — " - * r 
-aiK H ay5iY iyayf»p PK w:y~r ' v r 
oipi Db^yaya D"3-iK-.yD".K po^ra *P^FJ 
yDMia H Bni riyJmpro^H E»nr^a ; n r M 
T8 prSrra iy3>myaay lynijn oar -—" = 
-3ij P"1DD Djn fir* "t |jnyv 0??"":^ 
,:,:^' 
l y p i y n fijj?D-)83 D*T** i j n 
*5 
P-
 r1wpnye iw fcna«n iy583irv83iyD3'K 
i r om po aawwa-Daipwnaw i n w n 
m *<? 8 w OPJIB nyi nn* jyaayn jyo^v 
m wn B MI m o n v w TPOT i i « pn 
•voru v?t* ,n«* * i vojna oipv .natf D»P 
•#i»mniVK no D"pD^DiijiiDJ*nyD n PK 
r f f va ' i >M* " I " * 1 w w w # * » W » 
pip-wit D'o oyu oy M aanyamyo IIK a:o 
•IJTPDKB DO P^MUt 
pwuv vo iinw H M s m iw^yt oyn 
.DP"-,OD *HK IIK lyawjmw y^v^o wn 
D«n .jwmwa H w n a I IK lyoyna D«I I 
DIP jan$ aonya p*nfcffl nyn tyeoyo -inyo 
•pa wn ,D"P3*$ffnptKMru» H PK lyoy-ia 
•OIK yomya a w ,ypnn n PK nya^nnyo 
n imi >«ii .fceain iv iin.TD ]mww 
n -jjoyna ogu PK 5803111 0«D V ' sanay 
J W I .yvpujn n iyoyia r?8 4JWi iw 
?»IDD iyayii#nyB 8 ra ,DTD8B D*n ftp 
JPD vw ajuyiiw n lynnoyapnw tDt^ n 
? lynrw 
proooieaK PK y e ^ D D ^ v i p ynyniK 
D'wru H as (ynytya tyayn iyp*Din$ynD 
lis y«vw ^ P * I D D onyj^D lye^aay po 
il9yDVa£j|MP!:rai W W a i m * HP>*D 8 
po*™ B if i f tv'Miv yosny n PK I^KS i n 
Dip us ynrfjfwK PK *yi38n oyi po $«ma 
.138^ yvasa 
•10 D'otfn'iyo «| iya$n V l - * * " * * * 
won ivDftm ire«anii yf>8 pmM ,DD8ID 
intfipi t f r u r o iy"? |ya?yo iv tev oyi 
A m p n inyt w not H D8nya i*p T D 
"»"! lyriK y;ya"K yiyraiK b'O Wff t f fmn 
r« iH» yp8D ?* myrya DO i y a * \n*n 
WB »iinvnva P« warm »n» yociy n 
•"Wj D*: pM iynyrya DO lya^n «? .nnp^ 
?p IIK [yn-iD imayt^iD r« ,DJH i» jm pa 
'p pnta D :^ iw»it y35W1 nyD»n« no ixn 
*^ Mp |W IIK ,P"1DD J'D'O IJnj«1»D Dpyi 
Waya-p^noo p»p« BQMI yajy^ -iyay"ia 
I* oiyajmyj ly^tjn ,D3^D3y"iyn Rhiya DO 
W * W I D>: iy^^n " t .D^yp no g rmmn 
p omn !*K iyDny yDa«D PH D M J H T» 
mpm V^ -DD^8D^8P jr?jhi*Sm r» o»na 
'^  tKS I^'-^-Bn jyaycy onoya m$n iyo 
,B5|pWwi« 00 »t v* oy .yiayi"5»-DM2 
Din iyp |yo«^ya p« lyi^sryD
 #oa«oyoya 
18 lyn^n ^11 jyo ym .iya;8D DO o^y 
•*W*i rDWrnij Diniop iyB86? jyo no a^c-.y 
n^iy oyn oonya o^pcna .oy>8D^ijp ,oya 
nyn no D»pn8anyiawn n .oyn^DB' D^D MT 
oyncv i y»w DB83iyo jrv»oayo n ,T8t 
•38"iDnyo iv D^V i"p DO jyaijn T O t8 nt« 
jyayp D«» jya^c ya^ayo '-KjyayM T ' ire 
"»tyn re*na 8 .|yoipDm« p w r u nan no 
O'K jre^na 8 ^JiDnyaiyDanrooDyrya y: 
,DD^-ID nya*ryn 8 j j w n i n y^83«^v8anyo 
8 — w j y t y n 8 ,p*noo w n > w a 8 
.(ryn 8) Mi8D'Dw 
nyoy-ia y^8 I8t H lyoyna wr i ^W» 
-ya yanm %i jaw^nya ya^DD»«^y?ya n 
.vow*?® 8 v w %« vwu 8 pn iyp sawn 
DJreia*i8 nytaiK >y*i^"a iyny-t:yoBB |"p 
• f "ijn *w pn DO vw jyp lyrooycyn v^ 
"8fi D^n oyii p^aam nyD^nycK' ,tna»>ijn 
.D8aip ?yDvy^  POBD^D njn D'O DTD 
p« B'no MT8 jya^t lyD^rtfyva^K n 
ins t8 Daspya Dia Mt8 |in typaK y^a oayoy^8 
po8D'D H .jy^manyMi DO 8" " i iyc-!8i 
u .na-*i»» pK Di8" ww*? D8"i lyiiya PK 
JWWDnta n« ,DM"ia lyiiya w DO T^ K 
IIK "oonya, nn^ K jyo o^n a;»^ iyD838o 
•oyna nyiyn no mnDsre n .op'onyin* 
oyn iyDyf»8 Di#n D5JTII njn PK « I ^ nre 
-yiya DIJT tystp lycayo JMiBanyB oyncv 
n y u p o a:nn80iy ycajyc^yt n ^80 oayD 
irrK iimi w nyiyn D'o lyin^c iv iyay^ 
"2 .D^ nwaarftte oyt lya'K y r n nyD^iy 
lynya iv MI iyny: D«T PK ryrare y"iyi:8 
•BftW 8 po aa^yomvo reBn» l« v w 
ynyije PK o^pany^ n PK .yoy^s voowjtoi 
•lyo
 fD'ci^D'-iyc MI jynyte D»n nfcnm 
-40 | " l D^ D I8D'B8P 1XH l^EK 45'T13r 
-y"iD"iyo-^yDB' pn PK aannKciy "ya,^^y, 
•ynya "qn lyat^n ,ny^MC8 i r e n y "tfn ,"iyo 
jyn t^o« j y c ^ c PKotrya jyayp " i t8 oaya 
DDIP ."iyi^yo-T"8 Ti i" !»*# Dyn w n 
-r^8 lyoynyDiBmyE 8 jrp^opr« yo^Kn n 
^vpK ynytjB hwv n DSK^PIV PK
 fa-»83 
ya*n n po PK IKD-BKP nyn po nw>n yon 
"T 180 DD8D PK IVI^TKDKB VVW~V2 PK 
Mm PK «IPO ^'D "11V "V3P 8 
•P8D nya^DDBB^ytya 8 PK W 8 nyav 
nyva83 nyn ,3:iD"iy3 yoMW^ i n no n»q 
6 
-ippwi wyiniB wwb yjn 
H wnJiroa "tf83 ,PK anao Uf«t *« /iva 
PD jvaifn W P B H oyii D]nv#io /OTTO 
BIITOWDM* JPT»W>I»B ^D I'tu aaKDatf 
BPJ1B ,iy»"31K H PD IMlfol |W I#M1 DJ/T 
P'53 TO VtM "I ffavn lyDD^K'VIJD H M1 
.*IBDKP ffjio »'n t"H SIMKTO tmoayvaip 
DTOjnWW),K 0*1 "I 0^ 11 Dy^ 8 18 DUM 
-iyi wfarvt H1 ayu :yaKiD n prow r*n 
? wviSwijn ytenrifp n lyoiPDMiK pc 
pc aaaa qxn |«i w ny^o ipt D3"5> PK oy 
-»D w r p n t r o HP$HD 8„ : |w>5njrAny"i 
pD W W I I BTS^O 8 ^8D ; p»nDD PK oiya 
,iypna»D n |yD'te iyo na D T I D yiyia* 
yvasa om ; *tra IJ#MP |"p p* oy 5»m 
pinoo |yrtifi Dm pc p m oin ttfn'B tatf 
; nasDB'^ OB' 8 I'M tayoa PK nnoo ijn PK 
WP PK lym-wanu w '^o m*fov 
iv lyoipai* lyno PK DMJ PK "iyajin im«5 
nyn p« yavp iyi PB D"p;roynD>nipt iyi 
ya"5p 8 ayfc* oy^ fc? — ^DIK iyr*'w5»o« 
n IBIK D1BQ \y$*vi yaftm ovia $ya >mpr 
Dip ! lyayaaija D^ lyaanywiycaiK 
. l y c a i s H pc tvaMK H fyayoy nyan ayn 
.jnypu^Div T* w » ny«u ottfc itfmvifc 8 
llftm p« lyaMmy ip? jy5yn nyo"3iK H 
"3"K pK VQBV2 yBHOD^WBiP «1 ?y0813$ 
ie>r po nvPD' iinM DDs^yrya y j 8 lyirro 
"ltpwoayiya p« 
-ya 5$o ID K TO lys^n oyvpy? yaJyt* 
-aw K intWDmn lyaipi iymiB H .a-iyn 
jy"iK»ya-^ii8i3 n janjnacajra pwinn 
iya"i yp8t3 nana .^n oyi oa^myc iy3$n 
— inyc inyi iy?«iD PK iypa«iya yjtfi n 
VT taif — yp'DPKIB PK ny3K jrnwmfi PK 
H
 #yp>op8"iB ytDisn H .mv H DW5 
-jyo yjyD^^D:iK TO yaSwi ^maireayays 
1V lyoip
 f|yriittDMKivD "lyo'K D»3 jyayp jyc 
*n 8 iya8D PK D^myttypnwnyaw ww 
?yn»yntD yiyrjiK ,yny*B lyjnyc iyt3iK PD 
• ' .IVTBID PK 
8 D^yBB'yi ts^n |p :a ,^ f»3yo T'K oy 
oy t8 D^a Mt8 iynya T^K D«)1 ^KT p»n ySipi 
8 BrtBllpjya IV38T y-iynjK yJu «IMK Dijn 
n ^"pDMia n nmn T^K air .lyoijc 
PK D p^DMia .p>nDo oyn po D"panyn 
pnstDtr jinmo ww1? H iK t'K oMpmm 
-J"K MT8 T31K IMfn jyn .y-t$D i n pK pn« 
PK ow oy^ K r« ,DyvBD3yo D^D tuwmya 
-"T DjyD8^8B PK [yo8enr •;:•
 r „ . . 
Dm .rim y^j D*I o^ o iyiy^.7
 ;* ; : . , . 
oyn D1D'c3Bpy3 po*n »*i D^I -n'r-r ?-g 
DBMmya^ K ,yvyryj yt^^«y ^ ;>r -;/-„-„. 
jy;yp yxytyj n ,noK jnryiyrrs* >V:^ 
D>K ODIWP nT PK oiy^p-iy (jny- •_- S V r 
PK mn WW m *n ^y^v^-:;«--« 
DDbDiyB D y^DD^D iy3K [JHyv -" « — ;•:« 
n ?8 /T^D^HJIK '1IK pK Do*ory;:-ic •••> 
Ty«l »H jynjrn PK ly^'arfi ••? ;;•:;•: - - : -
rytya P^^KD^^D y^j D*T .cc-y; r r 
•D'HK »"!DDPy PK Tm«3"i||-jy;'t - 'KC 
|JD*90"1>W
 riwo»orya3w KTK ;•« :>-c-^ ; 
f\"i D»a >i#r '? iyo"3nK n iv r^pcKst^. 
^
SIK D"ii MI* lynya D^rya c ; D^C DT 
PK 3JW1 |y^DD^8'V#D oyi ot- jps :K-
oy ,p5 Din jyc'Dsrya o-.« c r ^-n -> : 
D T^ Ml "BO»1 D'J $m I"P "iKE "UET *» 
.jyD^ani* oy" n?Ts?3 ;-; 
pi5-5uD»3^D ijn i n n ,ryty: c»- a"" 
-y3 Mnvn jyv3Mi*iB yayny^sryc - '•« 
-y3 D»n DyD^D p^ y^yvyeo '- rz ^r-rr 
•aiK .nyD"3-i« pK irna ^ya i-s "?"?cr 
lynnK^ vrtvv D^D T-K IK^E K?K "Jcr; 
nyoD'j'D PD ijn^ya 0"ravjc"K **-v 
""aiK'inwjyt^K n n»p r n - s r - " « " 
nnyT IK^B nyn o$n nrBKl cy- =•••« T : 
IJHD o n oifn yoyifi n PK ,;y:r"-;; r w 
I'M i8D tyoayD^Boijp vmrs c2v:v: " - : 
urifM yp*DPmi PK lyan .D":-« r>f:i" 
-"K n TK ^KD3in ny'DiK^ T 5<TI< ;;-;•: ITS 
DM-!* voii jyevy? iy-M,t nyoMi-r""»^r 
iyo^3nK tyj'o n .J8t3 P*K M* p—ec "« 
pu iv yaumit aiaya D * W «T-K ;y:*^  
.Wja y^J Dm Co pnyiD^vrK --*" 
H fy3»n >»t "i;8^:y PK wya s ••: •"' 
poijn D^DIB y^8 tyiio WPIM1 per:wP 
•o»n PK T0p MTK jyiyv. D^ycn'T'* 
PDD lytDDjn^o iyi oyaMP "3 ^ sy?^"" 
MV3IK yoMia w rtf^o . w PK :,,? 3>: 
-ya Dyoni^Ko yoMia 8 D^H D**":rr^ 
-pnw PK P"IDD OVI rysyacMK -KS - - ' ^ 
iyta"3"i8 imaytMD nayinyn
 (?yt3**: « * ^ 
18M o :^ &"3i8 ijn w p'liv r r s ;?-'" 
#tycoef >T po 08»5«ln oxn «i"j* ' " ; ; r 
JhiMMpyiW lyn pc ftv&2 cy- --^ ' ^ s 
"*n lya^ie* yay:vrya-e',DD,Di8;«< ya-'*5 
pr?M5J osn ns TO TO p i n ow 
•P"TBD W O W 
maun -K pa 
myoo^ya rtfnns^ D*jn P"1DD nyn "Wimi Bin D«II p"ioo nyccy-ia i n 
-y;sn» u^ n- iv .JVDD^UPHJ'D H *I^BK |ic aau^eny i* ,oi»jni n trurmyaDMK PK 
-yjatf D»n PK lynoona'K vivi:» OBBS n w no 5>yup S
 Pomnin*h(o p* nnnn |1K iyP'138B " ^ 8 P« WWW H ttfyDP ,yDBP W»n 8 .HTWJtWilJ pK D"PD"1» 
iiwn wa in w*»mn n .D-rno — im P« 
DU PK P""»DD nyi T8 ,TV^ K^T oWPVi D*a |jmya D'j iyj") "lysy-uay^p yir^ aay H 
-urn fytDocy^ D iy"t DM? pnifliyj tfirrnya MI inyo ca iyj"t Ditfi w a i n y:rytK 
*W I"*7 W W D*3 PK Dip .B'JIKirOJyX . m D ' W J T ' T n B I"P D'J lynK ,D-iyp"1DD 
wnytynDDn3%, 8 \V\ffl vx Dtp ,P"1DD p« P^IDD nytDK'iy "iy~i iyv,ya D'3 PK DIP 
o*n \vc .onipi po pt iy5»iD PK P""IDD nyny i^ H PD ^vzfr MH m .aannmnp v t 
am lysrotjatpy J'finn i u B*3 onrreya DTP* jpvp'e PK njn,,;e' *i po "un$ ,Dayir# pn 
n jyu pwwftf i nyn vm yw iww ~IB pc p*nao « |jmya PK Dip ,o-inyp"iyE 
•ipy *K DVPJKnif Dni^ n lyj"? w a n s Muwiron PK D T ^ ^ ^ V I ^ I D D*II I W : 
•»x PB"D0^8»3«|D n .P'D'ftfB *K B»D«M jyiiya PK Dip .iy2y^ nyn pc >"ne it PK 
IO:BD .wWtfijMDDiwviDay is nnyt D'Q ny rn DM* oEEDypya jya*n D*II jyDin^ip 
inyrp ntftsupftip pf tmi f f IwwHwri jD IBB m o njnij Mgfw i m O«3 PK M V I 
wifD'wmto 33«B3$ oyi p«ioo Din'pit —iip pw ,irin*B nmij w^vm yny^i 
DVT Dtjn lyigj .njB^jy p« i^'v^^tyi iy? cs: mr* t« l yn i rw ^ijn P^IDD i jn 
jyo^ T y^ y^ D po fyoDBa^ya ttjrpya P^".DD JIB iytDK::«o nrDO^VD f^tW! *i 1111 iw 
Tn»nr ycnw^iraifb .ilW3iBi:8tDB» PK ja>jm nyv;K3 nyi po T W W ,KEI3 n:K :^;y 
'ii w V13II p»p nyatf; iya$n nyjnjn PK -»nyrD5yn yjy1 pc M"H fviiw »*K D ^ 
—iyi PK ,inyty3 D>3 (jf^vi^^xn y^«,v«DM oi$n Difii Dy^vjnDOJipjn i^yD^aiif xn:yo 
o%; T'K P^IDD iyn ,noK —^ip PK n po nyvnyn %i PK i r r t r 8 Davnunyc 
m IM« lyaif t*« iy A w s w » nmn P^IDD N jyviw PK D*JT .anyoin ya^ 
•»n mypi»noD n .a^eny nyo»na K mm nyoDjna nyn D^D ynmm towtv* vx c«r( 
TOfcj lystjn «i .jyn^-iyD DU fieoBp oyn lya nyn o1: o^n PK jaiasyie^K PK ajnrn» 
8 PK .priMimn y^^ D 0*3 inn y5*nnih jyayaya nyo'nojys^K n o*; PK nwwi 
rJyu nyoma K timya otf\ vx pt jW»?miBD D'D lyt^ KiDD « Hwnro^i yooynro H 
Hran w T^ K pt lyJynynuo 8 PK nyn^ -ayo .jyounDD^WiW v<v<:x -ljnn -lyo^'D 
.ncK .iv;iKiw jyaifn »n Dtf^  a^ o:yp B»nua -DH n ,33nan-i^  p y e v ^ n H VPKD TK T * 
dfi B'xanB dyn tD3ypiy3K D«n ainyayn n u A » v yj^ oyDDOBycya
 fyo^p H rr5im 
"'o» K noKn PK |MJB D^T 4n5 5»»o*o 8 n lyntjn lyin'B jny^t pn w a " w n PB 
»nrtijB inMm^atti n >'ni rDjnaiiii 5yp .iyptjn^y3i« l iw o>w yi^DO^w^Mp 
"WW y^ 8 pfi yoKnaijiB nyn nMM Bftwa T%K -\vtfw "wnfrit iw "»yD"3"i8 ,-i a'1" ^ " " 
"
M
 pic iy^triKB nyo«anu yooaycn^ya KTK VW P^OD K jyin*D jyayp ynoona'n 
1W





^- ^V^B 55aa a ianm ws taw n Tin [y§ini nyoM3^8 n jyn jyc^ P T3 D^V 
«D'»P jyoma iy«t PK D W T O n nss PK itjfvvnyanii "? Bpiwraiw y'owa 
°?8B Din PD inyapyntt D*3 iy3yp I^D D^D T' 'M ryayo IKT PK .D^DIB y^y'B 
.W PK nynn»u yiy^r w pnpm) *i P'3 U$ .iyayaytyanij oc«Bnyn I?"? 
8 nyptjn MJRTUP &f*i TJTT 
jBar&w* y?iD iy"f m«n iyt)"3nB iw 
B'rrwB pir |»"t w a n * jwr^e IPM 
D*n jyo yaam n»D jBtgwrm &vt ym 
H PK lyamtnyB wuypw j n r n iw»n 
nW) nyonjnain j n r n PK ,fyniamrmee> 
—jyojrwBp riM fyaayDB^BB n pK nyoyiD 
in jK IB i w r » *B© lyoanp njn no tD3"n 
tmruimror tanya B D»O m lytDpmin 
ntf* Dip iw»n I P D " 3 I K , H pm ,pmv 
Wyn Daypjri TO oxn W K PK DBny3 ira 
jyBBoyp i * jwnaw v i DTIDW Djn IBB PK 
.|w*s ny«r D*D PK Dt5a i w »*o 
* * * 
enyu DP IIDftm PK j»>«n PK 3*D njny 
"vin .tyDKo-Dp^D H VB oytw I»nt>y3 
if&DVi I"? T W 1M'?"n TO PK '«D "iyaeny 
H IMII Diirt fOruri PK WIPVW w n 
3»Dnjn " f i n ,|»*my Dm fyayp .-iyo"3n8 
lyweny i jn /TBIBB o*o i w m mww* 
8 D5B nnjm DI»"BW »^8iy3'K »nri *BD 
"pyii« panm iVDBjnp itfyvyBD um aw 
D*D jnoyno w H tysBD iv ryiyu oay5y3 
yoMia n tro D38Pyn v i - w a n * nn 
-unna PK »"ra«fci fiPWtB pu mvn 
5 B W K •ton 'BD nyocny njn .&"pa*5 
iyn ^VD niftpvyao i n D*B jmwi baBoy; 
-3* IWM DDBoya ty^r lyajujjnewK^yj 
-yuya VDJVH jyananya iv njn« tyanumr 
.iWjimnDBMK jypMna i n * twau 
ni3 jyp PK »ay5 33i3imyanyD"3"iK H 
w"n pa .iw>n»irw yin'M ipn j y ^ 
W H M 1W iroya |ya3nyaipy H jyj^r 
twwny osn iwipirmoDawyn n PK ,yn 
iwaruww * i Dmja |ya*n <BD PK aw 
ovun TDII$ .DiyoyiaiyB PK pmwnm 
Djn ptpnav anayD^ya i u ^y.Dyaijfe tr j 
lysijn jyJyii u»«ang n i n ,>KD IJ 
PK .»"n»no y5iB ur«i DBBoypj 
PK lypaynya |yB*un vt> W?v\\ n 
JIB aw B D^B 8^0 lyots'iy oyn 
3W K D?K |1K ,P'*J JHfi'mH DI^T 18B n>nB 
«iw»w» w tottiinowK mymwr I«B 
jynya jyouyj noijn >n — biinryj?; ~: 
*DMK H •DiOTuiDn*BB PB ayn zr -
ort PK DK-iaipB >W3'D ojn :*£
 :-
ny»r pnayinyB lyoD^rvw -.•< r 
Jftn PO DBOSiryn 8 D^ 8 PK ,y;-iy;y ; .
 : 
nya 8 DKts j^K D^I 0*O tynyr
 ; : -.• 
t»8 V? >*? y3?yn O^BWnWyay; ;•::-
,yBBDyp-|n«PnK3 PK -lyOBJ D'C ;VN : 
jyo 'x j n ipw i w j r vnoKpayo^P r 
-jyayiya -oia ,inv5p 8 ,oo nm* c«-
|IK unycx yon^ayoT1"! PK WCK? 
-'DBDyOD'D .iy^K8T'Dy-lj;i»p yo^*:;; 
fe»3r ya>yii iflm»K op^noD j»nrw:ii 
^W 8 '38 pK rya:i>D8nyB-Doyo#"c 
OVTtnm niH OPJIB jytMiyjcnK vt ;: 
y^^ B PK — iwmD0jiprn*Q ^ 
M 
•K 
-T8 n ttrmur nu»ra yo»ru n ,D;«ri;; -
•tfB nyn jye^iiy mora y ; " ^ n nw ' * - " : 
nyny1 TK ^3'iJaya p^8DB» ftp* iy3«- "v-
-8^80 nyn PB a:KBJ8 "ttn t'K ^BD ^ rassn}** 
jya^fi ny3K t"i«y>D*a , i r r ) »v r T 
•»D n TB ,iyp;8nya oxn praMyaD'iK r - : 
8 on? tynyu D38oya ?yp mrrtwr m 
PK imif ^BD pK ,3w pitowy3-e'tt-*£ 
lyntt^vnJn y^?B,V8D njn PK ; v : : n r 
ons i^> irwo I^D B w**n "»ya« ;;••: w^a 
jy*BD yoE'ny yroa^n n PK JT^B ,;;•" 
-jn D3"n ixrn ,"iyo"3iK nyrivr, ;p*%r-Bt 
-ayaa^p-Tin i«p jyDjBiDDJBDin - -•; no 
jyoip D3"n urn
 fvor*5 jrawpwrrT r 
-MOwyoBnx JTB MtB I»B ou a*" ; r "* 
n jy-iyn oa^n uni
 r«r9w *>*" -*- ;*: 
-P8^ D^ O t3B8tncB'y3 D'J [yo^-cr.'^r 
?ID D"P3B«K' n aHw o*J D«T "^ •r::'l( 
-pTii ny^r ay*>iv D>J T W PK TF»"3*« '" 
-ya JinyaB^i^ijn i y n pa DDI^VS iw'' 
-yot? ynm vmny w w n n nu pp'tocw 
yoiynayya y*>3 lyoso yo»na ^ "»r »£ '^ 
•yao^K jyrn Difii ynayoenv n ,r:n»"* 
-WW 5yoiy*B jyovyJ cm ;*N ; r^" 
-"318 lya^'^o BW jnayotnv H , : T ^ 
• i i W W fiiytrw* tn«h mn , a 
T , DDIP "Di8 y t r oD^swp . w n y w * n 
;$D 0^ %W lyOBHy DVT ]VW* W lyDBIlV 
o'D iyj3tDHMa"D«mnD | 1 * ppr iD 'K TO 
iyw»M"K 33«imw i j n po Dinaipi oyn 
-n| MYX KIK i«e t« /p i onyDKnyc oy 
H .5>n$v r« nyJMWi |jr»«nDD3ipn H jyj 
. f tp* m nyjy^p tD^3 D3^n 
* * * 
•»'vyo njn po 33KB3* D^B *BB tyoeny nyi 
ix nnK' po ,p ivnf t ro .Ngyiftfwn ny5 
mio W K i8 ,iynytj"K (youw >t o»n im*1 
onm T I oSwrw " V ^ I J B H .DDMDIK PK 
m cnyiJB nya iy3irx8it3D3*pyn n w 
-;»JDyi H DVl *t D*J ,DiytDC M D*> .^D8 
H PK PK oy w ,t»* now "iyi .lywmDD 
-yw 8t8 ryoipyai^D -inK' a^ijnwr "iwr 
,nBD8pjyD8>p oyn no MnmiMif nyn PK MVI 
mjm *iED«pjyD8^ p nvi Dtftt DyoaBy33iK ?K 
* tpw cnn'uni J»*nw DW in* i ip D3"n 
DO w«n i i p PK ,3B&B>DBO |jnro»na 5y*e 
p« D"Piyo'3 yt3pi8t)BnyD 8 jypnyo m 
Tt Dtp D^P yiayinyn H .*IBDBP lyiyn 
I f i o n y o ^ u . n tyayawa$3 MP09W1M 
H iv;vft$L-ilh PK ,iif*vn«a "im* lyttfsn 
o»n i r f i w B mv"\ po 5«no 8 i w ' a i N 
o*« D»piif *a 5yD>a VWT) 8 jynywyo 
A'Wa w w W t f y n r i iyn .yofioyp-iynKP 
•4o»n w«n VH pnDDWMwa-iPD»5p i j n 
v o w j i p i nhp t i n i n iyn* lyoyo ,-iya 
to« Dijn DKBKOK tann D3»J p« ooynsii 
W -DP83pya PK wiyainw nnyo iy oi^ n 
">13 t'K M .3^ Dn331K jyilW DU t'K 0"Y 
.^1^38 pnm 
* * * 
MT 18 ,C1« KTK WH Dn3P3 1^83 PK " t 
TWttPP 'V38tD PK r«DDunsnviiv |«i rynD 
»
M
» iv aw msntriifB r » " t PK ijrona 
«imnn* 3^3nw inwr y»vy5» H PK tya 
D8>p i)ri:vv>vn i y - "3 3HJjnjn*fi iyo«; 
PK ivurvoyaiw W^DSMI mri3K y>v^ 
iy>«'vi»D PK | y c o ^ » ,\VWWP); ny"t 
.|yay^ 
iyai#n '80 lyotny D':ID mj immnv n 
33UE$n o'o imnyn-iyo^am H D^Dyj;« 
— yi3"D vwi pe lyx-.yn n PK , T H B PK 
oyn nyvy^B yjyo pK .mrrw PK mm D'D 
-3i$Dyi H ivcijanyE |yv;«3 pn «V'>»B H 
-ya n otjn nyony y-iyijg PK ,jy;^vKioo 
yiy»? y^ K ^ w iyD3«iDD;«oyi n o^: 
! "w«yiMpnn 8 pn anavD'rnjro,, ,]vwv 
• * * 
D^D ,|ynnoo3ipDin ^ n jyiy* D^O PK 
-"i8 H iy3*n ,D3"n pa 1888 po "IHK1 i jny 
_3yny3 rVoipyj iy>"no*o^yn y^8 PK nyo^a 
lyiyv.'p 8 : i^oyj
 f>y*» ny«t « "yo 
,D";rnD yl^D^^vi "Jnyo ,3^D-DD"3n8 
.33i3ypny;K ya^DDKB^yiya inyo 
•y33K Tt iya*n Dipi H pc yt»yn myt 
-18 yoTPJWHf H po |yn*n H PK iyo^c 
iypm ix iyo83 n PK jnyjivo'iiK Tyo^a 
iya$n Difli n po y^y^o inyr
 #D38D iy " t 
H PK D y^oKPiyo "lyDyBy PK osnyix v t 
ix ^yDTi jyno i'iyo3iK ny-i« ijrttvn yo-r; 
33nyD3iDC,iK 18 PK 3 j ny^y [8 jyiyn 
43ip»5 "in'8 PK y3mo "lyo^aiK i j n nya'K 
po yoonnyo n — "jywyo n no y^y^o nnjn 
lytsyr, iso ,D-^D oyn po |jniy3 iy3"T »M 
iy338Ey33i# T I jyaifn iV3i^ s8noD3ipDn n 
ynyvi'p po umnvfi "»Jn u"3 o:n:yy3 PK 
-IJIJB yo'iiya PK DPOTI'MI inyo ,jjn3^tw 
PK Dip '11 T^ MiK PK .iyontjoyi w ro 
-lyo^ny i jn D*n rnipiys |yay3y;ai»3 »i 
•3H3yiiDM3 pn jy^jyo n . iw i r i i ^ i w 'Ko 
,nnr ijny1 ony^oya (jnyii « D"P 
p n ^8iya'K lyaun iyDD»«*Ji* i"?D n 
,1900 r*3 1890 po
 tvm rfrum DJH 
po i r w pn r PK riwwiya y^^ o ipurmapi 
inyo y^8 n w piy^t i w n D3"n t*a 1900 
n»o jynyi y jy i xny^r D«O PK / rowora 
-3^K iy " t pc 33ny3y^Piyo yneaa^nyo K 
/ 8 D lyocny nyi lyinDDiVoyT iv yoyiyo 
roip D3'my m» " I lyaun Tt oan »n m 
-3ipyi ooninpa ">ip». lya^n " i np) "»BC 
r?8 '80 lyatny nyn tnim taa^n .ijnnoo 
jy^i ,3^D 8 -3tjtD nys^cMr^irmfo » ^^vo 
M#nrop nyes 1912 WO 
V ISJDEnjJ P P POT3 
,0"5>b! 
-yj ,D">b^>jnj«n yamyBnya PD jyoyiajip 
TW p« ,|P(CJjra y^yj^DyDtps PK yt»yiy5 
nytr'ms n — mnoa'n PD W T O n 
DIP .iw^wwow* mm pn vi inwi 
pu oynaj^p v tavnwrwDW I* IMW PK 
"3 PK ,jyHie3n "5ny58 pD |yDD i^p*i»D 
iriyran DOIPMD TW P« oywip jynm 
yan>»3 n ,fW>"paH3jm»'i3 nnMn n 
"18 pc jyiKiD .lyo^anK n pu tyaanrnp 
•DD"3IK yiyxTp PK yxytya-ne' w r o 
iyan?»3 PD naramn iywa PK ITWDV 
•nyo r^jBTiv pD iyoi»y?)n DnruirrurD 
oyuaip nvi p« tyn**n lyases: vmpv 
iy«poyaD*m jy3*n «i PK ,IHMKI 5>"HD38 
:Dif>E>y3 ijnjya^B cyn 
-ya mm 1890 ^80 nyoeny iyt„ .1 
-jpwiWM*oin TD sift) 8 D*8 ftnjm DSBD 
pD imwi tnyitfoya unm tew* PK ,jy: 
-y3 5»» ai#tDDD"3"i8 mn t8 »nyi«n lyi 
-J1W 1338 *rnt imw DVjy-ia 
n lya^ JpDMK iyp na** -iyiy\ .2 
".lya^^vsitDDa^oyT n po yon^E 
o38oya PK DtiWtt\)JWn m v* MI* 
iyouya lyiiy* y^ K p« jyo o$n ,nn»v,ya 
n .»*o lyocny oyn ISD |yo*nai* *pt 
WW ivuya I8T W> PK ajuynys-iyo'mw 
yvvK "i8D /lyonyaJ^nDaB mm* -IBD «a 
y>y*D pK .D^Kait? yirvK -IBD PK vwiti 
ntf 0s: lyiywa 'Bo nyDeny nyi PK lyiay^ 
8 lynn^o ly^t -IDD"3IB H gm 340 njn 
ii3 ,tPWB* tD38' pe 3*ODD"3"IK jys^vyrya 
n P R D^"»8 iy^r -lytru-m n |yn 390 8 
-ya a*n pifii ,BDt«nymrp yoery 
,3io or *>yo"3">n D>8 ^83 [yol c r -~;'-; 
•V IX ivnyn tnmyaDnK w iy3?yr. ;«c * r * 
linaiDB>"8 18 18D lyp'nDO IX PK ly-'D'SH 
ny iK^njnys |KpnjDK n iwya PK ,;«: 
-:yiu*p D>K^  ,DD DJH v w ,188* *'K 
lyoB'-iy Dyi ?8 ,0TIIPW DO*Drx;: T-K ,;«r 
KpnyoK pD nyo"3i8 n fy^t ls&l» *ir: 
-pyo pu m r v r r v ,TWBW mw vz r-* 
"D8o ,iy3»^»nttD3»Dyn T-H i-« : "» : : 
,iy33ionyjnyt>:iK yijn:K wn >•« ii';;'-"-
i n IBD iy-i*D8^ PV"iB -»yo"3i8 ^ ;;fc«-
injiDB' D3K 18 i8D jjrgnfD i r v 5 T 
p« iyo"3iK n ii^ ifT T^yo iwi p* >*= 
oxn i8D DP'noo jyiy^piy ;?o - r 
1889 "inn^  oyi pu ^nwmfi t3¥n V" '^-
nyoma ijn IID Buroirnnn1 nyn oiysrs 
4W^fi ir i iypTivv;«TE 
p^8 P ^ D ymmramB wp ma 0*; PK 
-"ioy3 "iyi po mwtav cyi o v c y : -«" 
lyrama yaun^no n .DE8CD3y;r pc -"** 
•8Tiv DH^ M D'D iy3i^ n D j^ni nyxjw *>'• rt 
.nyp^yo H PD arMmft nyi ony^sy* ^ 
ar>w jyo D n^ rn8B pD'fctfyitf* P* 
PD (iKB'^ ^Dpy) 33^ yDt?DMK 18 D38tr: ->" 
nyi PC nyp^yo n po jyopn^roe'-i^1 " 
-DMK ya^n «t«
 fyo*na KTK Jtfyv '>'**;it: 
•y3 ^3 i8T M oSyii n iv: c«" --' - r 
PK aai^ytara^i tirtjm PD C V nr 
y^83«j,x83"iyo3,K yn*n yx383 8 rv-' 
DP"' W rS 8 T » W 3 S liVN D3JPD 
n °TK V 8 ]1S D553DJ 
• 13S31JJS 583WPJ1SJD 
BJ^X .]«cci5r NTN en: 7* esitfryz 
inn* eg* J:N lyscye iy*ne N tr*t -TVH 
pM jnyojnpyD jtfm "3 flsnp *x 
•HPr* nyi JIB cnyc^ejj 
' W r v ^ w nynoyo [ytrmyBwyio oyi 
(wnrmnA|p«t tro oy wfcnyB PM jyo 
."lynDjyiD J'BMK 
tn iVED:ynD y ftf oonyj irrx |yn .6 
P't WK DSDyDD-DVT J"p spn» D1; DfiV^P 
.*ya*3 lyo^yojypya lyoSa 
DTisp T$Msnc u p 
..IJJDW tyens-T jnyeynpycr^p^ cvn 
fipmya p« a^ yty;; r>K tanw? nyiyn 
nyooyn nyn p« 
*Tpm JKW 
no 
„DDJIia f D W ? 
pv.w .ontDD orKiao 49-51 
' < 1729-1730 Prankli 
,iyED;y-iD « D'n* o*a W * i y v * .1 
"WW iy^yn ^$T "lyssyo iy" tg 2;ID38 D%J 
riM nyaoya w rvowifo 6 m tyrayn o'; jyt 
.Do:y^Dyc« iw o n pK "uynyosPDU 
"lycojynD « D^ns D'J "WK iyr. .2 
pn p« IVOI#: D'nyaeyo or* -yr* o m s r 
oyi T^« /'i^yoryp,, w w i n Ta wn 
.iys$; (Diyoynpyo) ny"K' fw C*.DK" 
lyoyj p*? \VTnw nyaoya ijn S$i .3 
•jya^vya oyi *pm *pw p« iia DVT j" i PK 
nyBwyio iyn JIB ayna cyi >n« tr« iyo 
. 1 9 12 ,"K8 
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eat r^o^'t^ 
.1912 |IK 1888 *«c lyeeny IV" 
•p^nsc -jy^tf-jy^p jyff^jj; pe jnnjft n 
.^jncy^srw ]y2#rt a w jnyww ct<" 
.f»wyTU$p nyo"!H -iyrw p^ps^E -c 
•y;«p,,tr pH pup n p« c n ^ c en**? n 
.t2iyctt* yayncnyB ps lyornya pK jyrcisj yrcrv: -iryr 
Wton m B»TK nn t|<}o«3*D w«Bnv 
.» .3 ,.©e EPHJE^ 51-49 ,cjne m » M ^ 
